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1. I A R Jones
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To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Katherine King
Re: - Application by Western Power Distribution (South Wales) / The Brechfa Forest Connection
12 April 2016 00:18:54
Letter To Mr Broderick 11042016.docx
Mrs Medland - Ongoing Concerns Pole 170 11th April 2015 Brechfa Connection.docx

11th April 2016
Ms Katherine King
Examining Authority
The Planning Inspectorate
3/18 Eagle Wing
Temple Quay House
2 The Square
Bristol
BS1 6PN
Dear Ms King
Re: - Application by Western Power Distribution (South Wales) / The Brechfa
Forest Connection
Ref: BFC-AFP033
BJP REFERENCE: BFC-OP0001
I understand that the Inquiry is now closed for new correspondence but my client and I
have serious reservations that WPD have no interest in addressing my clients PWS
concerns.
I have never used the word ‘shambles’ before in any professional letter but the process
adopted by WPD and their professional advisors in dealing with Landowner Concerns has
been extremely frustrating to say the least.
My client was promised a professional and analytical approach to her concerns about the
PWS to her property.
The key words are professional and analytical. By definition this required high quality
analysis and an investigative approach. I am very concerned when I am told by my client
that 3 professional people employed by WPD could not be bothered to record data or
make site notes on a site inspection with my client. If no site notes are taken how are they
going to be able to satisfy the Landowners reasonable concerns and deal with any
subsequent problems.
To keep on getting data wrong is inexcusable. The call the error a ‘typo’ is even more
inexcusable when you are dealing with a sensitive resource.
Lack of an acceptable process that fits the problem is why there remain errors in the data.
When you fail to record the data this can only compound the problem.
The definition of shambles is mess, muddle or confusion.
It is disappointing that I have needed to write to you and the Inspector.
The demise plan for my client and the majority of my clients also remain a work in
progress.
Kind Regards
IAR Jones BSc MRICS FAAV

This email was scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus service
supplied by Vodafone in partnership with Symantec. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisations IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or
recorded for legal purposes.

11th April 2016
Dear Mr Broderick
BFC-AFP113
WPD ARE SLEEVING THE WRONG POLES – REVERTING TO THE ORIGINAL POLE [173]
BEFORE THE INSPECTORS INTERVENTION.
POLE 170, POLE 170, POLE 170, POLE 170, POLE 170, POLE 170, POLE 170, POLE 170, POLE
170, POLE 170, POLE 170, POLE 170, POLE 170, POLE 170, POLE 170, POLE 170, POLE 170,
NOT 173, NOT 173, NOT 173, NOT 173, NOT 173, NOT 173, NOT 173, NOT 173, NOT 173,
I am sorry for the dramatic heading, but after nearly 3 years of engagement [non
engagement] and your kind intervention, WPD still cannot get their plans correct. I do not
know whether this is a mistake or their intention is to sleeve Pole 173. Can you please find
out for me?
I am very sorry, but I have no alternative but to have to ask you please to accept this second
late submission as it is very important to me and my family and other family’s dependent on
this private water supply. I have only just noticed that WPD provided a response for you
about mitigation measures for our PWS and for the protection of Mr and Mrs Rentmore’s
PWS, that was originally within document Vol.09.58 Applicant’s response to Procedural
Decision 30 March 2016. In it they state;
‘In line with the CEMP (REP4-026), the proposed mitigation put forward by the applicant of
placing the poles 171 172 and 173 in concrete sleeves mitigates the risk of leaching of
preservative from the poles and severs the linkage between the source and the receptor.’
Unfortunately, the numbers of the poles are incorrect. The water supply of the Rentmores
and our PWS are separate and are from different sources as Mr Whittingham, Mr Buxton
and Jason Pacey all know, but they are not very far apart. The poles affecting the
Rentmore’s PWS are 171 and 172. The poles affecting our PWS are 170 and 171, therefore
the mitigation measures should apply to poles 170, 171 and 172. I am seriously concerned
about this error, because it took me many months to finally get WPD, with your assistance,
to understand that Pole 170 is only a few metres away from one of our springs which is
directly in line downhill below the pole. It is disturbing enough that even after they came at
the end of January supposedly to do the hydrology assessment that we were promised a
long time ago by Mr Hubbold, and that they had ignored their own documented early
assessment of our water situation, still we recently had an incorrect map sent to us leaving
two of our springs off the map. The map has still not been corrected, so how are the people
who construct the line supposed to know where the mitigation measures are to be applied
and which areas to avoid? Now it looks as if the wrong pole (173) that does not affect
either of our supplies is to be encased in concrete, and pole 170, that is the most likely to
affect our supply, is not going to be encased. If this was a simple error I would not be so
concerned, but we cannot seem to get WPD to correct errors once made. I have no

confidence in them due to my experiences so far. I have been forced to write to you
because we cannot get any sense out of WPD, or their hydrologist (who verbally answered
my queries only whilst his ‘minders’ were otherwise occupied. Does it take three people to
do a hydrology assessment?) who it appears is not prepared to put his verdict in writing or it
seems their land agent.
I note that emergency contact lists are to be displayed on site notice boards and on fuel
bowsers. I hope that fuel bowsers will not be permitted to enter the area affecting both of
our water supplies as that will be ‘an accident waiting to happen’. I think it would also be a
sensible precaution if we and the Rentmores also have an emergency contact number, and
we need a 24 hour and weekend contact incase the worst happens and one or both of our
supplies is accidentally damaged or polluted once all contractors have gone home.
Regarding the water testing and monitoring by the Environmental Health Department of
Carmarthenshire County Council (CCC), I contacted the department with the intention of
investigating the cost. I was informed that the department only tests for bacterial
contamination and they no longer normally carry out testing on domestic supplies.
Therefore, if there was any other form of contamination e.g. creosote or high levels of iron
due to ground disturbance etc; it would not be detected. The question is, did WPD agree
with CCC that the quality of the water at both of our properties would be sampled or
not? If they did, monitoring for bacterial contamination is in fact not what we were looking
for and I’m quite sure that WPD and their hydrologist know that.
How can we deal with this organisation when it appears that when they have made an error
we can’t seem to get it corrected? I have serious concerns regarding their competence to
implement a scheme of this size.
Please could you ask them to contact my land agent Iwan Jones (BJP) and let us know when
they can be available to meet here to sort out all their errors? I would like Mr Jones to be
paid by WPD to be present at this meeting and also WPD must ensure that everything
agreed is properly documented and implemented this time so that we don’t have to go
through this all over again. Mr Jones has asked them over and over again to meet with
landowners such as ourselves, as it appears the obvious way to iron out difficulties, but they
have either been evasive or declined. I have previously worked with clients as a professional
in the NHS and in Social Services. To me it seems obvious that if you seek co-operation from
people for whatever reason, the first step is to form some kind of relationship with them
and to be as open and honest as you can be because people can detect if you are not. WPD
have failed in many instances to do either of these things by refusing to meet most people
who are represented by Mr Jones (I do not know about people represented by other land
agents,) and by being evasive or only documenting what they want to document and no
more. If I had done that as a professional, I would have been dismissed and struck off the
register.
I am not against the scheme although initially I would have preferred it to be underground
away from our water supply. We all know infrastructure has to happen somewhere. I repeat
that I am happy for WPD to have access on the roadway through our yard to pole 169 as
they asked. However, I don’t wish to have any expense because of the scheme as I am on a

limited pension, and I don’t think I should be disadvantaged if there is no need, hence my
inquiry regarding the cost of water testing as WPD have not said they will pay for this as I
informed you earlier.
Many of the landowners have had a very difficult and worrying time since November 2015
when we all received the first HoT document. I have been waiting since January for the
problems I identified to Mr Buxton to be corrected. It is stressful and unnecessary that we
are going through this, especially as I was previously enjoying a peaceful retirement, and I
am now having to deal with this application for compulsory purchase. I do not feel
compulsory purchase is justified as I have not been obstructive and have expressed my
willingness to sign a suitable HoT, but I have not yet been presented with even one with an
accurate boundary of our property. This is not my fault.
Thank you so much for your patience and support and for everything you and Mrs King have
done, as there would have been a complete breakdown of communication otherwise with
WPD either not answering reasonable questions or evading issues rather than dealing with
them, and for no reason at all as far as I am concerned. I am certain that you have had and
continue to have quite a task.
Pauline Medland.

11th April 2016
Dear Nick
Mrs Medland – Ongoing Concerns Pole 170 Brechfa Connection Line
BJP Call to Nick Buxton 11/04/2016 With Mrs Pauline Medland & Miss F Medland

Please find attached a letter from Mrs Medland to the Inspector and The Secretary of State and her
AM/MP representatives.
Mrs Medland and her daughter came in to see me this morning. Mrs Medland was very upset and
wanted to draw to my attention her ongoing concerns about the project.
Further to our phone conversation with you this morning can we agree some important
‘housekeeping’ with you and your ‘team’ at WPD.
1. I am not happy to accept that there has been a ‘typo ‘in the latest correspondence published
addressing my clients concerns. This is in addition to ‘version quality control issues’ my
clients have already experienced. Such inaccuracies are not acceptable when your client is
seeking powers of compulsion.
2. Sleeving is required for pole 170 and 171for my client. We are assured that Mr Rentmore has
stated yesterday that they require poles 171 and 172 sleeved and not pole 173.
3. Why are you stating that pole 173 needs sleeving and ignoring pole 170? Is this your typo.
This is simply not good enough.
4. Furthermore, you stated this morning that poles could not be moved. This is not correct.
Following the hydrologist’s professional assessment that the two poles were in the catchment
areas very close to the two springs, you and Jason Pacey in consultation verbally agreed on
January 29th 2016 that pole 170 would be moved up the slope 5 meters, and that pole 171
would be moved down the slope 5 meters.
5. The movement of poles has been agreed and you indicated roughly where they would be
sited. Your assertions that there was to be no pole movement is incorrect. Your assertions that
pole movement can be accepted as micro siting is incorrect. The movement of poles 170 and
171 have been agreed. The HoT will need to be modified to record this agreement with my
client.
6. My client wants a hydrologist report. This was agreed with the inspector and previously with
Mr Hubbold.
7. I requested a site meeting with my client in order to discuss issues and to rectify errors. You
immediately ‘denied’ this request today. Why did you deny this request without fully
understanding the facts? I suggest it is not your position to agree or deny such a request for a
site meeting. I suggested that you need to address the request with the ‘team’. Please now
address the request with the ‘team’.
8. Please provide the site notes of the meeting with the hydrologist. I understand that the
hydrologist took no notes of the meeting so how can you provide my client with a hydrologist
survey. I understand you and your other colleague also felt it prudent not to take site notes.
This I find incredulous that no one could be bothered to take site notes. Is this the RICS
Protocol you keep on referring too?
9. I would respectfully suggest that without taking careful site notes this is precisely the reason
why the poles have been once again incorrectly identified for sleeving and the boundary still
incorrectly identified.

10. Please retract the statement you made about my professional qualifications over the phone.
You stated I was ‘nothing more than a bully and a market trader’. I would expect greater
common curtesy from a professional person. When you met Mrs Reader you shouted at her
for no reason than that she did not understand your answer to a perfectly reasonable question.
This is not the ‘sensitivity’ the Inspector called for.
11. Please in the future refrain from hanging up when we are discussing important matters on the
phone. I am sorry you disagreed with my tone on the phone but we have been reasonable and
very patient with you and had expected your team to get things right by now.
12. Please correct the boundary plan as promised on the phone today.
13. Please modify the HoT. Please remove all areas identified brown. These areas are not needed
for the project. The triangle area identified brown comprise the steps and patio at the front of
the house. Why do you need control of this area?
14. My client has been requesting information for months why the right of way is so wide
identified blue. You let it slip today that the extent of the width of the area identified blue is
required to park vehicles. WPD needs to be fully transparent. WPD has not been transparent
to date. Please explain the extent of the blue area as it remains excessive and is not
proportionate for your development
15. Other demise plans for other BJP clients still need adjustments in respect to proportionality.
Please arrange meetings for all BJP LO clients including Mrs Medland.
16. My client has confirmed that the parking requests can, as requested by your client, be
accommodated for occasional ‘maintenance’ use but not daily ‘construction’ purposes. She
has informed WPD staff several times verbally and in writing that neighbours have rights of
way that are in use several times every day and that she is obligated to keep the roadway clear
because of this. Mrs Medland has confirmed that the parking is a reasonable request based on
a plan identifying that a designated parking area will be for ‘maintenance only’ and will be
identified on the plan attached to the HoT.
17. The hydrologist pointed out and admitted in front of my client and her daughter, that the
springs had the potential to move or the flow to reduce if poles were placed too close, or if the
ground was compacted by heavy machinery. My client reasonably demands that her springs
are accurately marked on the map sent by the hydrologist following his assessment. If
required a corrected copy of the map that I marked up can be found on PINS.
18. Once again my client has confirmed that no site notes were made during the visit so how will
WPD be able to refer to previous site notes if there is a problem with the water supply in the
future.
19. As no one from WPD took notes how can we take your engagement as being authentic or
genuine.
20. WPD and their hydrologist needs to take seriously the issues of water security to my clients
PWS. It is evident to date that this is not the case.
21. Please arrange a meeting with the hydrologist, yourself and someone from WPD so that issues
can be resolved and correct HoTs including an accurate map of my client’s
property, without the barns belonging to neighbours that have already been included in
error twice, can be prepared for my client to sign.
Regards Iwan Jones
BJP

2. Western Power Distribution (South Wales)

Email: info@brechfaforestconnection.co.uk
Tel: 0800 019 3518
Ms. K King
Planning Inspectorate
3/18 Eagle Way
Temple Quay
2 The Square
Bristol
BS1 6PN
14 April 2016
BFC/AH/139
Dear Ms King
Brechfa Forest Connection
Errata – Applicant's responses to Deadline 6 & 7 Submissions [REP8-031] &
Applicant's response to ExA's procedural decision 30 March 2016 [REP8-032]
The Applicant draws to the attention of the Examining Authority that in the documents
"Applicant's responses to Deadline 6 & 7 Submissions" [REP8-031] and "Applicant's
response to ExA's procedural decision 30 March 2016" [REP8-032] that the poles subject to
proposed mitigation of being placed in concrete sleeves are incorrectly referred to as being
poles 171, 172 & 173.
The Applicant confirms that the correct pole numbers which should be read within Entry No.
10 of the table entitled "Relevant Representations received by PINS – 22 March 2016" of
[REP8-031] and at paragraph 2.2.1 of [REP8-032] are poles 170, 171 & 172. This is an error
which was not picked up in the final checks before submission at Deadline 8 and is only
made within these two documents.
The correct position is reflected in other documents, including the Option A and Option B
Development Consent Orders [REP8-015] & [REP8-023] which note within Schedule 3
Requirement 3, Table 1 that the Poles 170, 171 & 172 are all Poles to be 'single within
sleeve'.
The Applicant apologises for the error and any confusion this may have caused.
Yours sincerely

Andrew Hubbold
Western Power Distribution

Western Power Distribution (South Wales) plc.
Registered in England and Wales No. 2366985
Registered Office:
Avonbank, Feeder Road, Bristol, BS2 0TB
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1

Introduction

1.1.1

This document provides an update on a number of matters which the Applicant
has continued to progress since the close of examination.

1.1.2

The matters which are reported within this document are:


An update on the negotiations with the Crown;



An update on landowner negotiations (See also Appendix 1);



An update on any licences required;



An update on the Section106 (See also Appendix 2);



Private Water Supply sampling (See also Appendix 3).
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2

Negotiations with the Crown

2.1.1

Current status towards obtaining consent

2.1.2

Within its response to the ExA’s procedural decision of 30 March [REP8-032] the
Applicant noted that significant progress had been made with regard to plots
C216, C217, C218, C219, C220, C221, C222, C223, C224, C225, C226, C227.
The Applicant can confirm that the form of agreement and associated
documentation was signed on 10 June 2016.

2.1.3

In respect of the Towy crossing, which is Crown Land managed by the Crown
Commissioners, the Applicant stated in REP8-032 that it proposed to acquire an
easement in the land by agreement and that this had been agreed by the Crown
Commissioners in principle, subject to commercial terms. Further negotiations
between the parties on the commercial terms are actively continuing and it is
considered that both parties are very close to concluding the agreement.
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3

Negotiations with Landowners

3.1.1

The Applicant continues to liaise with private landowners and their appointed
agents with the aim of securing agreements. As of 24 June 2016 28 landowners
have signed Heads of Terms and of these 4 have completed Agreements to grant
an Easement.

3.1.2

An updated Landowner Engagement table is attached as Appendix 1.
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4

Other Licences and Consents

4.1.1

The Applicant provided an update on progress with regard to other Licences and
Consents at Deadline 3 [REP3-054]. This stated that a Marine Licence application
had been submitted to Natural Resources Wales on 11 November 2015 (ref no.
CML 1551).

4.1.2

Subsequent to the submission of the licence application was consulted upon for a
period of 42 days with those bodies considered by NRW to be relevant and to
have an interest in the proposed works in light of their environmental
responsibilities.

4.1.3

In accordance with Section 68 (1) of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009, the
Applicant was also required to place a notice of the works in a local newspaper in
the area of where the works are to take place.

4.1.4

Public notices were placed twice, a week apart, within the Carmarthen Journal on
Wednesday 24 Feb and Wednesday 2 March 2016.

4.1.5

Recent correspondence with NRW conforms that all consultations including public,
internal and external have now closed and at present the Marine Licencing Team
have no outstanding requests for information.

4.1.6

The organisations consulted are detailed in the following table.
Consultee

Consulted

Responded

The Crown Estate / Swangrove Yes
Estate

No

NRW

Yes

Yes

MoD - Safeguarding Defence

Yes

Yes

Maritime & Coastguard Agency Yes

Yes

Trinity House

Yes

Yes
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4.1.7

Royal Yachting Association

Yes

Yes

Local Biodiversity Officer

Yes

No

Local Planning Authority

Yes

Yes

Local Harbour Authority

Yes

No

Fisheries / Marine
Enforcement Officers

Yes

No

Cadw

Yes

Yes

WAT

Yes

No

NRW has stated to the Applicant that it is unable to issue a decision regarding the
marine licence until the DCO has been granted.
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5

Completion of the Section 106 Agreement

5.1.1

The Applicant can confirm that the Section 106 Agreement between Western
Power Distribution (South Wales) Plc and Carmarthenshire County Council was
completed on 23 June 2016.

5.1.2

A copy of the completed s.106 Agreement is at Appendix 2.

5.1.3

The completed s.106 Agreement differs from the agreed draft submitted as [REP7011] with a manuscript amendment to paragraph 2.4 of the Schedule. This
amendment was requested by Carmarthenshire County Council after the close of
the Examination. This has the effect that any unspent contribution shall be
returned to the Applicant within 3 years of the date of receipt of the contribution by
Carmarthenshire County Council, rather than 2 years. This amendment is agreed
between both the Applicant and Carmarthenshire County Council.
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6

Private Water Supply Sampling

6.1.1

In its response to the ExA’s procedural decision of 30 March 2016 the Applicant
informed the EXA of its discussions with Carmarthenshire County Council
concerning the matter of water sampling at Mr and Mrs Rentmore and Mrs
Medland’s properties.

6.1.2

Further discussions have taken place with the Council’s Public Protection team.
Whilst neither the Council nor the Applicant consider that the monitoring of the
water supplies constitutes necessary mitigation of an otherwise significant effect
both parties are in the process of agreeing a monitoring protocol. This protocol will
include for baseline sampling to establish the current quality of the water in
addition to sampling post construction. A copy of the letter submitted to the
Council which sets out the proposed approach and which seeks the Council’s
costs to undertake the monitoring is attached as Appendix 3.
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Appendix 1 Landowner Engagement Table June 2016
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1

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Mr & Mrs Walters
Nantygoetre
Uchaf
Ferryside
Carmarthenshire
SA17 5YA

A3, A4, A5,
A8

Pole 1

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)
Pole 1; 1160m

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

No Change Request

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.

Informal DCRA the
landowner was only
affected by oversail, no
Change Request was
made at the formal
stage, however
landowner now has a H
with stays (pole 1)

08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
1

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
2

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
3

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
4

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16

2

Mr C Richards
Penyback
Llandyfaelog
Kidwelly
Carmarthenshire
SA17 5PU
Mr RT Richards
Tegfan
Llandyfaelog
Kidwelly
Carmarthenshire
SA17 5PU

3

Mr DR James
Cilwg
Llandyfaelog
Kidwelly
SA17 5PY

A9, A10,
A11, A14,
A15, A16,
A17, A18,
A19, A20,
A21, A22,
A23, A25,
A26

Poles 2 - 7

Pole 5; 150m
Pole 6; 150m

Informal DCRA: not
happy with H pole and
stays, move pole 4 to
hedge, this would
straighten line and
remove the need for
stays at pole 3.
WPD: CR94 & CR81
route alignment changed
only.

A31, A32

Pole 8

Pole 6; 170m

Ian Harding
Land
Management
Services
2 Hall Terrace
Ferryside
Carmarthenshi
re
SA17 5SN

Heads of Terms signed

Matthew Lloyd
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De la Beche
Street
SWANSEA

Heads of Terms Signed
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

SA1 3HH
4

Mr & Ms RC &
PD Jones
Penyfedw Farm
Llandyfaelog
Kidwelly
Dyfed
SA17 5RD

A37, A38,
A39, A40,
A41, A42,
A46

Poles 9 &
10

Pole 10; 400m

CR81:Move poles to the
field boundary,
previously 3 single poles,
in fields.
WPD: Poles now
alongside hedges, only
two poles on land,
however one is H pole to
achieve desired span.

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
6

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
7

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
8

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16

9

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16
5

6

Mr & Mrs A & M
Griffiths
Llwyn Y Gwcw
Farm
Uplands Arms
Carmarthen
SA32 8DX

A49, A50,
A51, A83,
A85

DJP Davies &
Sons
Crugan Fawr
Llandyfaelog
Kidwelly
SA17 5RE

A52, A55,
A56, A57,
A59, A63,
A64, A66,
A71, A72

Poles 11 –
13 & Pole
23

Pole 13;
1270m (on
landowners'
land plots)
Pole 22; 312m
(on Ms J
BromleyDavenport's
land)

Poles 14-18
(as land
owners)

Pole 17; 430m

Informal DCRA: move
single angle pole 11 with
stays to hedgeline.
Move pole 23 to
hedgeline.
WPD: pole 11 now inter
pole, stays removed and
alongside hedgeline.
Pole 23 unable to move.
CR61: Reposition pole18
in hedge, single poles in
fields
WPD: Pole 18 now H
pole alongside hedge to
achieve desired span.

Ian Harding
Land
Management
Services
2 Hall Terrace
Ferryside
Carmarthenshi
re
SA17 5SN

Heads of Terms signed

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied

10

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
11

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
12

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
13

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16
7

Ms J BromleyDavenport

A73, A74,
A75, A76,

Poles 19 –
22 & Poles

Pole 30; 230m

Happy with proposal, No
Change request

Jonathan
Andrews

Heads of Terms meeting held
and awaiting receipt of
14

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

c/o Mr Jonathan
Andrews
Llewellyn
Humphreys
Chartered
Surveyors
Napier House
Spilman Street
Carmarthen
SA31 1JY

A77, A78,
A79, A80,
A84, A105,
A106,
A107,
A109,
A108,
A110, A112

29 & 30

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

submitted.

LlewellynHumphreys
Napier House
Spilman Street
Carmarthen
SA31 1JY

completed Heads of Terms.
09.10.15: E-mail to Agent
seeking update.
13.10.15: E-mail from Agent
whom advising that without
client’s instruction.
27.10.15: E-mail to Agent
seeking progress.
02.11.15: E-mail from Agent
whom continued to be without
instruction.
30.11.15: E-mail to Agent
seeking update.
02.12.15: E-mail from Agent.
Clients not prepared to sign
Heads of Terms until decision
made by Planning Inspectorate.
07.12.15: E-mail response sent
to Agent.
08.12.15: E-mail from Agent
advising that client considers it
inappropriate to sign until DCO
outcome is confirmed.
15

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

31.03.16 Letter issued
confirming Heads of Terms offer
to LO.
19.04.16 Spoke to Agent on
account of the incentive and
easement payment. Agent to
discuss with occupier.
05.05.16 Spoke to Agent’s
Secretary. Discussion with
occupier had not yet taken
place. Agent to revert when
discussion occurred.
27.05.16 Spoke to Agent.
Discussion with occupier still
awaited. Agent to chase.
13.06.16 Spoke to Agent .
Occupier discussion still
awaited. Agent hopes to have
made contact in next 7-10 days.

8

Messrs & Ms DR,
JW & GM Kilvert
& George
Cwmafael

A88, A89

Pole 24

Pole 24; 660m

Informal DCRA: pole 24
single angle, pole and
stays to be placed near
track.

Ian Harding
Land
Management
Services

21.06.16 Spoke to Agent.
Heads of Terms documentation
awaited.
Heads of Terms Signed

16

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Llandyfaelog
Kidwelly
Carmarthenshire
SA17 5RF

9

10

Change Request and
WPD Response

WPD: Pole now H angle
in the same position.

Mr & Mrs HI & SE
Evans
Bwlch y Gwynt
Pontantwn
Carmarthen
SA17 5NL

A92, A93

Mr & Mrs TP &
HW Davies
Plasgwyn
Croesyceiliog
Carmarthenshire
SA32 8DU

A94, A95,
A99, A102,
A118, A120

Pole 25

Pole 25; 220m

Informal DCRA: Happy
with position of proposed
H angle and stays.
WPD: location and
equipment stays the
same.

Poles 26 –
28; Poles
33 - 36

Pole 33;
1330m (on
landowners'
land plots)
Pole 30;
1220m (on Ms
J BromleyDavenport's
land)

Informal DCRA: pole
positions agreed.
WPD: Pole 28 and 33
moved closer to hedge.

Agent

Status

2 Hall Terrace
Ferryside
Carmarthenshi
re
SA17 5SN
Huw Evans
Auctioneers
Nantyci
College Road
Carmarthen
SA33 6AG

Heads of Terms signed

John Eirian
Davies
BJP
Residential Ltd
50 Rhosmaen
St
Llandeilo
Carmarthenshi
re
SA19 6HA

Heads of Terms meeting held
and awaiting receipt of
completed Heads of Terms
29.09.15: E-mail received from
Agent with comments.
05.10.15: E-mail response sent
to Agent.
13.10.15: E-mail with further
detail supplied to Agent.
27.10.15: E-mail to Agent
seeking update.
01.12.15 Telephone call from
17

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

agent, landowners are not
willing to sign Heads of Terms.
31.03.16 Letter issued
confirming Heads of Terms offer
to LO. E-mail copy to Agent.
18.04.16 Telephoned Agent.
Agent to meet client re Heads of
Terms.
25.04.16 Telephone call to
Agent’s office. Agent
unavailable.
26.04.16 Telephone call to
Agent. Agent had not met his
client last week but hoped to do
so shortly.
05.05.16 Telephone call to
Agent. Meeting with client still
awaited.
11.05.16 Telephone call from
Agent. Clients considering
Heads of Terms. Advised that
matter now rests with Agent and
his clients and if wishing to
proceed or queries to be
addressed to revert to us
18

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

accordingly. Follow-up e-mail
issued to Agent.

11

Mr JE Evans
Iscwm Farm
Pontantwn
Kidwelly
SA17 5NF

A113, A115

Poles 31 –
32

Pole 31;
1140m (on
landowner's
land plots)
Pole 37; 830m
(on Mr & Ms
RDH & M
Bowen's land)

12

Mr & Ms WDI &
GG Gibbon
Garreg Farm
Kidwelly
Carmarthenshire
SA17 4RA

A116, A117

Oversail
only

Pole 1; <7.2km
(on Mr & Mrs
Walters' land)

No change request.

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

Heads of Terms Signed

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
19

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
20

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.

21

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
22

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16
13

Mr & Ms RDH &
M Bowen
Lan House Farm
Idole
Carmarthen
Carmarthenshire
SA32 8DE

A121,A123

Pole 37

Pole 36; 300m

CR83: Pole must be 40ft
from hedge.
WPD: Accepted pole
sited approx 40ft from
hedge

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

Heads of Terms meeting held
on 17.11.15.
07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.

23

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
24

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
25

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
26

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
27

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

retracted in reply of 14-6-16

14

Mr & Ms W
Bowen
Lan Cottage
Carmarthen
Carmarthenshire
SA32 8DE

A124, A125

None

Pole 37; 160m No change request.

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels

28

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5

29

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.

30

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
31

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16

15

Mr CO Evans
Capel Farm
Bancycapel
Carmarthen
SA32 8EB

A122,
A126,
A127,
A132,
A133, A134

Poles 38 –
41

Pole 40; 290m
Pole 41; 290m

CR74: Can poles be
placed in hedges,
previously all single
poles.
WPD: Poles positioned
in hedges where
possible, Pole 40 moved
alongside hedge but now
H angle to achieve
desired span.

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
32

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
33

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
34

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16

16

Mr DJB Thomas
Gwillionnen
Bolahaul Road
Cwmffrwd
Carmarthen
SA32 8EE

A137,
A138,
A139,
A140,
A141,
A142,
A143,
A144,
A145,

Poles 42 45

No property on
land

CR61: single poles in
fields, move pole to
hedges.
WPD:H poles required to
achieve span and
placement alongside
hedges

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
36

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

A146,
A147,
A148,
A149,
A151,
A153,
A154,
A155, A157

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
37

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
38

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
39

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

17

Ms M Jones
Golwg Y Bryn
Llangyndeyrn
Kidwelly
SA17 5HH

A158, A161

Pole 46

18

Mr DJ Hughes
Maesawelon
Cwmffrwd
Carmarthen
SA32 8ED

A162,
A163,
A164, A165
A168,
A169, A170

Poles 47 52

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)
Pole 46; 540m

Change Request and
WPD Response

Pole 44; 400m

Informal DCRA
landowner and Occupier:
move pole 50 to hedge.

Agent

Status

John Nicholas Heads of Terms Signed
J.J. Morris Ltd
Hill House
Hill St
Narberth
Pembrokeshire
SA67 7AR

WPD: pole 48 moved
alongside hedgeline,
now H angle.

John Nicholas
J.J. Morris Ltd
Hill House
Hill St
Narberth
Pembrokeshire
SA67 7AR

Heads of Terms meeting held
and awaiting receipt of
completed Heads of Terms.
14.10.15 Telephone call to
Agent seeking progress.
Advised that he would follow up
with Client.
27.10.15 Email to Agent
requesting an update regarding
discussions with his client.
01.12.15: E-mail sent to Agent
seeking update.
16.12.15: E-mail sent to Agent
seeking update.
05.01.16: E-mail sent to Agent
seeking update.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

06.01.16 E-mail from Agent with
comments.
06.01.16: E-mail response to
Agent.
06.01.16 Tel. call to Agent
regarding occupation of land.
Agent to reconsider matter and
revert accordingly.
01.02.16: Telephone call with
Agent regarding occupation of
land. Agent would discuss the
matter with his client and revert
to us
04.02.16 E-mail sent to Agent.
08.02.16 Tel. call with Agent. He
had been unable to contact his
client. He would try contacting
his client again and revert to us.
16.02.16 E-mail to Agent.
19.02.16 Tel. call with Agent.
Discussion ensued on split of
payments being offered
between the Landowner and
occupier. Agent would e-mail to
42

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

confirm position.
22.02.16 E-mail from Agent.
24.02.16 E-mail to and from
Bruton Knowles regarding the
position with occupier’s Agent.
31.03.16 Letter issued
confirming Heads of Terms offer
to LO. E-mail copy to Agent.
26.04.16 Telephone call to
Agent. Agent to discuss matter
with client to ascertain whether
any progress may be made.
19

Ms MM Evans
Bryngors Isaf
Cwmffrwd
Carmarthenshire
SA32 8EE

A171

None

Pole 52; 200m

TMO Jenkins
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De-la-Beche
Street
Swansea
SA1 3HH

Heads of Terms Signed

20

Mr GEM Bussell
St Kennox
Llawhaden
Narberth
SA67 8DG

A172,
A173,
A177,
A178,
A180,

Poles 53 –
55

No property on
land

TMO Jenkins
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De-la-Beche

Heads of Terms Signed

43

Landowner
Name & Address

21

Mr & Mrs MA & R
Doyle
c/o Rose Cottage
Russellstown
Kilmeague
Naas
County Kildare
Eire

22

Mr & Mrs D J & H
M Ebsworth
Tynewydd
Nantycaws
Carmarthen
SA32 8EX

23

John Morlais
Thomas
Penybryn
Nantycaws
Carmarthen
SA32 8EX

Land Plot

A181,
A182,
A183,
A185,
A188,
A189, A191
A194,
A195, A196

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

Street
Swansea
SA1 3HH

Poles 56 –
58

No property on
land

Heads of Terms Signed

A197

Oversail
only

Pole 60; 150m
(on John
Morlais
Thomas' land)

Heads of Terms Signed

A199,
A202,A203,
A205

Poles 59 –
62

Pole 60; 170m

Heads of Terms Signed

William Lyn
Thomas
44

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

A208,A211,
A214,A215,
A217,
A221,
A223,A224,
A225

Poles 63-71

Pole 70; 180m

CR60: Requested poles
are sited to pick up more
hedges, previously all
single poles.

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.

Brynywawr
Llanarthney
Carmarthen
SA32 8LH
24

Mr P Morris
Beaulieu Fawr
Llangunnor
Carmarthen
SA31 2LS

WPD: Pole repositioned
near hedges , now 7
single x 2 H poles.

08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
45

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
46

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.

48

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16

25

Messrs DA & WG
Jones
Tyllwyd Mawr
Farm
Llangunnor
Dyfed
SA32 8EL

A226,A229,
A230,
A242,A243,
A244,A246,
A250,
A252,A254,
A257,A260,
A261,
A264,
A270,A271

Poles 72 –
83 & Pole
85

Pole 81; 190m

CR53,CR95: Move
Alignment to other side
of farm for amenity
reasons.
WPD: Accept movement
of line.

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.

49

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs

50

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
23.05.16: Option B HoTs issued
to LO and copy issued to BJP.
52

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16
26

A245

Parcel of land has now been
removed from the Book of
Reference. No acquisition of
rights are therefore being sought
from the Landowners over this
plot of land.

53

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

18.02.16 Letter sent to
Landowners confirming that Plot
A245 has been removed from
the Book of Reference.

27

Hugh & Margaret
Joy Davies
Nant Farm
Llangunnor
Carmarthen
SA32 8AA

A266

No poles

Pole 84; 100m
(on Mr & Mrs
HV & E Jones'
land)

No change request
made, however not
affected by the line until
final alignment. (affected
by stays only on pole 84)

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
15.12.15 – Mr Davies rand
WPD. BK returned call.
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
22.12.15 – BK wrote to Mr
Davies to answer queries raised
on 15 Dec.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
54

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
55

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
56

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16

28

Mr & Mrs HV & E
Jones
Pant Farm
Llangunnor
Carmarthen
SA31 2HY

A267,A269,
A272,A273,
A274,
A275,A276,
A277,A278,
A283,A284
B3,B5

Poles 84 &
86

Pole 86; 220m

Formal request:
reposition terminal H
pole off property.
WPD: Terminal pole still
on property, however
moved 25m south.

Matthew Lloyd
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De la Beche
Street
SWANSEA
SA1 3HH

Heads of Terms meeting held
and awaiting receipt of
completed Heads of Terms.
Landowner has reservations
towards Terminal H pole
location.
13.10.15: E-mail to Agent with
58

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

PINS details.
03.02.16 Email to agent
requesting Heads of Terms
update.
04.02.16: E-mail from Agent
with update.
05.02.16: E-mail to Agent in
response.
25.02.16: Tel. call and spoke to
Agent on account of various
matters. One of which was Pant
Farm. Discussion ensued re
submission of comments to
PINS.
29.02.16: E-mail to Agent.
10.03.16 Tel call and spoke to
Agent. Follow up e-mail to be
sent to Agent.
31.03.16 Letter issued
confirming Heads of Terms offer
to LO. E-mail copy to Agent.
08.04.16: E-mail to Agent.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

23.05.16: Letter and Option B
Heads of Terms issued to LO.
23.05.16: E-mail to Agent with
copy Option B correspondence.
29

Mr & Mrs WEG
Jones
Trefad
1 Cnwc y Gwili
Carmarthen
SA31 2HP

B7, B8, B9,
B10, B11,
B12,
B13,B14,B1
5,B16,B17,
B18, B19,
B20, B21,
B22, B23,
B24, B25.1,
B26,1 B28,
B29, B30,
B31,B32,
B36,B39,B4
0,B41
B42,B43,B4
4, B47,
B49,
B51,B52,B5
3,B54,B55,
B56, B57,
B58, B59,
B60,B61

Undergroun
d cable

Pole 86;
1190m (on Mr
& Mrs HV & E
Jones' land)

Informal DCRA:
Landowner in agreement
with route.(Underground
section)

Huw Evans
Auctioneers
Nantyci
College Road
Carmarthen
SA33 6AG

Heads of Terms signed

30

Miss FE Evans

B27

Undergroun

Pole 86;

Informal DCRA with

Matthew Lloyd

Heads of Terms signed
60

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Bwlch Farm
Abergwili
Carmarthen
SA31 2JA

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)
d cable

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)
1040m (on Mr
& Mrs HV & E
Jones' land)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Landowner and
Occupier,
Both in agreement with
route(Underground
section)

Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De la Beche
Street
SWANSEA
SA1 3HH

Status

31

Mr & Mrs DR &
MH Lloyd
Dolgwili Farm
Dolgwili
Carmarthen
SA32 7HR

B62, B63,
B64, B65,
B66

Undergroun
d cable

Pole 92; 850m
(on Mr GWG
Philipps' land)

Informal DCRA:
Landowner in agreement
with route.(Underground
section)

Roger Davies
J.J. Morris Ltd
5 High Street
Cardigan
Ceredigion
SA43 1HT

Heads of Terms signed

32

Mr GWG Philipps
Cwmgwili
Bronwydd Arms
Carmarthen
Carmarthenshire
SA33 6HY

B78, B79,
B80, B81,
B83, B84,
B85, B87,
B88, B89,
B90, B91,
B95, B92,
B93, B94,
B96, B97,
B98, B99,
C1, C2

Poles 87 92

Pole 92; 600m

Formal request:
Reposition H pole and
reposition poles on
hedges.

Matthew Lloyd
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De la Beche
Street
SWANSEA
SA1 3HH

Heads of Terms meeting held.

WPD: Unable to move
pole, link with CR101

13.10.15: E-mail to Agent with
PINS details.
17.11.15: E-mail from Agent re
Key Terms Sheet query.
Response issued to Agent on
the same day.
18.11.15: Telephone call with Mr
Philipps on account of
Landowners Pack payments.
08.12.15 E-mail to Agent for
update.
61

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

16.12.15: E-mail to Agent
seeking update.
21.12.15: E-mail response from
Agent.
21.12.15: E-mail to Agent with
further comment.
05.01.16 Follow up e-mail sent
to Agent.
06.01.16: E-mail from Agent
advising that client’s solicitor to
be contacted and outcome to be
communicated in due course.
04.02.16: E-mail from Agent
with Heads of Terms update.
05.02.16: E-mail to Agent in
response.
25.02.16: Tel. call and spoke to
Agent on account of various
matters. One of which was Mr
Philipps. Agent stated that
discussions re Heads of Terms
were ongoing.
62

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

10.03.16 Tel call to Agent
regarding another matter,
enquired with agent regarding
GWG Philipps’ position on
signing Heads of Terms, Agent
advised that meeting with his
client was scheduled for
11.03.16
24.03.16 Tel Call to Agent
requesting an update on HoTs
with his client. Informed by
Agent that his clients’ legal
representative had reviewed the
matter. Agent seeking written
confirmation of the review and
would forward details on in due
course.
24.03.16: E-mail received from
Agent.
31.03.16 Letter issued
confirming Heads of Terms offer
to LO. E-mail copy to Agent.
12.04.16 Email from Agent.
12.04.16 Email acknowledgement
to Agent

63

33

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

G James & Sons
Awelfryn
Peniel
Carmarthen
SA32 7HR

C3,C4,C5,C
6 (as land
owner)

Pole 93

Pole 92; 390m

Formal request as
occupiers reposition H
pole and reposition poles
on hedges.

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

Heads of Terms meeting held
with former land agent.
Landowner has concerns over
positioning of pole 93.

WPD: Unable to move
pole, link with CR101.

13.10.15: E-mail to (former)
Agent with PINS details.
15.10.15: E-mail to (former)
Agent with change request
information. Response from
Agent on the same day.
16.10.15: E-mail response sent
to (former) Agent.
16.10.15: E-mail received from
(former) Agent and response
issued of the same day.
25.11.15 Newly appointed agent
(BJP) informed of change
request. Bruton Knowles
awaiting response from BJP.
07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
64

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries

65

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
67

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
68

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16

34

35

36

Mr DJA Phillips
Rhydfwyalchen
Peniel
Carmarthen
SA32 7HS

C7, C8,
C14, C15,
C16,
C17, C18,
C19,
C20, C21,
C22

Poles 94 98

Mr & Mrs RW & E
Evans
Trefynys
Peniel
Carmarthen
SA32 7HU

C24, C25

Poles 99 &
100

Mr & Mrs DA &
LM Jones
Pentrefynys
Peniel
Carmarthenshire
SA32 7HU

C26, C27

Pole 95; 105m
Pole 96; 105m

Formal request:
reposition poles in
hedges
WPD: CR100 4 out of 5
poles now sited
alongside hedges, H
angle at 94.

Pole 100;
520m

Formal Request:
Reposition poles in
hedges.
WPD: CR84 poles now
positioned alongside
hedges, pole 99
becomes H angle.

Oversail

Pole 100;
530m

Matthew Lloyd
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De la Beche
Street
SWANSEA
SA1 3HH

Heads of Terms Signed

Matthew Lloyd
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De la Beche
Street
SWANSEA
SA1 3HH

Heads of Terms Signed

Matthew Lloyd
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De la Beche
Street
SWANSEA
SA1 3HH

Heads of Terms Signed
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37

38

39

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Mr & Mrs JR &
NS Thomas
Cartref y Barcud
Rhydargaeau
Carmarthen
SA33 6BL
Messrs RW & G
& Mrs E Evans
Trefynys
Peniel
Carmarthen
SA32 7HU
Mr DA Jones
Pentrefynys Farm
Peniel
Carmarthen
SA32 7HU

C31, C32,
C33, C34

Pole 101 &
102

No property on
land

C35, C36,
C37

Poles 103 107

Pole 104;
400m

Llanegwad
Parochial Charity
c/o Mr J Mansel
Charles
Sarn Gelli
Nantgaredig
Carmarthen
SA32 7LN

C39, C40,
C41, C45

Poles 108
to 111

No property on
land

Change Request and
WPD Response

Informal request from
landowner and Occupier:
position poles in hedges
WPD: CR82 poles
positioned alongside
hedges

Agent

Status

Matthew Lloyd
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De la Beche
Street
SWANSEA
SA1 3HH

Transfer of
proprietors.

Matthew Lloyd
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De la Beche
Street
SWANSEA
SA1 3HH

Heads of Terms Signed

Matthew Lloyd
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De la Beche
Street
SWANSEA
SA1 3HH

Heads of Terms signed

land

to

new

19.04.16: Heads of Terms for
new proprietors sent to Agent.
Heads of Terms Signed
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40

41

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Mr JG Evans
Pentre Bach
Peniel
Carmarthen
SA32 7HX

C46, C49,
C50

Poles 112 115

Mses DS, AJ &
Mr MP Reed
Glyncaredig
Rhydargaeau
Carmarthen
SA32 7DR

C52, C53,
C54

Pole 116

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)
Pole 114;
100m

Pole 116;
230m

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Heads of Terms Signed

Formal request: position
poles in hedges
WPD: CR42 2 of 4 poles
alongside hedges, angle
and stays removed from
115.
No change request

Status

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter

71

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
72

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
10.3.16 – Email from AP
requesting HoTs and meeting.
11.3.16 – BK response to HoT
request.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
14.3.16 – Further email from AP
requesting HoTs
73

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

16.3.16 – BK supplied copy of
draft HoTs to AP.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations may by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
30-3-16 t/c from AP following up
on letter and discussed areas of
concern.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
74

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
4-4-16 BK replied to AP with
annoted plan to mitigate APs
concerns.
5-4-16 AP acknowledged with
appreciation the changes made
and requested a site meeting.
7-4-16 BK replied to AP
explaining that outstanding
issues are unknown and best to
channel correspondence
through appointed agent who
should correspond with BK.
7-4-16 BJP requested site
meeting with all BJP clients.
8-4-16 Challenging response
from BJP to BKs letter to AP of
7-4-16.
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
75

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
7-6-16 BJP email asking for a
time to meet AP.
8-6-15 BK proposed times for
meeting BJP and AP.
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 BK emailed AP and
confirmed attendance at
meeting on 15-6-16, BJP may or
may not attend.
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
76

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

retracted in reply of 14-6-16
15-6-16 BK attended site
meeting with AP, discussed
concerns with the agreement
and BK to seek opinion of WPD
and will revert to AP. AP keen to
reach agreement.
22-6-16 BK letter to AP with
revised HoTs plan as AP
sought.

42

Mr & Mrs RH &
BL Howells
Pentremawr
Rhydargaeau
Carmarthen
SA33 6BH

C55, C56,
C58, C60,
C61, C63,
C64

Poles 117 –
122

Pole 118;
260m

CR89: Position poles in
more suitable locations,
Previously both angles
were single.
WPD: Poles now closer
to boundary hedges,
Angles now H poles.

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

29-6-16 Mrs Reed call to BK to
advise that she will sign the
HOTs and will email her
agreement on evening of 29-616..
07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
77

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
78

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
79

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
80

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16
43

Mr & Mrs B & A
Patten
Tiffany Lodge
Rhydargaeau
Carmarthen

C65, C66,
C67, C68,
C70, C71,
C76

Poles 123 126

Pole 124;
130m

CR68-All UG
WPD: Decline change

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.

81

Landowner
Name & Address

SA33 6BL

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
82

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
83

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
84

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16
44

Mr & Mrs R & P
Eagle
33 Parc Starling
Johnston
Carmarthen
SA31 3HX

C77, C79,
C80

Poles 127 &
128

No property on
land

No change request

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16
45

46

Mr & Ms JE & VO
Davies
Ysgubor Sarnau
Rhydargaeau Rd
Peniel
Carmarthen
SA32 7AH

C85, C87

Mr & Ms JAL &
LMG Thomas
Brynhyfryd
Peniel
Carmarthen
SA32 7DJ

C88, C91,
C92

Pole 129

Pole 129;
2440m (on
landowners'
plots)

Informal DCRA:
Landowner in agreement
with position of pole.

Matthew Lloyd
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De la Beche
Street
SWANSEA
SA1 3HH

Heads of Terms Signed

Informal DCRA:
Landowner would be
happy to accommodate
more poles on land.

Rhys Richards
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De la Beche
Street
SWANSEA
SA1 3HH

Heads of Terms signed

Pole 112;
580m (Mr &
Mrs JG & AJ
Evans)

Pole 130

Pole 130;
<3.2km (on
landowners'
plots)
Pole 94; 380m
(on Mr DJA
Phillips's land)
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47

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

Mr & Ms S & HM
Bagshaw
Troed yr Yrfa
Rhydargaeau
Carmarthen
SA32 7JA

C96, C100,
C101

Poles 131 &
132

Pole 131;
1070m

Informal DCRA: move
poles to boundary.

Ashley
Symonds
Clee,
Tompkinson &
Francis
3 Kings Road
Llandovery
SA20 0AW

Heads of Terms meeting held.

Formal feedback:
oppose the project -all
UG.
WPD: poles remain in
the same position

11.09.15: E-mail with further
detail to Agent.
09.10.15: E-mail to Agent
seeking update.
14.10.15: Tel. call to Agent’s
office. Agent unavailable.
27.10.15: E-mail to Agent
seeking update.
06.11.15: Tel. call with Agent
seeking update. Agent would
revert to Client.
26.11.15: Tel. call from Agent on
account of compensation.
04.12.15: E-mail from Agent
regarding compensation.
08.12.15 E-mail to Agent
seeking quantification.
05.01.16 E-mail sent to Agent
again requesting quantification
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

01.02.16: Tel. call to Agent. He
was not available. Left a
message with answeree
requesting return call.
03.02.16 Tel call to Agent.
Message left for a return call.
Subsequent return call from
Agent whom would e-mail with
quantum details by the end of
the week.
08.02.16 Email from Agent
detailing estimated loss in land
value.
12.02.16: E-mail to Agent
seeking further details.
31.03.16 Letter issued
confirming Heads of Terms offer
to LO. E-mail copy to Agent.
20.04.16 Spoke on the
telephone to Agent regarding
Heads of terms. Client has
reservations over the siting of
the overhead line and the LO
pack offer.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

11.05.16 E-mail sent to Agent.
Advised that matter now rests
with Agent and his clients and if
wishing to proceed or queries to
be addressed to revert to us
accordingly.
48

Messrs JEA, PN
& Ms HM Owens
Glancorrwg
Llanpumpsaint
Carmarthen
SA33 6LX

C102,
C104,
C105,
C106,
C110,
C111,
C112,
C113,
C114,
C115,
C117,C118,
C119

Poles 133 137

Pole 136;
260m

Informal DCRA: move
angle pole to field
boundary.
WPD: angle pole moved
to field boundary.

Dai Lewis
15 Wind St
Llandysul
Ceredigion
SA44 4BD

Heads of Terms meeting held
and awaiting receipt of
completed Heads of Terms
15.09.15: E-mail sent to Agent.
28.09.15: E-mail received from
Agent.
01.10.15: E-mail sent to Agent.
13.10.15: E-mail to Agent
seeking update.
27.10.15: E-mail to Agent
seeking update.
10.11.15: E-mail from Agent
advising that awaiting Clients’
instructions.
01.12.15: E-mail to Agent
seeking update.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

08.12.15 E-mail sent to chase
up Heads of Terms and
telephone call made.
09.12.15 Telephone call to
Office of Agent whom was
unavailable.
16.12.15 Chased Agent by email.
21.12.15: E-mail response from
Agent advising that he was
awaiting client instruction.
05.01.16 E-mail sent to Agent
seeking update on whether
instruction from clients received
.
01.02.16: Tel. call to Agent. No
reply. Left a message.
03.02.16 Tel. call to Agent
whom was unavailable.
Subsequent e-mail sent to
Agent
04.02.16 Tel. call to Agent.
Agent advised that his clients
were not prepared to sign
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

Heads of Terms based on the
current offered quantum.
25.02.16 Spoke to Agent and
discussion ensued on the
access taken across his clients’
land.
31.03.16 Letter issued
confirming Heads of Terms offer
to LO. E-mail copy to Agent.
21.04.16 Spoke to Agent
regarding Heads of Terms.
Agent to chase his clients.
05.05.16 Spoke to Agent.
Clients not willing to agree
Heads of Terms.
13.05.16 Spoke to Agent.
Advised that matter now rests
with Agent and his clients and if
wishing to proceed or queries to
be addressed to revert to us
accordingly. Follow-up e-mail
issued to Agent.
13.05.16 Acknowledgement email from Agent.
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49

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Mr & Mrs PH
Sharp
Danfforddgar
Farm
Alltwalis Road
Carmarthen
SA32 7DU

C107,C108,
C116,C120

Oversail
only

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)
Pole 133;
315m (on
Messrs JEA,
PN & Ms HM
Owens' land)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

Informal DCRA: No
change Request

Kathryn Lewis
Davis Meade
Property
Consultants
103 Beatrice
St
Oswestry
SY11 1HL

Heads of Terms meeting held
with Land agent.
07.10.15: E-mail received from
Agent with comments.
13.10.15: E-mail response to
Agent.
15.10.15: E-mail received from
Agent.
20.10.15: E-mail response sent
to Agent.
04 and 13.11.15: E-mails from
Agent.
16.11.15: E-mail response to
Agent.
26.11.15 Email to Agent
requesting an update and
expected return date of Heads
of Terms.
02.12.15 E-mail from Agent
explaining that a response to
Heads of Terms could now be
prepared.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

09.12.15 E-mail to Agent
requesting the response
referred to in the e-mail of
02.12.15.
23.12.15 E-mail from Agent
explaining that comments on
Heads of Terms had been made
and had been submitted to
Clients for any further comment.
11.01.16 E-mail to agent
requesting an update.
09.02.16 Email from agent with
comments regarding Heads of
Terms.
09.02.16 Email to agent
thanking her for submitting
clients concerns and will revert
back to her in due course.
22.02.16: E-mail sent to KLewis
with Heads of Terms comments.
16.03.16 E-mail to Agent
requesting an update on Heads
of Terms.
23.03.16 Email to Agent
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

requesting a response to
previous e-mail of 16.03.16
31.03.16 Letter issued
confirming Heads of Terms offer
to LO. E-mail copy to Agent.
12.04.16 Tel Call to Agent.
requesting an update on HoTs,
message left, Tel Call to Office
number also requesting return
call.
13.04.14 Tel Call to Agent, left
message again regarding an
update on HoTs

14.04.16: E-mail from Agent.
with comments on Heads of
Terms.
27.04.16: E-mail response to
Agent
Formatted: Font: (Default) Arial, 11 pt

10.05.16 Email sent to Agent
requesting an update on heads
of terms
16.05.16: E-mail received from
Agent.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

16.05.16: Response e-mail
issued to Agent.
16.05.16 Email from Agent.
01.06.16: E-mail to Agent re
Heads of Terms.
01.06.16: E-mail from Agent.
03.06.16: E-mail to Agent
09.06.16: E-mail from Agent.
14.06.16: Tel. call to Agent’s
offices. Advised that Agent on
her mobile. Subsequent call
and spoke to Agent. Agreed
that meeting be arranged for
Tuesday 28 June 2016
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Mr & Mrs HV
Miles
Gwili Vale
Pontarsais
Carmarthen
SA32 7DU

C121,C122,
C123,C125,
C127,C130,
C131,C132,
C133,
C134,C135,
C136

Poles 138 144

Pole 139;
370m

CR77, CR78 Position
poles in boundary
previously all single
poles in fields.
WPD: Poles 139.140,142
alongside hedges, poles
144 now H angle.

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16
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51

Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Messrs HW & EH
Davies & Ms F
Morris
Pant-Y-Gof
Alltwalis Road
Alltwalis
Carmarthen
SA32 7DY

C141,C142

Poles 145 &
146

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)
Pole 146;
665m (on
landowner's
land)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

CR76 move pole 147 to
northern boundary

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.

WPD: decline change
as to move pole up the
Pole 147;
slope would increase
610m (on Mr G visibility
& Mrs RE
Evans' land)

08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16
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Mr G & Mrs RE
Evans
Nant y Boncath
Alltwalis Road
Alltwalis
Carmarthen
SA32 7DX

C144,C145,
C146,C147,
C148,
C150,C151,
C152,C153,
C154,
C155,C156,
C157,C158,
C160

Pole 147 152

Pole 148; 85m

CR63,CR64,CR65, move poles to boundary
hedges , previously all
single poles
WPD: Minor changes to
pole positions now closer
to boundary, inclusion of
H pole at 149
CR66, requested all UG
WPD: Decline change
for UG

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
13.01.16 Revised Heads of
Terms posted to landowner with
electronic copy sent to Agent
further to Deadline 3 written
representation.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5 and requested further
undergrounding of 11kV line.
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email. BK replied
to request for additional
undergrounding. BJP requested
cost estimate.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
13-6-16 BK letter to AP
providing explanation to queries
raised by BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16

53

Mrs DA Davies
Llwyn-Newydd
Alltwalis Road

C161,C162,
C164,C165

Poles 153 &
154

Pole 153;
110m

CR80 landowner not
happy for equipment on
land, previously single

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd

Heads of Terms meeting
conducted on 17.11.2015 with
Landowner.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Carmarthen
SA32 7DZ

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

poles.

104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

WPD: pole 154 moved
further from house, 153
now H angle.

Status

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
25.1.16 – BK offered meeting
with hydrologist, via BJP
30.1.16 – opportunity passed,
AP requested further dates.
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
8.2.16 – BK email to AP offering
to answer written queries
10.2.16 – AP requested
meeting.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
24.2.16 – AP raised queries on
several matters
26.2.16 – BK full response to
queries, offered dates for
meeting.
1.3.16 – exchange of emails
confirming meeting for 4.3.16
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

regarding landowner
communication table.
4.3.16 – site meeting held.
8.3.16 – Minutes of meeting
send to AP for approval.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
26-5-16 BK letter to AP
explaining that new HoTs will be
offered once length of
undergrounding had been
determined.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16

54

Mr GC Crumpler
Waun Uchaf
Alltwalis Road
Carmarthen
SA32 7DZ

C166

No poles

Pole 154;
150m

55

Mr & Mrs KM &
DJ Reader
Penwaun
Alltwalis Road
Carmarthen
SA32 7DZ

C167,C168

Pole 155

Pole 154;
230m

Heads of Terms Signed

Formal Change Request
102 and site meeting
with project team.
WPD: route alignment
changed resulting in one
pole on land as opposed
to two previously.
Remaining pole is H pole
to achieve desired span.

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

Heads of Terms meeting held
with (former) Agent.
13.10.15: E-mail to (former)
Agent with PINS details.
23.11.15 Email from (former)
Agent advising that no longer
instructed.
26.11.15 - Meeting held with
Bruton Knowles, landowner and
newly appointed Agent (BJP).
Followed up with summary letter
to agent on 27th November.
07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
12.01.16 – Mrs Reader emailed
WPD requesting information
concerning pole positions.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK replied to AP
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
25.1.16 – AP not satisfied with
BK response of 21.1.16
29.1.16 – BK offered meeting to
AP
1.2.16 – AP replied offering
dates.
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
2.2.16 – BK informed AP
meeting is individual
4.2.-16 – AP wanted to meet
with neighbours
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
8.2.16 – BK offered meeting to
discuss rationale behind
submitted scheme.
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
26.2.16 – BK provided
visualisations and response to
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

query raised at ExA hearing.
27.2.16 – AP confirmed
availability for meeting.
29.2.16 – Acknowledged email,
waiting for neighbours and BJP
availability.
1.3.16 – confirmed date for
meeting
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
3.3.16 – Agenda and
aattendees confirmed
4.3.16 – Meeting held.
8.3.16 – Minutes supplied to AP
10.3.16 – Thanks for meeting
and one amendment to minutes.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
21.3.16 – AP email concerned
that comments made in
correspondence.
22.3.16 – AP email seeking
direction to find tracked change
HoTs on PINs website.
22.3.16 – BK reply to AP
reassuring that response
following meeting on 4.3.16 will
be published shortly. Also
providing direction to find
tracked change HoT
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
13-5-16 Letter from AP,
requesting revised HoTs
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 letter to AP with revised
HoTs
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
6-6-16 Letter from AP,
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

requesting further consideration
of alternative route.
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16
21-6-16 BK letter to AP,
explaining alternative route not
able to be considered and
extending wish to agree terms
for option 4 (March 16 report)
56

Mr GO Thomas
c/o Christine
Anne Thomas &
Sons
9 Bro Marlais
Brechfa
Carmarthen
SA32 7QZ

C169,C170,
C174,C178,
C179

Poles 156 &
159

No property on
land

57

Mr JDP Howells
Llyswen
10 Dolgwili Road
Carmarthen
SA31 2AE

C171,C172,
C173,C175

Poles 157 &
158

No property on
land

Heads of Terms Signed

No Informal/formal feed
back received.

Matthew Lloyd
Rees Richards
& Partners
Druslyn House
De la Beche
Street
SWANSEA

Heads of Terms Signed
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

SA1 3HH
58

Mr GA Dufty
Bryn Farm
Llanpumsaint
Carmarthen
SA33 6BY

C188,C189

Poles 160 –
162

Pole 160;
1880m (on
landowners
land plots)

CR75:Move poles to
hedges, concerns over
tree trimming and stays
over track.

Pole 140;
600m (on Mr &
Mrs HV Miles'
land)

WPD: Poles positioned
alongside hedges,
additional single angle
pole included.

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
24-5-16 Telephone conversation
with AP concerning HoTs and
his concern that the lines cross
a sheep handling system. BK
encouraged AP to mark up
HoTs plan and return with
comments, or ask his agent to
do same. AP said he would.
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16
59

Mr & Mrs LET
Birch
Derlwyn Cottage
Alltwalis Road
Alltwalis
Carmarthen
SA32 7DZ

C187,C190

No poles

Pole 160;
150m (on Mr
GA Dufty's
land)

Formal Request: whole
route underground
WPD: no longer affected
by apparatus, access
and scaffolding only.

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
1.2.16 – further email exchange
about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
10-5-16 AP telephoned BK with
5x areas of concern. BK offered
to review and respond. AP
suggested that she had other
more minor concerns and will
email these to BK.
17-5-16 BK letter to AP
answering 5x queries.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16
60

61

Mr & Mrs TD &
EA Boucher
Glyn Adda
Alltwalis Road
Alltwalis
Carmarthen
SA32 7DZ

C193,C195,
C196,C197,
C198,
C200,C201,
C207

Poles 163 168

Mr & Mrs AP &
SF Rentmore
Llwynteg
Alltwalis
Carmarthen
SA32 7EA

C202,C203,
C204,C210

Pole 169

Pole 168;
210m

Informal request: move
poles to boundary
hedges.
WPD: 3 of 6 poles
alongside hedges,
removed angle pole and
stays.

Pole 172;
310m

Change Request
111/Feedback, concerns
over contamination of
natural spring.
WPD: Pole to be cast in
polueurathane sleeve to
eliminate potential for
contamination.

David E
Davies
Morgan &
Davies
12 Harford
Square
Lampeter
Ceredigion
SA48 7DT
Kathryn Lewis
Davis Meade
Property
Consultants
103 Beatrice
St
Oswestry
SY11 1HL

Heads of Terms signed

Heads of Terms meeting held
with agent.
07.10.15: E-mail received from
Agent with comments.
12.10.15: E-mail from Agent.
13.10.15: E-mail response to
Agent.
15.10.15: E-mail received from
Agent.
20.10.15: E-mail response sent
to Agent.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

04 and 13.11.15: E-mails from
Agent.
12.11.15: Hard copy Heads of
Terms sent to clients.
16.11.15: E-mail response to
Agent.
19.11.15: E-mail from Agent.
Response issued same day.
19.11.15: E-mail from Agent to
project team.
26.11.15 E-mail to agent
requesting an update and
expected return date of Heads
of Terms.
02.12.15 E-mail from Agent
explaining that a response to
Heads of Terms could now be
prepared.
09.12.15 E-mail to Agent
requesting the response
referred to in the e-mail of
02.12.15.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

17.12.15:E-mail response from
project team to Agent.
18.12.15: E-mail from Agent to
project team regarding
Hydrology matter.
23.12.15: E-mail from project
team to Agent.
23.12.15 E-mail from Agent
explaining that comments on
Heads of Terms had been made
and had been submitted to
Clients for any further comment.
15.01.16 – 28.01.16: Various email to and from Agent re
Hydrological matter.
29.01.16: Site meeting with
Agent and her clients to discuss
Hydrological matter.
09.02.16: E-mail from Agent.
09.02.16 E-mail to Agent.
11.02.16: E-mail from Bruton
Knowles to Agent
19.02.16 Email from Agent.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

22.02.16 Email to Agent.
24.02.16: E-mail to Agent with
comments on Heads of Terms.
16.03.16 E-mail to Agent
requesting an update on Heads
of Terms.
17.03.16 E-mail from Agent re
private hydrology survey .
23.03.16 E-mail
acknowledgement sent to
Agent.
24.03.16: E-mail received from
Agent.
31.03.16 Letter issued
confirming Heads of Terms offer
to LO. E-mail copy to Agent.
01.04.16: E-mail to Agent.
06.04.16 Email to Agent with
link to PiNs website
13.04.16 Email to Agent with
correction to pole numbers in
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

concrete sleeve
15.04.16 Email to Agent re
access
Formatted: Font: (Default) Arial, 11 pt

25.04.16 Email to Agent
requesting an update on access
route
Formatted: Font: (Default) Arial, 11 pt

25.04.16 Email from Agent
26.04.16 Email to Agent
acknowledging update.
29.04.16 Email from Agent
regarding the access route
03.05.16 Tel Call to Agent’s
office, message left requesting a
call back

03.05.16 Email to Agent
16.05.16 Email from Agent
16.0516 Email from Agent re
water supply.
17.05.16 Email from Agent
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

01.06.16: E-mail from Agent
03.06.16: E-mail to Agent ]
09.06.16: E-mail from Agent
14.06.16: Tel. call to Agent’s
offices. Advised that Agent on
her mobile. Subsequent call
and spoke to Agent. Agreed
that meeting be arranged for
Tuesday 28 June 2016

62

Mr S & Mrs P
Medland
Llwyn Walter
Alltwalis
Carmarthen
SA32 7EA

C205

No poles

Pole 169;
230m (on Mr &
Mrs AP & SF
Rentmore's
land)

CR105: Possible to
protect water supply
WPD: Pole to be cast in
a polueurathane sleeve
to eliminate potential for
contamination.

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

07.12.15 - Meeting conducted
with agent by Bruton Knowles
(BK) to review Agents objection
to Heads of Terms.
08.12.15 – BK emailed
summary of meeting.
11.12.15 – BJP replied
16.12.15 - BK set out
amendments to HoTs following
7 Dec. meeting.
29.12.15 – BJP emailed 31 new
issues with the Heads of Terms.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

06.01.16 – WPD were contacted
direct by Mrs Medland. BK
telephoned her back and sent a
letter with plans to assist with
the queries.
15.01.16 – Mrs Medland
telephoned WPD, BK spoke with
her.
18.01.16 – BK responded to
each new issue and supplied a
new Heads of Terms document.
20.1.16 – BJP acknowledged
letter
21.1.16 – BK email to BJP re
multiple claims to land parcels
22.1.16 – email exchange re
multiple claims to land parcels
23.1.16 – BJP emailed
disagreeing that applicant need
not become involved with
disputed boundaries
29.1.16 – meeting held with AP
1.2.16 – further email exchange
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

about treatment of multiple
owners in Book of Reference,
1.2.16 – BJP copies BK minutes
of a meeting BJP held with
clients
4.2.16 – BK respond to issues
raised by BJP clients at their
meeting. BJP decline to provide
counter HoTs
8.2.16 – BK acknowledge email
11.2.16 – BK confirmed new
HoTs plans being prepared.
12.2.16 – BK sent AP full
response to queries raised at
site meeting.
12.2.16 – telephone call BK/BJP
discussed HOTs plans and
schedule of correspondence for
DL5
16.2.16 – IJ confirmed
agreement to correspondence
schedule for PINs, with one
modification
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

18.2.16 – IJ emailed request for
further fees
22.2.16 – BK acknowledged
request for fees, BJP followed
up with further email.
2.3.16 – exchange of emails
regarding landowner
communication table.
11.3.16 – BK supplied revised
HoTs and plans for IJ to
approve.
17.3.16 – BK emailed BJP for a
response to draft HoTs sent
11.3.16
17.3.16 – BJP pointed out that
the HoTs omitted previously
agreed changes. BK re-issued.
21.3.16 – BJP emails x2, draft
HoTs “unacceptable”.
23.3.16 – BK email rebutting
allegations made by BJP.
24.3.16 – Revised HoTs sent to
AP (cc BJP).
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

30-3-16 – BK email to BJP
clarifying when 12 week period
to complete exchange of
agreement starts.
3-4-16 BJP email to BK
comments relating to letter sent
24-3-16
12-4-16 Email from BJP
regarding pole numbers.
14-4-16 BK letter to AP following
email of 12-4-16 regarding pole
numbering and providing further
explanation and a revised HoTs
& plan.
28-4-16 BK letter to BJP
summarising present situation
and suggesting a way forward.
24-5-16 BK email to BJP
seeking reply to letter of 28-4-16
26-5-16 emails between BJP
and BK, dates offered by BK for
a meeting between agents. BJP
protest about fee basis.
1-6-16 BJP supplied schedule of
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

queries for each client.
2-6-16 BJP provided response
to BK letter of 28-4-16
8-6-16 BK letter to AP providing
explanation to queries raised by
BJP 1-6-16
10-6-16 email from BJP about
fees, cc’d to J Edwards MP. BK
considered to be inflammatory
and suggested that it should be
retracted in reply of 14-6-16

63

Mr & Mrs B & Y
Kilkelly
Lan Clyn Adda
Alltwalis
Carmarthen
SA32 7DY

C208,C209,
C211,C212,
C213,
C214,C215

Poles 170 –
181

Pole 173;
180m

Change Request
CR49/50/104: oppose to
overhead route, water
supplies around 170-171
and request to move
poles 174 onwards to
follow field boundaries.
WPD CR49- poles
moved alongside field
boundaries and reduced
number to twelve pole
locations consisting of 8

Francis
ChesterMaster
Chester
Master Ltd
Dolgarreg
North Road
Builth Wells
Powys
LD2 3DD

Landowners have two agents.
However, for Heads of Terms
purposes negotiations are
conducted with Francis ChesterMaster (FCM).
12.01.16 Heads of Terms
meeting conducted. Awaiting
written queries from Agent
(Francis Chester-Master).

And
19.01.16 Email to Agent
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

single and four H poles..

Iwan Jones
BJP
Residential Ltd
104 Lammas
Street
Carmarthen
SA31 3AP

(Francis Chester-Master (FCM))

CR 106 (Medland) Pole
to be cast in a
polueurathane sleeve to
eliminate potential for
contamination.

21.01.16 Email from Agent
(FCM).
29.01.16 E-mails to and from
Agent (FCM).
05.02.16 E-mails to and from
Agent (FCM).
09.02.16 E-mails from and to
Agent (FCM). Agent supplies
annotated Heads of terms.
19.02.16 Email from Agent
(FCM).
10.03.16 Email to Agent (FCM)
with comments on Heads of
Terms.
11.03.16 E-mails from and to
Agent (FCM).
15.03.16: Tel call with Agent to
discuss draft Heads of Terms.
16.03.16: E-mail and plan for
annotation issued to Agent.
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

16.03.16: E-mail response
received from Agent.
18.03.16: E-mail issued to Agent
23.03.16: Tel. call to and from
Agent. Update provided.
24.03.16: E-mail to and from
Agent.
24.03.16: E-mail sent to Agent.
31.03.16 Letter issued
confirming Heads of Terms offer
to LO. E-mail copy to Agent.
04.04.16 Email to and from
Agent requesting tel call to
discuss HoTs

05.04.16 Email to Agent to
arrange suitable time to discuss
HoTs
05.04.16 Email to and from
Agent to arrange telecom
06.04.16
06.04.16 Tel Call with Agent
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

06.04.16 Email from Agent with
Annotated plan
06.04.16 Emails to and from
Agent
07.04.16 Email to Agent with
annotated plan for comment,
07.04.16 Email from Agent
requesting a telephone call,
07.04.16 Email from Agent’s
office with plan
07.04.16 Email to Agent with
plan
07.04.16 Emails to and from
Agent

08.04.16 Email to Agent
11.04.16: E-mail sent to Agent.
26.04.16 Email sent to Agent
26.04.16 Email sent to agent
over access route
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Landowner
Name & Address

Land Plot

Poles on
Land
(inclusive)

Approximate
Distance to
Closest Pole
in metres (m)

Change Request and
WPD Response

Agent

Status

29.04.16 Email from Agent
re annual leave.
12.05.16 Tel Call to Agent
Suggested we conduct a Tel
Con.
18.05.16 Tel Call to Agent’s
office. Agent unavailable
20.05.16 Email from Agent
01.06.16 Email to Agent
requesting an update re access.
09.06.16 Email from Agent
requesting call to discuss
access and HoTs on 13.06.16
13.06.16 Tel Call to Agent to
discuss access and HoTs
13.06.16 Email from Agent
13.06.16 Email from agent
regarding access.
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24 June 2016 Heads of Terms Statistics
Landowners who have signed HoTs: 28 (45%)
Landowners who have not signed HoTs: 34 (55%)
The Applicant shall continue to negotiate and seek agreement on HoTs with unsigned landowners during the time period given for the
Secretary of State's determination of the Application.
Deadline 7 Heads of Terms Statistics (for comparison)
Landowners who have signed HoTs: 27 (44%)
Landowners who have not signed HoTs: 35 (56%)
Twenty six landowners from whom Heads of Terms are sought are represented by BJP. Of these, one signed their HoTs prior to instructing
BJP. Fourteen landowners are represented by other land agents. In the view of Freedom, of the landowners represented by other land agents,
four landowners have signed the HoTs (28% of the 14) and for ten landowners it is anticipated that agreement will not be reached before the
close of examination (72% of the 14).
Deadline 6 Heads of Terms Statistics (for comparison)
Landowners who have signed HoTs: 27 (44%)
Landowners who have not signed HoTs: 35 (56%)
Twenty six landowners from whom Heads of Terms are sought are represented by BJP. Of these, one signed their HoTs prior to instructing
BJP. Fourteen landowners are represented by other land agents. In the view of Freedom, of the landowners represented by other land agents,
four landowners have signed the HoTs (28% of the 14), five landowners have a good chance of agreeing HoTs before the close of the
examination (36% of the 14) and for five landowners it is anticipated that agreement will not be reached before the close of examination (36%
of the 14).
Deadline 5 Heads of Terms Statistics (for comparison)
Landowners who have signed HoTs: 25 (40%)
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Landowners who have not signed HoTs: 38 (60%)
Twenty six landowners from whom Heads of Terms are sought are represented by BJP. Of these, one signed their HoTs prior to instructing
BJP. Fifteen landowners are represented by other land agents or have no agent. In the view of Freedom, of the landowners represented by
other land agents or have no agent, two landowners have signed the HoTs (13% of the 15), seven landowners have a good chance of agreeing
HoTs before the close of the examination (47% of the 15) and for six landowners it is anticipated that agreement will not be reached before the
close of examination (40% of the 15).
Deadline 4 Heads of Terms Statistics (for comparison)
Landowners who have signed HoTs: 23 (37%)
Landowners who have not signed HoTs: 40 (63%)
Deadline 3 Heads of Terms Statistics (for comparison)
Landowners who have signed HoTs: 19 (30%)
Landowners who have not signed HoTs: 44 (70%)
WPD is of the view that progress is being made in signing up Landowners to HoTs. Both Freedom and Bruton Knowles will continue to engage
with all Landowners and their respective Land Agents who have not yet signed HoTs.

Key:
CR = Change Request
DCRA = Draft Conceptual Route Alignment (informal feedback carried out between stage 2 and 3 consultation)
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Appendix 2 Completed Section 106 Agreement

11

Development Consent Obligation

(1)

Carmarthenshire County Council

(2)

Western Power Distribution (South Wales) Plc

Dated

~~3

~~ ~ F

2016

Under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
in respect of the Brechfa Forest Connection

Osborne Clarke
2 Temple Back East
Temple Quay
Bristol
BS1 6EG
J LW/0988452/024733684.3/LFX

This Agreement is made on

~-~

J~l~ E

2016

Between:
(1)

(2)

Carmarthen, Carmarthenshire,
CARMARTHENSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL of County Hall,
SA31 1JP ("the Council"); and
) PLC (Company Registration No.
WESTERN POWER DISTRIBUTION (SOUTH WALES
Road, Bristol, BS2 OTB ("WPD").
02366985) whose registered office is at Avonbank, Feeder

Recitals:
A.

B.

C.

D.

s of the 1990 Act for the area within
The Council is the local planning authority for the purpose
.
which the Order Land and Substation Land are situated
the Order Land and has submitted
WPD intends to carry out the Authorised Development over
the Application for Development Consent.
on Land under title number
WPD has the benefit of a 999 year lease of the Substati
Proprietorship and Charges
,
Property
the
on
d
WA880740 subject to the entries disclose
over which the Obligations
Registers of the said title but otherwise free from encumbrances
shall be bound.
obligations contained
WPD has agreed to enter into this Agreement with the intention that the
of Section 106(14)
in this Agreement are development consent obligations within the meaning
ors in title,
success
its
and
of the 1990 Act and may be enforced by the Council against WPD
subject to and in accordance with the 1990 Act.

It is agreed as follows:
Definitions
"1990 Act" means the Town and Country Planning Act 1990(as amended);
"2008 Act" means the Planning Act 2008 (as amended);
"Authorised Development" means the development authorised by the Development Consent
Order, which is development within the meaning of section 32 of the 2008 Act;
"Application" means an application for Development Consent for the carrying out of the
Authorised Development;
"Commencement of Development" means the earliest date on which any material operation
comprised in or carried out for the purposes of the Authorised Development begins to be
carried out such material operation to be interpreted in accordance with Section 155 of the
2008 Act save that for the purposes of this Agreement the following operations do not
constitute a "material operation": site investigations or surveys; display of notices or
advertisements; erection of fences; investigations for assessing ground conditions; or the
erection of a temporary construction compounds;
"Contribution" means the financial contribution of £104,920.00 (one hundred and four
thousand nine hundred and twenty pounds sterling) made pursuant to the Schedule to this
Agreement;
"Development Consent' means the development consent within the meaning of the 2008
Act authorised by the Development Consent Order made pursuant to the Application;
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O

n

granted in pursuance of the
"Development Consent Order" means the order which may be
Forest Connection)
(Brechfa
ion
Distribut
Application and referred to as the Western Power
Development Consent Order;
"Obligation" means the development consent obligation set out
to this Agreement;

in clause 5 and the Schedule

Consent Order as shown on the
"Order Land" means the land subject to the Development
land plans accompanying the Application;
"Parties" mean the parties to this Agreement;
administered by the Council from the
"Fund" means a fund which shall be established and
Contribution;
ce of a Works Grant that are
"Works" means any works undertaken with the assistan
in the Schedule;
permitted under the conditions of a Works Grant as specified
Fund and paid to a Qualifying
"Works Grant" means a grant provided by the Council from the
£1,500 (fifteen hundred
Person for the purpose of carrying out Works which shall not exceed
pounds) to any one Qualifying Person;
"Qualifying Person" means any owner of any Qualifying Land;
"Qualifying Land" means any land within 3 kilometres of the Order Land; and
WA880740 shown
"Substation Land" means the electricity substation within registered title
nt.
Agreeme
for identification purposes edged red on the plan annexed to this
2.

Interpretation

2.1

In this Agreement, unless the context otherwise requires, the following definitions shall apply:
(a)

The singular includes the plural, the masculine includes the feminine, and vice versa.

(b)

References to clauses and schedules are to the clauses in and schedules to this
Agreement.

(c)

Reference to any party having an interest in land affected by this Agreement shall
include any successor in title of that party to that land or to any part of it.

(d)

Reference to any party having a statutory function referred to in this Agreement shall
include any successor to that statutory function.

(e)

Reference to any Act or Statutory Instrument shall include any subsequent
amendment or re-enactment of it.

(f)

Where any Obligation applies to more than one person who has an interest in the
Substation Land or that part of the Substation Land to which the Obligation relates,
their liabilities shall be joint and several.

(g)

The clause and paragraph headings herein are for ease of reference only and shall
not affect the interpretation of this Agreement.

3.

Legal Basis

3.1

This Agreement is made pursuant to Section 106 of the 1990 Act as amended by Section 174
Planning Act 2008 and all other enabling powers and enactments.

2

3.2

3.3

3.4
3.5

4.
4.1

4.2

consent obligation for the purposes of Section
Each covenant in this Agreement is a planning
Council as local planning authority against WPD
106 of the 1990 Act and enforceable by the
or any part of it from WPD.
and any person deriving title in the Substation Land
cts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 the
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Contra
e who is not a party to this Agreement or
Obligation shall not be enforceable by anyon
or any person or body succeeding to any of
successor in title to any party to this Agreement
ment.
the statutory functions of any party to this Agree
registered as such by the Council.
The Obligation is a Land Charge and may be
permitted nothing herein contained or implied
For the avoidance of doubt save as lawfully
duties or obligations in relation to its functions
shall prejudice or affect the Council's powers,
ws orders and regulations which may be as
pursuant to all public and private statutes bye-la
Substation Land as if this Agreement had not
fully and effectively exercised in relation to the
been exercised.
Conditionality
ions in this Agreement shall have operative
The Parties agree that none of the terms or provis
duly made.
effect until the Development Consent Order has been
the subject of any judicial review
Where the Development Consent Order becomes
proceedings:
(a)

(b)

(c)

been finally determined, the
Until such time as proceedings including any appeal have
t operative effect unless
withou
n
remai
will
terms and provisions of this Agreement
ed;
occurr
has
Commencement of Development
the Development Consent
If following the final determination of such proceedings
ation to be remitted
Order is quashed and, in the event that the court orders the Applic
refused, this Agreement
to the Secretary of State and the Application is subsequently
under this Agreement
will cease to have any further effect and any Contribution paid
such proceedings;
n
shall be repaid in full within 30 days of the final determinatio of
and
opment Consent
If following the final determination of such proceedings the Devel
ment will take
Agree
this
then
t
Order is capable of Commencement of Developmen
effect in accordance with its terms.

WPD's Covenants
5.1

ant to observe
WPD on behalf of itself and its successors in title to the Substation Land coven
tion Land (and
and perform the Obligation set out in the Schedule which shall bind the Substa
the 1990 Act.
every part of it) as a development consent obligation under section 106 of

5.2

l as specified
WPD covenants to perform the Obligation to pay the Contribution to the Counci
in the Schedule.

D

Council's Covenants
the
The Council covenants to observe and perform the relevant covenants and comply with
relevant restrictions contained in the Schedule.
Scope of Obligations

7.1

This Agreement shall come into effect on the date hereof save for the Obligation which shall
only take effect upon both Development Consent being granted and Commencement of
Development.

7.2

ng after that person has
No person shall be liable for any breach of an Obligation occurri
t of which such breach
in
respec
part
or
the
parted with all of its interest in the Substation Land
prior to parting with
arising
breach
ing
subsist
any
for
occurs (but without prejudice to liability
the terms of this Agreement in
such interest) and shall only be responsible for complying with
of the Obligations attached to
respect of any part of the Substation Land which is the subject
(but without prejudice to liability
the part of the Substation Land in which its interest subsists
for any subsisting breach arising prior to parting with any interest).
Financial Matters
reasonable legal costs of the
WPD agrees to pay upon completion of this Agreement the
ion and completion of this
execut
Council in respect of the negotiation, preparation,
Agreement.

9.
9.1

Change in Ownership
ownership of any of its interest
WPD agrees to give the Council written notice of any change in
ng the change of ownership
in the Substation Land as soon as reasonably practicable followi
discharged such notice to
occurring before all the Obligation under this Agreement have been
give full details of the transferee's name and address.
ed on the date set out at
The Parties have executed this Agreement as a Deed and it is deliver
the front of this Agreement.

Schedule
Fund

Covenants on behalf of WPD
1.1

Commencement of Development to be used
WPD shall pay the Contribution to the Council on
Schedule.
by the Council as set out in paragraph 2 of this

2.

Covenants on behalf of the Council

2.1

l shall hold the Contribution in the Fund
On receipt of the Contribution from WPD the Counci
Schedule.
for use exclusively for the purposes set out in this

2.2

purposes:
The Council may utilise the Fund for the following
(a)

(b)

2.3

2.4

l to administer and manage the
No more than £44,920.00 shall be used by the Counci
officer for 3 days per week for a
Fund such amount to be used to appoint a project
period of no more than one year within a two year period.
to a Qualifying Person
The remainder of the Fund shall be provided as Works Grants
to be spent on any Qualifying Land for the following purposes:
(i)

The laying (and fencing) of hedgerows;

(ii)

The planting of trees and woodland creation;

(iii)

The planting of new hedgerows/hedgerow plants;

(iv)

The blocking of existing drainage ditches;

(v)

The removal of invasive species;

(vi)

The provision of nest boxes (birds, bats, dormice).

Grant and
A Qualifying Person shall only be entitled to make one application for a Works
of that
hip
owners
the
in
Land
ing
Qualify
of
receive one Works Grant in respect of any area
Qualifying Person.
whole of
The Council shall use its reasonable endeavours to have made Works Grants for the
project
the
ing
of
appoint
months
12
within
Grants
Works
for
le
the amount in the Fund availab
is not
t
amoun
such
where
Fund
the
in
held
ution
t
Contrib
unspen
any
return
officer and shall
L~~~
WPD.
committed or spent within ~ years of the date of receipt of the Contribution from

3

2.5

On receipt of a request in writing from WPD the Council shall provide details of the Qualifying
Persons who have been provided with a Works Grant and the relevant Qualifying Land to
which the Works Grant has been applied together with any details that the Council has
detailing the purposes for which the Works Grant has been used.

THE COMMON SEAL of CARMARTHENSHIRE)
COUNCIL was affixed to this Deed in the
presence of: -

soi~~~to~

EXECUTED as a DEED by WESTERN POWER )
DISTRIBUTION (SOUTH WALES)PLC acting )
by a Director and its Secretary, or two Directors )

Director

Biree#e~fSecretary
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Appendix 3 Copy of letter submitted to CCC regarding
Water Sampling.
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FREEPOST B FOREST CONNECTION
Email: info@brechfaforestconnection.co.uk
Tel: 0800 019 3518
Catrrin Clarke
Public Health Services
Ammanford Town Hall
Iscennen Road
Ammanford
SA18 3BE

24 June 2016

Dear Catrrin
BRECHFA FOREST CONNECTION. PROPOSED WATER SAMPLING, LLWYNTEG AND
LLWYN WALLTER, ALLTWALIS, CARMARTHEN.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In April 2015 Western Power Distribution (WPD) submitted an application to Secretary of State
for consent to erect a grid connection consisting of an overhead line and underground cable
between the proposed Brechfa Forest West wind farm and a connection point near
Llandyfaelog. During the examination, residents of the two properties referenced above
expressed concern with regard to the potential for contamination of their water supplies. This
letter sets out the background to this issue, the mitigation as proposed by WPD and the details
of a sampling strategy which WPD proposes should be adopted. Following discussions with
the Council, it has been suggested that it would be willing to undertake the monitoring on
WPD’s behalf. As such a cost for the sampling regime described within this letter is sought.
2.

THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

2.1

CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND BACKGROUND

It is industry standard to treat wood poles with creosote. In recognition of residents’ concerns,
WPD has committed to encase the bases of poles 171 and 172 within a concrete sleeve
(DCO requirement 7). Assuming the concrete encases the base of the pole in the ground,
WPD considers there is no pathway between the creosote treated pole length below ground
and the groundwater. The poles are in a line oriented approximately northeast-southwest
crossing a water supply pipe and anticipated down hydraulic gradient of the catchment. The
water supply pipe is understood to be constructed from Alkathene.
From published data WPD understands that the ground conditions in the area include
superficial unconsolidated sediments (Till) that are likely to comprise clay, silt and gravel.
Beneath the sediments is bedrock (Glanyrafon Formation) comprising layers of sandstone and
mudstone. Groundwater is likely to discharge from the ground at a spring located within a
layer of the more permeable sandstone within the bedrock or from fractures in the mudstone.
Western Power Distribution (South Wales) plc.
Registered in England and Wales No. 2366985
Registered Office:
Avonbank, Feeder Road, Bristol, BS2 0TB

From the spring, surface water flows over the Till towards Nant Alltwalis. Other springs have
been mapped in this area and these too are likely to discharge groundwater from the same
units within bedrock.
Water is understood to be abstracted by the properties at a location close to the spring for the
private water supply. It is also understands that from a point close to the spring there is a
network of below ground supply pipes that direct the collected water to a storage tank via a
holding tank. The exact route of the supply pipes is not confirmed but it is likely to pass close
to the proposed poles, particularly pole 171. Pole 171 is located down hydraulic gradient of
the spring used for the private water supply although the pole is close to the surface water,
which is fed by the spring. The route of the water supply pipe has been interpreted from a
previously supplied drawing.
Topography falls towards the west and the catchment for the spring is therefore from the area
east of the spring, i.e. groundwater that discharges from the ground at the spring will migrate
to the spring from the east.
2.2

PROPOSED SAMPLING LOCATIONS (SEE ATTACHED PLAN)

Assuming access can be gained, WPD proposes that samples be taken before installation of
the poles from:


The collection point, also (anticipated) up hydraulic gradient of pole 171;



The holding tank, (anticipated) down hydraulic gradient of the poles 170 and 171;



The holding tank (anticipated) down hydraulic gradient of the poles 171 and 172.

2.3

SAMPLING FREQUENCY

2.3.1

Baseline

At least three sampling rounds should be undertaken before the poles are installed to provide
adequate baseline data for current water quality against which future sampling can be
compared. The baseline sampling should be at no greater frequency than fortnightly, equates
to a minimum period of six weeks.
2.3.2

Post Installation

WPD suggests sampling from the locations identified at monthly intervals for a period of
1 year, with further visits in the foregoing 5 years undertaken in line with the EHO’s
requirements following this initial period.
2.4

ANALYSIS REQUIRED

Creosote comprises approximately 85% polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) and the
remainder predominantly comprises phenols. Therefore, both the baseline (pre-installation)
and post installation water samples should be analysed for the US-EPA 16 PAH suite and for
speciated phenols.
2.5

INTERPRETATION REQUIRED

The baseline quality results should be compared to The Private Water Supplies (Wales)
Regulations 2010, which includes criteria for selected PAH compounds as documented in the
table below. Although creosote is relatively insoluble, the standards for the chemical
constituents are extremely stringent owing to their carcinogenic properties.

Western Power Distribution (South Wales) plc.
Registered in England and Wales No. 2366985
Registered Office:
Avonbank, Feeder Road, Bristol, BS2 0TB
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4. Diana and Kevin Reader
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Amber Ruclci
Secretary of Slate for Energy and Climate Change
Departnrent for Ënergy and Clinrate Change
3 Whitehall Ptace
London
$W1A zAW
1st July 2016

Dear Secretary of State

Ref: Brechfa ForEst Çonnection proiect

we are wnting to you as we understanci that.you-will shorfly be receiving
the recommendation frorn lhe
Planning lnspectorate regarding the application for tnà áreärria
Forest donn**1ion projecl.
we would like to provide an updale on orrr position-and to ptovide you
with additionaÌ facts following the
closure of ihe PÍanning lnspector's exam¡nai¡on of western?ow",
óiutrinution *"Wpnl application.
We have engaged fully with the PlNs proce$s and have tríed
without success to work with WpD to agree a
rsute scross our land. we had {he opportunity to put our case before
Ëä;;'nã',i"ãä"ro,,
Mr Ersderick, at the various hearings and haye suþmitte¿s;Þdñû vouiãppo¡oä
prrr¡*. - ')

åui.i*iäî

we have attached our final submission to FlNs at the close of the examination
which will provide you wilh a
summary of what we have encountered.
Eackgound/Context
The rõute to the position we found ourselves ín at the close of
the exarnination process is complex but at
the heart of ít has been the lack of true consultation, lack of engâgement
and a lack of desire to negotiate
with us lo reach a voluntary agreement t u{.o-lnd th-eirAgents. r¡wo
v
and theirAgents have adopted the
altitude tlral their application is a 'fait accompli'. At the nr.t rñuåt,ng
*¡tñ vwotägents, Bruton Knowtes,
they advìsed us thal.the application was no more than a formality
and that
lãqrìrli¡åä'*å"always granted for lhis lype of connection pro.iect",
"o*pui*ry
The rhreat oi lr,e
acquisition of our
smallholding has been repeatedly used verbalÍy snd in correspondence
"o*puiuow
to us, which we have found
bultying. upsetting anrl a frightening prospect.
Followrng inlerventron frcm Mr Broderick at the
February hearings wpD were obhged to agree to meet wi0r
us ancJ our neighbcurs rn March 2016 to review
posåiuitity oian altemative rsute âcross our adjoining
1¡e
properties. we had
requested
a
meeting'wiiri
rn¡p-n since'sãfte*6", zor s. wp¡ had relused to
.repeatedly
meet wrth us first telling
r-¡s lhat it was not possibleio
lhe design on"* uub*itrài,'
adrnittecj ín the February hearing that this was not true"r,rng*
and that we haã been wrongly advised). ancl then
that tlrere was not a possible altärnative design wtr;cn woùJ
meet engineering and envirorrmental
constraints' Followíng the mee(ing wPD produced a
repÕrt which outñned an ältárnat¡ve route, which
adclressed all of our çoncerns and wss engineering
anå enviionmentally compiiant but this alternalive was
discourrtecl by wPD as they corrsidered thã benef¡iro
our pioperties was not worlhwhile.

¡¡6;;;6;

The sect¡on of line which crosses our adjoining properties
was hr-lrghted durrng rhe examination as one of
the highest visuallv impacting section onresi¡äåtiai praperries
of tñe whole roir*.in üüpö,îö"î"rñä
allernat¡ve design reduces tlle visual impact from'signiircant'
lo'tnsignificant'. nJoil¡onalty, the alternatÍve
clesign avoids lhe renraval of a mature oak on our lañc
which was idãntified in Wp0,s own survey ã$
'visually important and to þe avoided', avoids the removar
or a rong bä"i;Jary'; crrca. ts mature trees
including oaks and avoid a further section of tree line including
crrða. 4 mature rrêes, including oaks.

Current Position
prior to the close of the examination, we wrote to WPD on df' April 2016 confirming that delivery of the
and
ufter*t¡u" ro'{q.n"V identified in their report would enable us lo move towards a voluntary agreement6th
híay
2016
and
13th
occagions,
further
on
two
again
wrote
us.
We
with
*qu""tuo thaitiiey io rng"g"
frorn Bruton Knowles
;unÀ zoro. ong lást w**i ñ"re we received a response to our requesi in a lelter
dated 24th June 2016.

-

ln the letter we have been advised that
wåitsf yau mty prefer option 3 lfire altørnatlve røute),

'

tfiis l¡as been discaunted ard ís nof ôeing

taken fio¡ward"
and

islror¡lgfåessåemegaincoasenf f¡omtûesecrelaryof Sfate thenln fåeaåsanceaf apnvafe
porryeñì in order fo detiver
aäràà,*ent WpÐ wou'td have no aption ofñer ffian fo exorcise compulsary
fbe scå€me".
We have never asked for the route to go elsewhere, we have only requested frorn day one that the route
130
delivered has the least possible viçuallmpãrt on our proper$. The altemalive route would add circa
The
alternative
meters of cables and two additional poles over a llne of approximately ?8.6 kilometres.
screening.
route would follow the lov¡est point of the valley and would maximise existing tree lines for visual
We fully appreciate thãt the Breshfa V1llnd Farm should be connected to the National Grid and we, like the
power. All we ask is that we are provided with the opportunity to make a
rest of ihe country. require
'WpD
have designed an option which would prcvide us with the opportunity to rnove
voluntary agreement.
fcrward io ãn agreement, but WPD have discounted rt, we can only as*ume on ctst grounds? Foll*wing
receipt of their ietter we have written again to WPD asking them to reconsidar lheir position regarding the
allernative route and again stating that this altemative would provide the opportunily for WPÐ to enter rnto a
voluntary agreernent with us.

We srncerely trust that you will hsve regard for the inforrnation we have pul before you when you are
considering your decisiãn. We have evldenced to the Examining Authority that we have been reasonable
ano coopeiative throughout thts process. We ask you to consider that if you are minded to approve the
connection application that WPD are nol also provided with the compulsory pCIwe¡E they have requested as
WpD have nst used all reasonable endeavours to reach an agreernent with us. We feelthat WPD are
banking on gaining cornpulsory powêrs and this is the reason that they will nol enter into negotiations,
We provide you wilh our undeiraking that we willwork in a reasonable and cooperative way with WFD to
achieve a voluntary agraement at the eadiest possible opportuntty. We are decent people.
Yours sincerely

Diana and Kevin Reader
^t
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Ml Ma*in Brodgr¡ck

Tln

Pianning lnspesl0rãtÊ

3/l& EaEle Wng
2 The $quare

SNISTûL
BS1 6FN
29th M*rcn 2ü1C

Ys:r Raference FN0aOOt6
Qur Rslsrenc€ BFC,AFpü3J
Dasr Mr Brc¡derrck
ã¡rechf¡ Foraat Canno*tit¡n
At thð cbse ot lh$ êJtgüiñâlicn w9 wôuld like t* provide yor.r whh â f¡nål
Êurïñåry ol our positim
F¡rstly. we $rauld like ts lhank you ånd youf slafl. egpêdally
Katheriñs, lor Ths ås€iâranûe providod tn
riåv¡gsl¡ng thlcugh lhis prÕcsss ltts wot¡ld flks to ilìank yoìi ttr lhe patience
and cöns¡oeistion y{frr âffordÊd
to rnysslf and tells'{ Land onners at lhs variðrs }learin$s and ior rä-}aming
our genu¡ne ¡6$ue$ and
conc€ms' whìch we oflen exprsssed ¡n s muddled and omntioru¡ $¡Êy, into
questiü]s for the
ÂpÊl¡cânt.

fertinent

F¡orn our expefisnea Õvsr lhe pagl Eix mçnlhs lFi8 PlNs pfocess
ofie¡s the framërrofk lsr a laif and
ffân8p8rent exåminålion ol PrgjeclÈ. Vl/e wçuld horrever like to p,rl
on recsd thât fran cur experienæ we
cons,dsr the äpproash 1ü PIF¡8 by l,ltrD regarding lhis Froject lails ehorl
of what is required we hâuàcÕre
Io und8rsland ftål FlrTls is buill on censlltalion, lrãnsparsncy, reâsonabtñnass
and gaining cû{peratim. l ¡þ
hãve evid€neas 1r y.s rhat ç¡e haus been preparqd trom trre srarr ot rh€
øoúes to eng*ge and
lÕ se r€as$1åþ¡ê. wPD had ow fulr æ-operation år ståge 3 comurtat¡sn."6nsJ[å[nã

W*.wnuld also ¡ike lÕ pul ofl record ihe dtggråcêful faÇk ol äfi€ntton to delatl to mâttsrs
ol rÕrfimunicat¡on
ürrs process" This ls a rnulti-milliÕn pûund
Êrûjtcl þ€'ng exsmined within å legal frâmeurÐrk and thå reperanrsions ot ü¡Ê ds*istÕn made wjli have ¿
lasdng 3tl€sl fçr us \{trirere filÊs havê been s.Jbmilted ll) thê Examinlng
,{uthority ås eviet€nce üey $hsu¡d be
c'?rr$el, save lor a reasÕñ8bte ocruranæ çl humån arror. pOOr COrnmUnrc8liûn fegardrng
Cufvey vrsirs rrrh¡Ch

a¡d ad¡rlrnisrslion by lryPD and thstr consult*nls lhrtugheul

have cäuçed upset *nd ¡nçon$ênrence t¡ä$ shð$rn â tãck ol respegt lgr ou¡ tjmç
a.tO teetrngs
Our cwr¡ oxp,eriencr 0! {tìls shtrtroming includas.

r $urvey tËarns a,Ttvlng q,¡lhtl'l âppÕ|ntrnsñB
r $urvey tearr|ç ätc*åsil6 oe;r l*nd wiöüsl Êêrm¡gs¡tn
. sufvëy teårns nßi$sing pfð-ârranged appointrnent$
¡ Gatlin$ u$ mixed úp r{ith olhsr Lånd ownels w¡en åilempfing ls anânge surveys
r lncorn$ele ãrìd
lnlôrmütion re&)rded in suþailted Land Ownar Eng,ågffnenl rÊcotds
'nsccurâts
I lnccmplete ånd tnãecufåte
rnlüffnstitn rec{¡rded ¡n submifës Måstsr Land Owner Çoümunisaliûn
reærds

lncom¡;181€ lntÕrma¡ion recürdad in ãJbm¡lted rÊg¡slËr ûf Cû.reæÐr1denee betwee*
uB ãnd the Åpp,icånt
*' lficsrrê*l consu¡laliûn cÕmüsrliä atl¡lbuted lo u*
vefs¡or1 of HoTs docunenl ¡:rcvrde$ for us o¡l 1ìlh Märch ?016, attributed ts € vðf*loñ
cûnlfol
' liìtorrecl
tssue
r Lstlërs r¡¡e su&niltad r$quesing erìgågenenl ånd rntÖrm8lton råñå¡üng ur¡¿n$rryered l0r mûnlh$
r Fleçpc¡$as cunarning fslse *nd inaccuraie infor¡¡atron to our rsttefs
r Laelr Ôl e\r¡dence lhet all eleñonts ot Socc hava been und€ftaken, wrlh regaret rf¡ ¡nt/i!ût¡ðn lor a site

r

l{*rr .io our El€e.t8d Êepres€ût¡tiws
Vçrþa| undeilakings bloken

ln Fñ$t Cårçers rny husband was a seniar Execulive uilh a muttr-natiÕnål cofrpåny and I wås a $ifÈctÕr nt
an âMÉ and ne¡lhët Oi us have plevìoutly encounlerd such a lack al prstêËåi6nåll$m.

c

nsidering hour this process ha$ låiled us and why we are in thiç situation åt
tni$ st*gç. wQ þave eo¡rcl*ded lhål lhe tåilürê i$ due lú wFü's åltilüds lt lhe coosullat¡o!'ì pfscs$å, &eir lack
ol engagement lo nêgûliåle tÕ reåch vçluntary agreemsnl and thð 'tloslng ef lhs d0or' tû ally €ng&g€meñl
¡¡itn us ãtter tl¡e end üf $leËê 3 Cûnsult8tiûn. and il ¡s al üris po¡nl that we feel the process brûke dûwR Àttêr
$åge 3 tonsulution lhs opp$rlunily to shåre the¡r flnal desig* with l¡nd Owners which loolc ¡nto åceÕunl
for
att tñe vie,rJs gåth€fed at thât pðint sl'!ðrJld havç Þeen lcken pfi$ lc¡ the design betng x¡þ¡r:itl*d
We have spent many ho¡¡rs

exSmrnaiion

Th* ixues lhat'¡¡g and måny Lånd Ownor$ håve ¡¡/ilh tb€ stibfüittçd design are nol unrs*$ûnâþle aníl cnuld
in
haye þeen åddrê€se$ pfior to $uþm¡s¡on arìd gâining Õur æ-operdtiÕn, OuI is€ues are cLje to changes
pÉlâ
lotålrÛns
to
kom
lwin
sngte
principâl
change
FÐl8s;
durins Cor¡sultatron;
what was agreed wrth \¡1{¡D in
being maved; nçt L¡srng tttç Bxisting maturs tree lrr¡es aç visual pfctsclion. 1re8s þ€ing rdeûiliçd å5 alt€{:led
å5 1¡i$¡Jêlly ¡.rp$flânt and t} þe åv$ld{3d}, and å
{Õne ç¡ ôur mah¡râ **k* which had Þssn rdenffi*d by survey
¡rilh çthe¡ Land Owners åt the Heårlngå
Fn¡rn
cur
cônvers8lirs'}$
as
affected.
line
id€ni¡t¡ed
aoundary tras
and at Land Çwner meetings and lrom l-and Õwner subrris*lons ùn lh8 PlNs llteb6¡1e ûur êxperienc* is
xidely sltar*rl
From ôur firs engagsme¡rt w¡llr WPÐ we h¡ghl¡ghted lhåt the vrsual impa* r¡rås o$r glsâ1es1 çÕneðl!1 ar-rd
s0uglï lufihçr snqngêment The nsdificalionË $,ê Suggeslûd er¡lh úur nËrçhbäurs to WF* i*t the mesling firì
{th Marcn 2û1S åß n*ï unfêåsÕr}able. f-i0qNsuçr, wP* expressed ål tþ€ nleðlrng lhät the!' are ¡*sis.lant ls}
$/{¡rkint â¡ttside the ?å meter deveiopment ccr'r'ridür th*y hevê sjþm¡ü6d. TÕ dåte we have ntt rÊüå¡ved å
respônb l0llÕr{i*g the aset¡ng. V1/e and our nerglrbours easily agreeirl ÕF:w'l åltôrnåtlves. We hev*
reguestêd thðt WPt let l¡¡ work with lhem tÕ ðxplore thç P0€sibililles cl sur suggesllün5. ln addilion tc
prov¡ele
movtnE the unËightly H turning pole lrom The Savieç irnmediale view, our suggËsl¡Ons'¡,e¡uld also
whiclt
pronerliee
trees
of
a
numþer
saving
trv*
ûur
lr€e
line
belween
the
bcr*:ndary
lhe benefit *t saving
v¡nutd ael a* a visual 5efÊÊn ror Tl¡e ûavies and save Qur rnatur* oak As we h*va prevtuusly eY¡denqed,
WFÞ have suggesled tn the{r cônsultåtiûrt tçpÕís thâl $Jhen TorrnulalinE lþ€¡r suþmiltêd dås¡Sl'l *!er Õur
pr0penieå they had 1r chûüsê one nelghlìot¡rs wrshes ove¡ tll€ Õthet and ìlxril lne deelsinn w$utd have be
SlâIe Ïme snculd have bsen xnk€n 1û ffinsJll w'lh
ir¡OåeA by th€ lnspðstoi;tfid illtima(ely the Seerêâry ol
gnd ïre
¡J$ bûth Õn the düsiqn prlo. tû $ubrn¡ss¡ôn as ûur ginls are lutly alrgrr*d to reduce the visucl içnpsct
{he ¡in{:
WPD
desiEned
díf{¡culty in ágreerrrg å mulålly acæpråbls opdon Wô are of lhe çf:¡nißn lhât

håd nç
l$ su¡l thgtr äwn purpsses and manrputated

o¡"rr

cclçr.rilali$n lo ¡ttslily thetr d€tlsiôn.

dÕnl lfunk tneì il rs unreas{}nable ùat fie d€$gtl ot the 1¡ne ¡$ es atcsptsbje to us å.s it Cañ þe. Thls ls
bðing irnæs€d on us V1& thÕught ïvð lnd negoliated I rrut$ãlly âcctËtåbl8 desigrr at $ta$e 3 coñ$ultâi¡ürl
and wers lully prepared þ enter inlo ån ågree&eni $ii?h lÅ,FD. HatJ lhe d6å{qn wilich $,e had agrðed rn
pnncipal been presênled lo ils !årìlþ the HÐâds ryf Tgrms rn S*pìemixr ?0r 5 r¡¡e *cli¡ld nol n*w be ashtng
Wpg ro cc'nËtder åny rnod¡fieåt¡ons. Õur Stage 3 üonsultåliût1 $uixniÕsion ey¡dûnc&$ th¡s.
WÊ

Stag* 3 CÕngulËtroñ wç haye l8U thal fie¡e h*s b*en an åssilrrptít,-l ün lh€: Ëlart çi WPû
tS?Þ ssnslder
at,td ths¡r ðrn*üìtånt$ thst åppf0val sf lhe¡r åpËhcãlior rS å fa,l acccmtr{,' We have lell thål
ûal the ?on5ultali{'û lrox' haet been {icked At lne tlo$u{* âl Slagã å ÇPr¡Ëullallür1 ånd lhËy had rxl obligattcn
{ô 6nEage lurther with LAnð OWnË{$. ,ql å niestinç wjlh \¡VPt}b ne$lv;lût, }inleei rxnçul¡arlts llrlttr'ln K,ï.}wl*s
tney ã*vi:eO us lhal ûonrplllsûry Arquiâiìron wås gfrflnlðd å$ å rftaïtÉí çf û{¡tlrse fff lhiç ìYpe *l F'ter1**i. i}rts
attiiude i* luilher illu$tared by th* Plr:3eci $Ì,ä1us år.åiem9¡lt an nV\€, lh8 Br*Cfllå !"s!'s$l W{isl !!ìtrd Fa¡m
$¡neÈ thê

€,1Õ$s Õl

dËvëlüF€r5 wüþ.s¡ig

'

'The Brechia Farest Wsst Wrìd l*ärn $,ill be conn8çteÛ to lhe *lÊûlrì¡lity lltl'l\,etk by fhe Ëreeilta f'*rs$t
Crnnscl¡¡)n. Follo,wing csnllrn'¡alion fron Weslern Fower Dietributiôn lhåt lhis Çcnneçtisn will bs
avsilnble in lsiç t01?, RwE lnnogy ul{ r*ill esrnmenc* tonstruçl¡on Õf lhe wìnr:l latm rn aulümn ?ü16 to
cotn{:ide wrlh ths rlew glid Cor}necl'Otì trnrg'i¡¿¡¡9"
Unk to B!^¡E website

-

rlur und*r$andrrlg ¡$ tÌtal lhs âpplicåljÐfl is shll undc¡ ëxãm¡nat¡ön lxlr,¡evs¡ Wpt) havê ãlfeady pr*vrded
cünllrmatiçn tc} tne e{ind larff devðlfiper ìhðl lh* üonn*çl¡i3íl !¡¡ìll b* åvåiiäþle in låte ?t17. We lÈel Thal tht$
plh¡s PrÕcsås wtth Land ()srneig.
ãs$rjmBlton ûn fleþnll Ðl Wpû lies at th* head ol the þleakdçr*r'¡ *l thrs
We elon,¡ kn*nr wherg ltts pmtðss \,vrll ¡êke us nnw þul wl¡ haven'l giv*n up hüps fhâl WFI] wil¡ wålk w:ln ';s
to Schrëve a voluntary agree{nÊrì1
)

\'ours sìncerlcy
Diana & l<*v¡n nssder

5. Caroline Hill

Amber Rudd
Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change
DECC
3 Whitehall Place
London
SW1A 2AW
correspondence@decc.gsi.gov.uk

10 July 2016

Dear Secretary of State
Re Public Inquiry EN020016 Brechfa Forest Connection
I want to register several concerns about the Public Inquiry process ahead of your consideration of
the Planning Inspector’s report (submitted this month) and your decision on this proposed grid
connection scheme.
1.

Planning Inspector’s prior involvement with the developer RWE

Previous connection with RWE
Should the Planning Inspector, Martin Broderick, have been in charge of this Inquiry when he
had, we believe, worked on the Environmental Impact Assessment for an RWE wind farm
scheme in Scotland in 2009? And later had been involved or connected within Parsons
Brinkerhoff’s contribution to an RWE biomass scheme (Stallingborough).
Did he act impartially?
Whether or not he should (or did) declare any prior involvement with RWE when he was
appointed, the Inspector should have acted impartially but he acted as if he DID have an
interest. When a member of the public gave her verbal submission about her experience of big
companies involved in the wind farm schemes near her home, she referred to RWE being a
large Germany-based company. The Planning Inspector immediately intervened saying that he
didn’t like her “intonation”. She was surprised, and said she was merely stating a fact, but he
made it clear that he would not allow her to say that. Hopefully, the webcast of the hearing is
still available so that the sharpness of the Inspector’s interruption can be heard.
2.

Local Planning Authority’s opposition

Belief among the public that the Council had stopped the scheme
This was based on the Leader of the Council having launched a petition against the overhead
grid connection and the subsequent unanimous votes taken by Council members calling for it
to be entirely underground. In several places on the Council website this was echoed - it said
that the Council had called for the undergrounding of the whole length of the grid connection.

There had also been a report in the media that the Council had been successful in securing the
undergrounding (but in fact the undergrounding was only under the Towy river; not the rest of
the 28km.) After the Inquiry, I was told by residents who would have opposed the overhead
lines south of Carmarthen that they had had no idea that the scheme had been the subject of a
public hearing and, indeed, had believed that the scheme for the overhead connection had
been successfully rejected by the Council. These were politically-aware people, so I feel that
this indicates that the Inquiry failed in its purpose of giving a voice to the general public, most
especially those who stand to be affected.
Failure of the Council’s officer to represent the Council’s opposition to the scheme at the
Inquiry
The Council had voted unanimously against the overhead connection. Yet the officer who
attended the Inquiry was mostly silent or gave mono-syllabic answers to the Planning
Inspector. The officers’ views at Committee had been at odds with the committee members,
and the officer’s report on the impacts and required mitigation failed to reflect the view of the
democratically elected members.
The Inspector remarked that he had been expecting a county councillor to attend.
Presumably this would have been a member of the Planning Committee or the Council Leader.
The community should have had democratic representation at the Inquiry and was severely let
down. The only county councillor to attend was the local member for the area most affected –
and she was only able to be there briefly to give her verbal submission and wasn’t there to
oversee the officer’s contributions or as a representative of the Council as a whole. Indeed,
she was not a member of the Planning Committee, so could not speak for the planning
authority.
3.

Lack of publicity for the Inquiry

The county newspaper failed to cover the hearing
The Inquiry dates were not reported in the newspaper therefore many local people were
completely unaware that the Inquiry was taking place and missed their opportunity to attend.
A resident (Mr Birch) reported at the Inquiry that he had been “taken aback” that no press had
attended the first public session, so he had phoned the Carmarthen Journal and had been told
that they had “no knowledge of the hearing” and had no staff assigned to cover it. There was
no attendance by any part of the media at the open floor sessions. Consequently, there was a
news black-out about the 25km of overhead lines still being applied for by Western Power on
behalf of RWE. And people who would be indirectly impacted (ie not landowners on the route
itself) had not realised that they could have represented themselves at the Inquiry.
4.

Disenfranchisement because documentation not accessible

Web-only documents were inaccessible due to poor broadband connectivity in the area
We were told that – in order to challenge WPD’s statements – we needed to go to the Planning
Inspectorate website and follow a series of links: choose Documents, then Examination Library,
then find hyperlinks to Response to Oral Representations, then written representation and
Response to Questions. This was quite complicated for some residents, even if they had
enough broadband access for the very large files and the time to identify and download them.
The majority of directly affected residents were prevented from seeing these documents due
to the very narrow bandwidth in the area, very limited download allowances, or no broadband
connection at all. Access to public libraries is also difficult, involving journeys of many miles for
residents on very low incomes.

Refusal by WPD to supply documentation on disk
Although we made face-to-face requests to WPD for the final submissions we were told that
they were not available at the Inquiry. We asked if we could have them on disk if they were
not available as hard copy but were told that we would have to email the Planning
Inspectorate with our request.
Failure of the Inspectorate to supply requested documentation
The deadline for written submissions was 17 December. I sent an email on 2 December to the
email address we were given by PINS staff at the Inquiry. In it I requested a copy of the ES on
disk as this document was too large to download, objectors had not had the opportunity to see
it and we specifically wanted the opportunity to read it so we could make informed comments.
It was never received despite a repeated request.
We had wanted to be able to challenge WPD’s stance that the cost of undergrounding would
be prohibitive. We wanted to compare and contrast the costings of undergrounding in Norfolk
by Carillion. Carillion appears to have needed about £60,000 per kilometre to underground a
twin circuit 132kv line, whereas WPD seemed to be quoting £986,000 per kilometre. Partly,
this seems to have been due to their claim that they needed to have a trench 1.5m wide and
1.5m deep, whereas in Norfolk the undergrounding was achieved using a 1m trench. We never
secured an explanation as to why the trenching needed to be so much larger and more
expensive in Wales than in Norfolk.
5.

Post-consultation changes to the scheme

The strong message given by WPD in the early part of the public consultation process was that
the connection could be achieved using single wooden poles 15m high at maximum. Then,
having reassured people so they didn’t think they needed to keep attending later phases, it
emerged that some poles would be nearer 20m high and some would be twin or H-poles. If
more people had been made aware of this, they may well have wanted to make submissions.
6.

Lack of response by WPD at the Inquiry’s public sessions

It was disappointing that WPD declared itself to be “in listening mode” only at the open
hearings, choosing to hold back on its responses until later in the process – presumably so that
the public had less opportunity to challenge their responses, and thereby avoiding being held
to account.
WPD’s refusal to supply/make available the final documentation made it virtually impossible
for the public to examine it or question it. Their Communications consultant firmly referred us
to the Planning Inspectorate when we requested sight of their submissions.
The Planning Inspector said during the Inquiry that he believed in “equality in arms”. But the
problems I have described collectively amounted to a serious lack of democratic representation
and a very unequal balance in the inquiry.
Yours faithfully

Caroline E Hill

6. Caroline Hill

The Rt Hon Greg Clark MP
Secretary of State
Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
correspondence@decc.gsi.gov.uk

6 August 2016

Dear Secretary of State
Re Public Inquiry EN020016 Brechfa Forest Connection
I want to register several concerns about the Public Inquiry process ahead of your consideration of
the Planning Inspector’s report (submitted this month) and your decision on this proposed grid
connection scheme.
1.

Planning Inspector’s prior involvement with the developer RWE

Previous connection with RWE
Should the Planning Inspector, Martin Broderick, have been in charge of this Inquiry when he
had, we believe, worked on the Environmental Impact Assessment for an RWE wind farm
scheme in Scotland in 2009? And later had been involved or connected within Parsons
Brinkerhoff’s contribution to an RWE biomass scheme (Stallingborough).
Did he act impartially?
Whether or not he should (or did) declare any prior involvement with RWE when he was
appointed, the Inspector should have acted impartially but he acted as if he DID have an
interest. When a member of the public gave her verbal submission about her experience of big
companies involved in the wind farm schemes near her home, she referred to RWE being a
large Germany-based company. The Planning Inspector immediately intervened saying that he
didn’t like her “intonation”. She was surprised, and said she was merely stating a fact, but he
made it clear that he would not allow her to say that. Hopefully, the webcast of the hearing is
still available so that the sharpness of the Inspector’s interruption can be heard.
2.

Local Planning Authority’s opposition

Belief among the public that the Council had stopped the scheme
This was based on the Leader of the Council having launched a petition against the overhead
grid connection and the subsequent unanimous votes taken by Council members calling for it
to be entirely underground. In several places on the Council website this was echoed - it said
that the Council had called for the undergrounding of the whole length of the grid connection.
There had also been a report in the media that the Council had been successful in securing the
undergrounding (but in fact the undergrounding was only under the Towy river; not the rest of
the 28km.) After the Inquiry, I was told by residents who would have opposed the overhead
lines south of Carmarthen that they had had no idea that the scheme had been the subject of a

public hearing and, indeed, had believed that the scheme for the overhead connection had
been successfully rejected by the Council. These were politically-aware people, so I feel that
this indicates that the Inquiry failed in its purpose of giving a voice to the general public, most
especially those who stand to be affected.
Failure of the Council’s officer to represent the Council’s opposition to the scheme at the
Inquiry
The Council had voted unanimously against the overhead connection. Yet the officer who
attended the Inquiry was mostly silent or gave mono-syllabic answers to the Planning
Inspector. The officers’ views at Committee had been at odds with the committee members,
and the officer’s report on the impacts and required mitigation failed to reflect the view of the
democratically elected members.
The Inspector remarked that he had been expecting a county councillor to attend.
Presumably this would have been a member of the Planning Committee or the Council Leader.
The community should have had democratic representation at the Inquiry and was severely let
down. The only county councillor to attend was the local member for the area most affected –
and she was only able to be there briefly to give her verbal submission and wasn’t there to
oversee the officer’s contributions or as a representative of the Council as a whole. Indeed,
she was not a member of the Planning Committee, so could not speak for the planning
authority.
3.

Lack of publicity for the Inquiry

The county newspaper failed to cover the hearing
The Inquiry dates were not reported in the newspaper therefore many local people were
completely unaware that the Inquiry was taking place and missed their opportunity to attend.
A resident (Mr Birch) reported at the Inquiry that he had been “taken aback” that no press had
attended the first public session, so he had phoned the Carmarthen Journal and had been told
that they had “no knowledge of the hearing” and had no staff assigned to cover it. There was
no attendance by any part of the media at the open floor sessions. Consequently, there was a
news black-out about the 25km of overhead lines still being applied for by Western Power on
behalf of RWE. And people who would be indirectly impacted (ie not landowners on the route
itself) had not realised that they could have represented themselves at the Inquiry.
4.

Disenfranchisement because documentation not accessible

Web-only documents were inaccessible due to poor broadband connectivity in the area
We were told that – in order to challenge WPD’s statements – we needed to go to the Planning
Inspectorate website and follow a series of links: choose Documents, then Examination Library,
then find hyperlinks to Response to Oral Representations, then written representation and
Response to Questions. This was quite complicated for some residents, even if they had
enough broadband access for the very large files and the time to identify and download them.
The majority of directly affected residents were prevented from seeing these documents due
to the very narrow bandwidth in the area, very limited download allowances, or no broadband
connection at all. Access to public libraries is also difficult, involving journeys of many miles for
residents on very low incomes.
Refusal by WPD to supply documentation on disk
Although we made face-to-face requests to WPD for the final submissions we were told that
they were not available at the Inquiry. We asked if we could have them on disk if they were

not available as hard copy but were told that we would have to email the Planning
Inspectorate with our request.
Failure of the Inspectorate to supply requested documentation
The deadline for written submissions was 17 December. I sent an email on 2 December to the
email address we were given by PINS staff at the Inquiry. In it I requested a copy of the ES on
disk as this document was too large to download, objectors had not had the opportunity to see
it and we specifically wanted the opportunity to read it so we could make informed comments.
It was never received despite a repeated request.
We had wanted to be able to challenge WPD’s stance that the cost of undergrounding would
be prohibitive. We wanted to compare and contrast the costings of undergrounding in Norfolk
by Carillion. Carillion appears to have needed about £60,000 per kilometre to underground a
twin circuit 132kv line, whereas WPD seemed to be quoting £986,000 per kilometre. Partly,
this seems to have been due to their claim that they needed to have a trench 1.5m wide and
1.5m deep, whereas in Norfolk the undergrounding was achieved using a 1m trench. We never
secured an explanation as to why the trenching needed to be so much larger and more
expensive in Wales than in Norfolk.
5.

Post-consultation changes to the scheme

The strong message given by WPD in the early part of the public consultation process was that
the connection could be achieved using single wooden poles 15m high at maximum. Then,
having reassured people so they didn’t think they needed to keep attending later phases, it
emerged that some poles would be nearer 20m high and some would be twin or H-poles. If
more people had been made aware of this, they may well have wanted to make submissions.
6.

Lack of response by WPD at the Inquiry’s public sessions

It was disappointing that WPD declared itself to be “in listening mode” only at the open
hearings, choosing to hold back on its responses until later in the process – presumably so that
the public had less opportunity to challenge their responses, and thereby avoiding being held
to account.
WPD’s refusal to supply/make available the final documentation made it virtually impossible
for the public to examine it or question it. Their Communications consultant firmly referred us
to the Planning Inspectorate when we requested sight of their submissions.
The Planning Inspector said during the Inquiry that he believed in “equality in arms”. But the
problems I have described collectively amounted to a serious lack of democratic representation
and a very unequal balance in the inquiry.
Yours faithfully

Caroline E Hill

7. Diana and Kevin Reader
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Secretary of State
Departrnent for Business, Energy & lndustrial Strategy
3

Whitehall Place

London
5W1A 2AW
10rh August ?016

Dear Secretary of State
Ref; Brechfa Forest Connection project

We are writing to you as we understand that the recommendation frorn the planning
lnspectorate regarding the above application from Western Power Distribution has been
passed tr your new Oepartment, for your consideration,
We wrote to the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change on ls July 2016 to
provide an update on our position and to provide additionalfacts following the closure
af
the Plannirrg lnspecto/s examination. We attach a copy of our letter of I't July 2O16 and
attachment, which was our fi;talsubmission to PlNs at the close of the examination. which
provides a sumrnary of what we have encountered. We hope that you may be able
to take
the time to review these documents.
We have fully engaged with the PlNs process which we feel should offer a framework for
a
fair and tränsparent examination of Projects" We have put on record that frorn our
experience,wÊ cûûSider the approach to PlNs by Western Power Distribution regardíng
this
Project falls short of what is required under the process.

We note that th¿ r€cent approval of the application by Sp Manweb for the proposed North
Wales Wind Farms Connectian approved an Option B which included mitigation in ths fsrm
of change: to pole locations. Western Power Þistributíon refused to engale with us to
discuss our request for mitigation in the form of changes to pole locailons to reduce the
visual ìnrpact to us and our neighbours" We were originally advised in writing that it
was not
possible to change the design once it had been subrnitted to plNs, Western power
Þistribution's QC admitted in the February hearings that we had been misinformed and that
this was not true" At the direction of the Planning lnspector Western power Distribution met
with us to consider our álternafive route suggestíons and produced an alternative rsute
which addressed ¡ll of our concerns and was engineering and environmentally compliant
but this alternative route was disçounted by lVestern Power Distribution as they considered
that the benefit to our properties was not worthwhile, Delivery of this alternative route
would provide the opportunity for us to enter ints a voluntary agreement

t¡at you wlll hae reg¡rd'fúrüle lnüom&sn ue hane
you
vlhên
are m*sirûertng your dedslon
lltle slnaereh trust

¡rt before you

Your slncerely

Ðbna and fedn R€eder
En¿ Latter ts Mr Marün B¡oderidc The pfanning lnspgctø*e,, !S n¡arcn fOfe
Letter to Ambgr Rudd¡ sot fur Ene¡gy & cllmate orange, lsjuly zaL6

'
Amber Rudd
Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change
Departmentfor Energy and Climate Change
3 Whitehall Plaoe
Lsndon
SWIA 2AW

lst July 2016
Dear Secretary of State

Rsf: Brsch¡a Foåct Connsction Prqþct

W"

tF

vwiüng lo you a8 vr€ understand lhat you will shortly be receivirrg the recommendation from the

Planning lnspec{orate regarding the application for the Brechfa Fwest Õonnection project.

We would like!o prolde an update on or¡r position and to provide you witfr additional facts following the
doeure of the Planning lnspeclofs examination of Western Power Distribution's (T{lpD) appl¡cat¡on.
We have,engqged fqq_ry,t¡ the PlNs proceüs and have tried without success to work w¡th vvpD to
êgree a
route across our land. [r\Ie had the opportunity to put our case before your appointed Examining lnspe@r,
Mr Broder¡ck, at the various hearingn and have submitted supporting êvidence to plNs.
We have atlaqhed our final submission to FlNs at the close of the examinstjon which will provide you with a
summari, of what,we have encsuntered.

BackgoundlContext

tfe position we found ouËelves in at the close of the examination process is complex but at
the heart of it has been the lack of tsue consultElion, lack of engagement and a lack of desire tä negotiate
with us to reach a voluntary agreement by !4lPD and their Ageñts" lÂ¡PD and their Agents have adoþted the
Sttitudg thattheir appfication is a'fait aæompli', At the first meeting with lll/PD'g Ageáe, Bruton Knowlæ,
they advised us thatlhe application was no more than a formality ãnd tlrat compuîsory acquisition was
"always granted for this type of conneclion projec{". The threat oi tne compulsory acquisition of our
smallhotding has been repeatedly used verbally and in coneapondenæ to us, w-hich we have fsund
bullying, upsetting and a trightenlng prospect,
The. route t9

Following intervention from Mr Broderick at the February hearings \,11PÐ were obliged to agree to meet with
u8iandour neigtlbours:in March 2016 to reviqrv the possibility of an altemalive route acroú our adjoinlng
properties" We had rcpeatedþ rcquested a meeting with lrl/P.D since SepiernÞer 2015. l/vPD had ráfuseõ
to
mgetwith us first telling us that it was not possible io change the deeign once submitted,
$l/pÐ,s eC
admitted in the February hearing that *ris was not true and that we naC been wrongly aOviieO¡, and then
that there was not a possible altemative design which would meet engineering andenvironmental
constrâinB. Following the meeting WPD produced a report which outlTned an ãftemative route, which
addressed all ol our concems and was engineering and environmentally compliant but this altemative was
discsunted by I/VPD as they considered thà benefii to our properties wae not worthwhile.

The section of line which crosses our adjoining properlies wa$ hi-lighted during the examination as one of
the highest visually impacling section on residential properties of the whole roüte. ln WPD's report the
altemative design reducts the visual impact from' Signiñcant' to 'lnsignificant'. Additionally, the altemative
design avoids the removalof a mature oak on our land ¡vhich was idèntified in \AIPD's owá survey ag
'visually important and to be avoided', avoids the removal of a long boundary of circa. 15 matureirees
including oaks and avoid a further section of tree line including cirãa. 4 matdre trees, including oaks.
1

Current Posltion
Frior to the close of the examination, we wrote to tÂlPD on 4h April 2016 confirming that defivery of the
alternative route they identified in their report would enable us to move towards a voluntary agmement a'rd
requested that they to engage with us. We wrote again on two fur{her occasions, 13th {ay 20f 6 and 8th
June 2016. Only last week have we received a response to our request in a letterf¡om Bruton Knowles
dated 24th June 2016.

-

ln the letter we have been advised that
whilst you may prcfer option 3 (the altemative rcute), tfiis ltas beern discou¡tted and ls not bdirtg
taken lorwerd"
and
',should lñe scåsme galn eansentfrom the Secre,taryof Sfafe then ln &e aåsstlCg of ¡ p¡{Uate
Ðgreement WPÐ would have no option other than to exerclse compulmty Poverc ln wfu to &llver
lhe scheme".

,

We have nêver asked for the route to go elsewhere, we have only requested fnorn day orç thatthe rorle
delivered has the least possible visual impact on our property" The alternative route would add circa 130
meters of cables and two additional polee over a line of approximately 28.6 kilômebes, The alternative
route would follow the lowest point of the valley and would maximise existing tree lines forvisual screening"
We full!¡ appreciate that the Brechfa Wind Farm should b'e connected to the Natisnal Gñd and we, likethe
rest of the country, require po$rer. All we ask is that wê are provided with he opportunity to make a
voluntary agreement. WPD have designed an option which would provide us with the opportunity to rnove
forward io ãn agreernent, but\AIPD have discounted it" we can only aseume on cost grounds? Following
receipt of their letter we have written again to TrVPD asking them to reoonsider their position-ragardir- the
altemative route and again stating that this altemative would provide the opportuniþ forV\IPD to'enter into a
voluntary agreement with us.
We sincerely trust that you will have regard forthe informatíon we have pr'tt before you wfren you are
considering your decisión. We have evidenced to the Examining Authority that we have been,reasonable
and coopeiative throughout this process. We ask you to coneiider that if you are minded to approve the
connection application that WPD are not also provided with the compuleory peuteË&ey have requeeÞrt as
WPD have not used all reasonable endeavours to reactr an ågreement with us. We fesl that ll,lPD alp
banking on gaining compulsory powers and this is tlre reason that they will not,enter inûo negotiaüone.
We provide you with our undertaking that we will work in a reasonable and csoperative way with VIIFD to
achieve a voluntary agreernent at the earliest possible opportunity. We are decent people.
Yours sincerely

Diana and Kevin Reader
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Mr filardn Broderick

Tlie Planning tnspecbrate
3tl8 Eagle lt/tng
2 Tlæ Square

gFt¡sToL

BS1 6PN

2$fr March 2016
Your Hdersnce: El{Õ20O18
Our Flefererre : BFC -AFFtrl3
Dear Mr Bro{hrick

Bruahf¡
Al

Forsl

Coru¡codon

fie cloæ ol th¡e oxamination

FlIBtly,

w

we wor.dd liko lo provide ynr with a fkul summâry 66
our

uþuld [ke b thårk y0!

prdl¡m,

yout sldf, 6spochtly Kaürerine, for the a8s¡stancs provi@
in
to.ninf yCi¡ for ne pai¡encs an¿ congder¡rüon ]¡on, afþrded
Pvi9ali1e
b m!,sotf and fElþs r-¡nrr osn€r8 a| tt'o vAr¡ous Hearhgs and ro, ,ã*aü¡rg q$ gËriu¡n'
lesuæ and
oqnoerre, whhh ws olþn eÐre€Ësd in a muddld ano onaionaluay. irb
Applicant.
thmu_gh thie process,

f*o

tl\e wúJd Ulc

prt¡nrîit*.il,rããiu"

From our axporþnÉ! olrór the påst dx fflonlhsthe Pll,l8 prooEss
ofiers lrþ frâmswork for a lalr and
ran8pârsnl Órå'nhaüm orPrqoctB' we rould horever'liln b pr
ryr remr¿ üÌat trorn os ep6jar,r" *€
corulder the appoadr q nj$ fU UrnE rogarúrg rilÊ pr$ctfåt¡-úìqn-ø
,rt ia raqutred. \rt6 trave eome
to undqr5lüd lftst Plñs ls bu{l m csrsutt¡tlø¡, t¡¡,rdroncy. ro"sonâ¡istrss ",
ano gain¡rB cooperaign. vt
hava evitþnced þ !¡ot1€t.,sÞYP uusn pryryearomfiê;ilÀn
otürðänumon
gocesã üc Êngage and
ro bo feaærËble. wpD had our lullcooperation at stags g
cof,sL,fratk n.

Blg

tlde.wquld abo ljk* b
regryl
cticgræftd lack at arbntioúr ro dsiåll ro mattars of con¡mun¡caliorl
and sdm¡niÊlreüon nv urFD ard thËirltu
con¡x¡trsns ¡rrrowmr rr¡e øocæ. rh;h
projscl being examhsd w¡thln å tegnt tranreso* and ûú reærcñãrËã
ne dsddon made ,"gt haw a
lasdns

ñ;ñ*riläi*no

aûac1 for us. $'¡hare fib€ tuve bssn s.ünl[od to *t" erørniru-Àurnor¡y
as irioorrc* üiey eho,ld b"
corrs¿'l' savs lü a rÊ,åsslåbl8 occtrranoê rf ñuman enor. Poor ccrnmînlcationiæ*o¡^g
*nhh
haw csused lFsl and lnoonrrÊfliÊncð fsÊ *town a tack of reepea ør orr tlme
"rlr"yinns
and leellngs,

Our own exparierroe of thls shortcomlng includes:

I Survey toâms anivrrq wühout appoinmene
r Survey toams accesslrq our land withor"û permbdon
I S$$6y têrms mþsing pre-ananged appdntmsnts
¡ Geltin.g ue mi,(ed up with other Land Ouners rålþ|t al€rflF,tirE to årangê
r lncornpleto and inaccurâtô lnfümalion rscotded ln sr.¡ rnltþrt land Or¡nerswr€ya
recorde
I lryompele and inaccurate ¡rilsmâtlm raogrded ln $rbrilñÊd Masts r¡no EngagËmerfl
oüræ:r
commur¡icausn
tecords
r lncornpete lnlormatbn fscofdêd ln t[¡þnitþrt regtaer ol coreryndencs bðlw€en us and the Applicant
r lncorrecl con8ültation oommsrll6 attributåd !o uÊ
t lrEorrefi verdon cf HoTs don¡msnt
provldôd lor us on 11th Malsh 201€. atuibuted b a version
ctrffol
¡ssue
. Le$ers $s subñiüðd reqæs1ing Êngågemsnt änd inloßnation remaining unånsilrsfed lor msnlhs
¡ Responsss conla¡ning labe and inae,¡rate ¡nlomation to ow hÞrs

o

c

Lack ötevidençÊ that âllêlqnorfl8 ol
lour lo oür Elscted Representilivos
Verbal undertaklngs broken

$scc have b6ên undenaken, r*ith regard to invitation lor a dtB

¡n pffi1 cåre€rs my husband was a Ssnior Exectlivs with a multi-nationat oompony end I rå8 a Dll€ú1or ot
an SME and n€ither of us have previously enoot¡nlord s{,Jcl| a hck ol Proþsstonallsfn.

Wb trave spent many hours oorniderlrg how this process hæ lailed rE and wfry ue aro ln thiç sltntim at
ülis stage. Vlro have concluded that tlrc fatlura ¡e duo lo WPD'8 atüü.¡da lo the oonsultåt¡on procñ, Ídr lqcl(
ol engagement to n€oliâte lo r€rch voluntary agrðefnBnt ândüF'doslng ol lhg doof'toåny€f€aüpmÊnl
with üe áner rho end õÍ Stage 3 CorBullation. and lt is ål thb polnt thål {8 iô61 ttÞ process brdæ dprn After
stage 3 conButtåtion the oppoftunlty þ sfiare tlreir linal ffilgr vith þnd chrnere, urhich took into aocolnt
all the vie*s gathored at that point sho,¡ld have been taken Fior to tln design bÊlrq sJbminÊd bf
e!€m¡nûlion,
Tha isues ftåt we ãnd many t¿nd Owners have witr l|ì6 tt brflíttsd deslgn ara not u¡U€asoriable and oo¡¡ld
haw been addressed prior lo submlEion and gainiflg our æopetason. Our issuôs aro dua to cf*mgee ft
uhal wås 4reed wilh vvpD ln principal cnuring Énsüllatlon: charure fiom dngile lo twln poloç: polÊ lo9atlo¡e
being mo,æã; not uüng the exisling mat¡fe lr€€ linÊs ts vlsual protæt¡ont lreÊô b6hg ld€û.ütlsd aÐ
and a
tone-of our rnaturs oai"s wl{ch nad beenlrtenlüied by Êt fuÊy.¡8 úsuålly.imporùant andto
3volded),
boundary treo lins identif¡ed as afleeled. From our conwreal¡Ofis rrtth olher Lårrd OwûBr$ atth€ HoeringÊ
and af Land O$nsr mest¡ngs and frorn Land Owner submtsslons on the PINB website our elçef¡encþ i5
widely shared"

Êflsd

þ

From our f¡rst eruågement ryiü! WP0 se higfFüghlôd lhat the vin¡al ¡rrpacf waB our greatost concsm and
sau!ñttufthef engngrment. The nodiflcalions u€ sr.gge$ect wilh our neigfrhourre to v\lFE âl &s tïlàôtfng on
ah fr,rtarch z016 ara not unreaeonabla. l-l{lr-ev€f' wFD e¡çrssoe,tl at lt]B m€'étFlg thËt,üßy ars redslðfil to
working outÊide the 25 rn€têr dêvôlgpment cffridor tll8y have a¡bmttted. To daÞ se hiave not rsoeiwd a
response tollow¡ng the me€tlrig. Vvb and our reigtrboure easily agraed on two dternatives ly'Ub:h8ve
requesled thar WpD let us work with thern to ðxplorg1hê pædblllties of str Ëuggp$iorE" ln addition to
moving the unsigfrtly H turning pole lrom The Davies lmmêdiate ri8w, oilr suggÊs{ofF Tould,dso provide
the beirefit ot saviné fte borndarytfee line be*weon our lwo propêrties, savlng a nunbg sf irges $,hicfl
would act as a viauÀl sgrosn lor The Davlos and såve our mature oak. As we hatç preúlotlatyevlclstlced.
wpD have EÐggsËiled in their consullaüon rôpoils that ìÍh€n formulating thdr euilniüêd dsdgn ovBíott
propert¡es they nad to cfroose one neighbours elshas ovsr the olh6f ilü thar üls dstrtrt egJltl hûYe bB
to
iudged by ne inspeaor arìd ultimatoly the Sscr.otsry ol StÊb T¡me shilld hsva bÊ€$ l¿l€n corTil4t $ilh
qims
uizual
to
reduce
lha
sre
aligræd,
as
lully
subrnis6ion
o$
tû
the
deslgn
on
i¡s Oofn
lqtpsct affl srB
trior
had no ditîict¡lty in ãgreaíng a mulally acceptable opüon, t/Va ar€ ol rhe ûpinlofi thÊl WPÞ desþnnd tlæ lkte
to suit their own purpo6ss ånd manipulatd oÍr consldtatiorl to¡t¡st¡ly tltüir docidon,

wô don,t fiink thâr it ls unrsæonablê liat tlÞ dedgn ol the line is a5 aeçôplablo to us as I can bs" Thle in
g
belng impo,sed on us. We llrought ue had negollaled a muirdly acctptåblê tFdgn at StågP co¡lEiltlation
and were fulty prepared to ênter lnb an ãgr6sment rith Vr/PD. Hacl lfn design r¡hich se htrl ågrsãd ¡n
princrpat been presentad ta us $¡ith lhe l-kds of Terms tn gap8mber ä15 wo rould rcl rpI' be açking
WpD to corìsider any modificatioûs, our $age 3 Consültation guh¡islon widonçoq thb.

Since fhe close ol Stage 3 Consr¡ttalion we håw lslt that there h*s boen ân assLsnplion on tfB p¡rf of lfvPD
and their ronsultar1Ê fiat approval of lh€ir applicaticn is å Iak aoc€mdl:. T/1ro håw lell thal lftfPD,oonaidor
that the 'consultaüon box' hsd been l¡cl€rl åt the closure ol Staqp 3 Coñsullalion an{ tlny hsd no oblþation
lo ångage funher with L¿nd Owners. At a meeling with ìÂlFOb newly appdnnd corúEuþnle, &tJlon l(,row'lss,
ney advioed usthat Cønpr"deory Acquiãilion was Eanted aE a mattor of cotrüe fÕrlrd8.liçe qt Prolæ'|. Tltts
sü¡tude is lurther illustratçd þy thç PfÕlecr sialus tlalomenl on FllrþE. thê Elrechlå Forest ï\Êst \tlJlnd Farm

develtpers \À,eb-6ite "The BrÊchla ForeËt West Wincl Farm will be oonnected to lhe €leclricily nd$rork by ttle Brcchfa Ftred
Conncctlon. Followlrrg corlirmrüon lrom Wert rn Powr Distdbulon lhal lhl¡ Corrn¡ctisn wlll b¡
rvgtlable tn l¡te 201{ HWE lnrngy UK will cornmenæ constßFtion ol fle wlnd farm in auturfin
csincide with lhe new gdd connmlion timelrsms"

4fi6þ

Llnk rc RWE webe¡te

Our undaretand¡ng is lhat ll€ appllcâtion is st¡ll under exämlnation nor,v€ver WFÞ tnve al;aady proVided
conlirfiât¡on þ rhå wind larm developÊr lhat fie rsrnostiûn urlll be available in lal6 2017. l¡þ leel lhat lhls
assumpuon on behall ol WFD t¡es at the heart d the brsgkdswn ol thiË FINE process wltlt lånd Õnners.
Wû don't know where lhe proces will tâks us mw bul wo hawnl glvÊn up hopo thât WPO wlll $ork w¡th uå
1o achieve a voluilary agrsem€nl
Yours sincerley

Diana & l(evin Header

8. Pauline Medland

9. Grwp Blaengwen

10. Robert and Norma Jones
IR L; ((; il . ii'i,i
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Glynrodyn,Gwyddgrug,Pencader, Carmarthenshire SA3 9A?q ,:,r-ii l:.;,.,
The Rt.Hon.Greg Clark
Sec.of State for business, energy and industry,
1,

Victoria Street,

London

wl

9th SePt'

2016

Dear Secretary of State.
high
In March 20f ã the DECC, granted planning consênt for 28' 145 metre
local
from
Opposition
turbines inBrechfa fot"st, Carms. ãespite widespread vehefient
residents based on their own experience.
turbines
There is no rese;ch to substantiate the developers' claim that these
footprint,
global
carbon
huge
Their
will save substantíal amounts of carbon emissions.
of peat
tons
and
hees
the permanent rr.oo"l of many thsusands of carbon absorbing
boggtt
.
alorig wÍth the **ttottioo of a totally uÍnecessary milc long tack over
gÑ4 jrriisO yards *om anexistingpurpose builttack makes this

,*dft;ïi;g

project even more questionable'
power line.to
Planning consent is nowbeing sought from you, for anoverhead
tanrmission
connect this wind farm to the Nationãl Crid 28 KM'away involving huge
trees'
losses, and the permanent removal of an additional ten hectares of
whether
cafÊfully,
very
you
consider
to
The members of our group are asking
On
causE
u'ilt
it
harm
the
the unproven "benefrts" Of ds Sóh"tn" genetully, offsets
the basis of the following criteria:(a) the cost to the so;sumer of suoh a heavily subsidiscd dsvelopment'
o$ecratíon of such breathakingly beautiful countryside inan .
i¡)'
industry
impoverished a¡ea heavily dependent on totrism. The existing tourist
aloìg with its potential to attract visitors will be dostroy.ed,
(c) The ãffects on local residents who have already-experienced a greatly reduced
quality of life, and loss of property value and saleability, and whose wellwho
Ueing tras been compromised-by noise and its attendant sleep deprivation,
wind
are also affected byihadow unà tight flicker from an exísting smaller

' nt

.

farm in the same localitY.
We hope that demooãtic values, will t¿ke precedence, ovcrthe interests of large multinãtionals, eonoepts of which worq clearþ demonstrated atthe recentreferendum'

Yours sincerely

& Norma Jones
copy to JonathanEdwards M.P
andAdam Price A.M.

11. Natural Resources Wales

Pridham Robert (Enerqy Development)
Subject:

Attachments:

FW: Brechfa Forest West - Grid (WPD)
Redacted Ag reement.pdf

From : Will iams, Kay [ma ilto : Kav.Wi
Sent: 06 September 2016 12:55

ll

ia

ms@cyfoeth natu riolcymru. gov.

u

k]

To: Scott Giles (Energy Development)
Cc: BaÍrd, Gordon; Pococ( Steven; Watkins, Davíd; Sibley, Mari; ED Brechfa
Subject: Brechfa Forest West - Grid (WPD)

Our Ref: SSA G
Your Ref: EN020016
FAO: Giles Scott

Dear Sir

Planning Act 2008 and The lnfrastructure Planning (Examination Procedure) Rules 2010
Application by Western Power Distribution (South Wales) plc ("the Applicant") for an Order
granting Development Consent for the Brechfa Forest Connection project
REQUEST FOR COMMENTS FROM THE APPLICANT, NATURAL RESOURCES WALES AND THE
CROWN ESTATE COMMISSIONERS ON THE APPLICATION FOR THE PROPOSED BRECHFA
FOREST CONNECTION PROJECT
I refer to your letter dated 25th August in respect of the above, with particular reference to plots C216-C227

"lf compulsory acquisition power are sought in relation fo fhese plots, the Secretary of Sfafe reguesfs
confirmation from NaturalResources Wales of the Crown authority's consent to acquisition for the
purposes of section 135(1) of the Planning Act 2008'.
Please note that by virtue of the 5135 schedule attached to an agreement executed 1Oth June 2016
between Welsh Ministers (acting through natural Resources Wales) and Western Power I can confirm
Crown authority's consent to acquisition for the purposes of section 135(1) of the Planning Act 2008.
I have attached the appropriate extract from the agreement for information.

Please contact me directly should you require further information
Yours Sincerely

KayWilliams
Asiant Tir Cynorthwyol Darparu Ynni/Assistant Land Agent Energy Delivery
Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru / Natural Resources Wales.
Ffôn/Tel:0300 065 4775FÍôn symudol/ Mobile: 07789923677
E-bosUE-mail:

kav.williams@cvfoethnaturiolcvmru.qov.uk kav.williams@naturalresourceswales.oov.uk
Gwefan i Website:
www.cvfoethnaturiolcvmru.qov.uk / www.naturalresourceswales.qov.uk

1

diben ¡nat sicrhau bod adnoddau naturiol Gymru yn cael eu cynnal, eu gwella a'u defnyddio
yn gynaliadwy, yn awr ac yn y dyfodol
Our purpose is to ensure that the natural resources of Wales are sustainably maintained,
enhanced and used, now and in the future.
Croesewir gohebiaeth yn y Gymraeg a'r Saesneg - Correspondence welcomed in Welsh and
English

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more information please visit http :/lwww. s)¡manteccloud. com
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Wales - Welsh Ministers

and

Western Power Distribution (South Wales) Plc

AGREEMENT

relating to the treatment of electric lines crossing land managed by Natural
Resou.rces Wales for the purpose of the Brechfa Forest Connection Project

)

28.

Law and Jurisdiction
This Agreement shall be an agreement made in England and shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with the laws of England and the parties submit to the non
exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts.
Note: Scottish law may affect this clause references.

lN WITNESS whereof the, parties hereto have executed this deed the day of
c¡

t

20þLÇ

=t¡¡Jt

isters hereunto affixed
the signature of :-

is authe

THE COMMON SEAL of Western Power Distribution (South Wales) Plc
has hereunto been affixed in the presence of :-

Authorised

Signatory

Authorised

Signator

DATED I O :T\JþE
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SCHEDULE

Consents pursuant to Sections 135(1) & f 35(2) Planning Act 2008

1

2

3.

4.

ln this Schedule the term "Order" shall mean the Western Power Distribution
(Brechfa Forest Connection) Development Consent Order once made by the
Secretary of State and the term "book of refe.rence" shall have the meaning
given to it in the Order.
The Welsh Ministers acting through Natural Resources Wales (NRW) consents
to Western Power Distribution (South Wales) Plc (the Company) acquiring such
interests pursuant to Article 2O(1) and 20(3) and such rights pursuant to Article
28 of the Order and described in plot numbers C216, C217, C218, C219, C220,
C221, C222, C223, C224, C225, C226, C227 of the book of reference which are
interests held for the time being othenruise than by or on behalf of NRW. The
purpose of this consent is to satisfy Section 135(1Xb) of the Planning Act 2008.

NRW consents to the provisions of the Order applying in relation to NRW
managed land and confirms that this consent is made to satisfy the provisions of
Section 135(2) Planning Act 2008.

The particular provisions that apply under this Schedule are those listed in
paragraph 5 below but the Company confirms that in the event that any other
provisions of the Order apply in relation to NRW managed land or create rights
benefiting the Company this consent shall apply equally to those additional
provisions

5.

The provisions

of the Order referred to in

paragraph

3

above

3,4,5,6,7,8,1 6,1 7,1 8,1 9,2A,21,22,23,24,25,28,29,32, 33, 34, 35, 36 & 3 7.

are

12. Diana and Kevin Reader

Mr Richard Jones
Carmarthenshire County Council
Planning Department
(By e-mail) - 16th September 2016
Dear Mr Jones
Application by Western Power Distribution for Brechfa Forest Connection Project /
Environment Act (Wales) Section 7 List Species (Formally Section 42 List Species)
On Wednesday 14th September 2016 Mr Richard Smith, Butterfly Conservation Wales,
made a routine visit to our smallholding while carrying out a survey in the valley for Marsh
Fritillary Butterfly.
Mr Smith identified Marsh Fritillary Butterfly webs and caterpillars, in various locations on
our smallholding, including within the survey area identified in the Applicants
Environmental Statement Appendix 10.5, Marsh Fritillary Butterfly Technical Report, May
2015, map 3.
This report, Appendix 10.5, at 1.2.8 identifies Location 3, map 3, (our smallholding), to be
most suitable for Marsh Fritillary Butterfly.
In summary at 1.1.5 it reports that no evidence of Marsh Fritillary Butterfly was recorded
during the detailed surveys in any of the areas where food plants were present.
In light of this weeks finding, we respectfully request that Carmarthenshire County Council
now exercises its duty under Section 6 of the Environment Act (Wales) in relation to a
Section 7 List species, Marsh Fritillary Butterfly, which has been identified on our land.
Mitigation should now be included into the application by Western Power Distribution.
As we have always done, we will fully engage with any requests to carry out further surveys
on our land which may now be necessary to ensure that mitigation is put in place to avoid
damage to the population of the butterflies on our land if this application receives approval.
Yours sincerely
Diana & Kevin Reader
cc. Secretary of State, Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy

Ms Kay Williams
Natural Resources Wales
(By e-mail) - 16th September 2016
Dear Ms Williams
Application by Western Power Distribution for Brechfa Forest Connection Project /
Environment Act (Wales) Section 7 List Species (Formally Section 42 List Species)
On Wednesday 14th September 2016 Mr Richard Smith, Butterfly Conservation Wales,
made a routine visit to our smallholding while carrying out a survey in the valley for Marsh
Fritillary Butterfly.
Mr Smith identified Marsh Fritillary Butterfly webs and caterpillars, in various locations on
our smallholding, including within the survey area identified in the Applicants
Environmental Statement Appendix 10.5, Marsh Fritillary Butterfly Technical Report, May
2015, map 3.
This report, Appendix 10.5, at 1.2.8 identifies Location 3, map 3, (our smallholding), to be
most suitable for Marsh Fritillary Butterfly.
In summary at 1.1.5 it reports that no evidence of Marsh Fritillary Butterfly was recorded
during the detailed surveys in any of the areas where food plants were present.
In light of this weeks finding, we respectfully request that Natural Resources Wales now
exercises its duty under Section 6 of the Environment Act (Wales) in relation to a Section 7
List species, Marsh Fritillary Butterfly, which has been identified on our land. Mitigation
should now be included into the application by Western Power Distribution.
As we have always done, we will fully engage with any requests to carry out further surveys
on our land which may now be necessary to ensure that mitigation is put in place to avoid
damage to the population of the butterflies on our land if this application receives approval.
Yours sincerely
Diana & Kevin Reader
cc. Secretary of State, Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy

13. Richard Smith
From:
To:

Richard Smith

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Re: Penwaun, Alltwallis - MF larval webs found yesterday
19 September 2016 21:06:37
Penwaun MF larval webs, 2016.pdf

Dear all,
Further to Lindsey's e-mail, as I was in an office with GIS today, preparing for next
batch of surveys, I took the opportunity to put the location of the Penwaun 2016
Marsh Fritillary larval (caterpillar) webs onto a suitable aerial photo. So, in the
attached, the pink stars and labels are the locations of the September 2016
caterpillar webs - you can probably see now why I suggested that the lower part of
the field is cordonned off between pond and bottom gateway to ensure no
disturbance or damage.
I hope this will be incorporated into an appropriate condition of working to avoid risk
of damage/prosecution.
I've copied this e-mail to Richard White, as suggested.
Thanks for your help,

Richard
On 9/19/2016 3:38 PM, Lindsey Rendle wrote:
Dear Richard,
Many thanks for your email.
The application is a National Infrastructure Project and as such CCC are not the
determining authority for the planning consent, in this instance it will be decided by
Secretary of State following an examination and the issuing of a recommendation by
an Inspector appointed by the Planning Inspectorate. The Examination stage of the
application closed on 6th April 2016 and the Pins Inspector issued his recommendation
to the Secretary of State for consideration on 7th July 2016. The decision is expected
on or before the 6th October 2016.
If permission is granted for the project, it will likely be subject to several prior to
commencement conditions which CCC will be responsible for discharging, including a
construction management plan, habitat management plan etc. So I consider works are
unlikely to commence imminently.
As Ruth highlights the grid connection proposed will be on wooden poles. The Marshy
Grassland habitat has been identified in the associated Environment Statement (ES) as
of Local Conservation Value, SINC quality and BAP habitat. Outline habitat protection
measures and mitigation are detailed in the ES.

I would suggest that you pass the records on to the planning inspectorate so they can
forward to the Secretary of State’s department. I have attached details of a relevant
contact.
I will also note the records, for CCC consideration, so we will be made aware of MF
presence, for any discharge of condition applications CCC may be involved with.
If you have any questions or seek clarification on any points please contact me.
Kind regards.
Lindsey Rendle
PINS CONTACT:
Richard White
Assistant Case Officer
Major Applications & Plans
The Planning Inspectorate, Temple Quay House, Temple Quay
Bristol, BS1 6PN
Direct Line: 0303 444 5593
Helpline: 0303 444 5000
Email:richard.white@pins.gsi.gov.uk
Web: infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk
Twitter: @PINSgov
From: Richard Smith [mailto:rgsoverton@gmail.com]
Sent: 17 September 2016 13:20
To: Lindsey Rendle; Williams, Huw; Kevin Reader
Cc: Harding, Ruth; Bosanquet, Sam; Russel Hobson
Subject: Re: Penwaun, Alltwallis - MF larval webs found yesterday

Dear Huw & Lindsey,
Please see e-mails below.
The 4 MF larval webs were at SN43938-30364 (2), SN43902-30362 and
SN43937-30374. As you enter the field via the lower gate, the webs are on or to
right (NE) of a line directly to the pond. I think there is a gate higher up that
field, so one suggestion would be to cordon off the entire lower part of the field
between lower gate and pond (which is also where best habitat is).
I'm contracted currently to do fieldwork in Carms every weekday with suitable
weather for next 4 weeks, so am unlikely to be in an office this week. As work
alledgedly starts on 6th October, I'd be grateful if someone could ensure that
appropriate measures are taken.
If you want to contact the owners they are Diana & Kevin Reader at
Diana & Kevin Reader

Their telephone number is

They'd appreciate reassurance about all this - they also have issues with oak trees but
not much I personally can do about that!
Cheers,

Richard

On 9/16/2016 9:03 AM, Harding, Ruth wrote:
Hi Richard
I haven't been involved with the grid connection but I
think the habitat was actually found by the National
Grid ecologists through the survey work. And I may be
mistaken but I don't think it is a pylon but a wooden
pole connection? I assume it is the grid connection for
Brechfa wind farm that the owners are referring to? I
think Lindsey and Huw will be able to give you more
information as they have been more involved with the
project than myself.
Good to hear you found 4 webs though. I will give you a
ring about the Llanpumsaint site. At least you have had
good weather this week!
Cheers
Ruth
Ruth Harding
Uwch-swyddog Cadwraeth/Senior Conservation Officer
Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru / Natural Resources Wales
Ffôn/Tel: 03000 654075/01545 590883 Ffôn symudol /
Mobile 07814 938983
Ebost/Emailruth.harding@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk
/ruth.harding@naturalresourceswales.gov.uk
Gwefan / Website:
www.cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk/www.naturalresourceswales.gov.uk
Ein diben yw sicrhau bod adnoddau naturiol Cymru yn
cael eu cynnal, eu gwella a'u defnyddio yn gynaliadwy,
yn awr ac yn y dyfodol.
Our purpose is to ensure that the natural resources of
Wales are sustainably maintained, enhanced and used, now
and in the future.
Dysgwr Cymraeg

-----Original Message----From: Richard Smith [mailto:rgsoverton@gmail.com]
Sent: 15 September 2016 23:05
To: Harding, Ruth
<Ruth.Harding@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk>
Cc: Bosanquet, Sam
<Sam.Bosanquet@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk>; Lindsey
Rendle <LRendle@carmarthenshire.gov.uk>; Russel Hobson
<rhobson@butterfly-conservation.org>
Subject: Penwaun, Alltwallis - MF larval webs found
yesterday
Hi Ruth,
Just to let you know that I found 4 larval webs in the
rough field of Penwaun, where Sam also found one in
2014. Grid ref approx SN439303. On talking to the
owners, it seems that National Grid apparently did
surveys in 2015 and found no evidence of Marsh
Fritillaries either in that field or "in the area"!
I presume National Grid have biodiversity duties re MFs

under latest legislation and owners are rightly
concerned that the field needs approriate protection
from the pylon erection process which is apparently due
to start to take place from 6th October. I have the 10
digit GPS readings from all 4 webs.
Grateful for suggestions - I'll talk to Russel too next
week.
Cheers,
Richard

______________________________________________________________________
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
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______________________________________________________________________
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14. Diana Reader
From: Diana Reader
Sent: 19 September 2016 21:24
To: Katherine King
Subject: Fwd: Penwaun, Alltwallis - MF larval webs found yesterday

Dear Katherine
Please would you be so kind as to forward on this e-mail to the office of the SoS.
I would like the point passed on that we were promised a survey of our trees in the February
hearings, especially in relation to our two oak trees which have been identified as subject to
risk if the application is approved. As we mention, there is no option for them to be avoided
by micro siting under the design submitted.
Kindest regards
Diana Reader
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: Diana Reader
Date: 19 September 2016 at 21:12:06 BST
To: Lindsey Rendle <LRendle@carmarthenshire.gov.uk>
Cc:

- MF larval webs found yesterday
Lindsey
Further to your e-mail, we thank you for your attention to this matter.
We would however like to correct the point made regarding the infrastructure. The line
proposed is correctly described as PYLONS, pylons can be either metal or wooden. In the
case of the pylons which are proposed in our valley they are twin wooden pylons with a
maximum height of 18 meters or 59 foot (the height of 3 double decker buses). In places the
pylons will require metal stays and as on our our land, which is peat bog, may well require
special foundations to keep them upright. Special foundations will require excavation of pits
and the importation of aggregate and concrete.
It is regrettable that both Natural Resources Wales and Carmarthenshire County Council by
using the terminology preferred by the developer, wooden poles, as this leads one to imagine
something like a line telegraph poles. What is proposed is certainly not and the potential for
damage to sensitive land during the construction phase should not be understated.
We were also promised at the planning Inspectorate's hearing in February that a survey of our
trees would be undertaken. We have two mature oaks which were described by the

developer's own survey as "visually important and to be avoided" which have been identified
as subject to removal. Some agency should take responsibility to safeguard these trees and
the biodiversity they support, it is frankly negligence that this has not been addressed. The
route submitted does not allow for these trees to be avoided by 'micro siting' during the
construction phase. Photograph of the oak trees below.
Yours sincerely
Diana & Kevin Reader

Sent from my iPad
On 19 Sep 2016, at 15:38, Lindsey Rendle <LRendle@carmarthenshire.gov.uk> wrote:
Dear Richard,
Many thanks for your email.
The application is a National Infrastructure Project and as such CCC are not the determining
authority for the planning consent, in this instance it will be decided by Secretary of State following
an examination and the issuing of a recommendation by an Inspector appointed by the Planning
Inspectorate. The Examination stage of the application closed on 6th April 2016 and the Pins
Inspector issued his recommendation to the Secretary of State for consideration on 7th July 2016.
The decision is expected on or before the 6th October 2016.
If permission is granted for the project, it will likely be subject to several prior to commencement
conditions which CCC will be responsible for discharging, including a construction management plan,
habitat management plan etc. So I consider works are unlikely to commence imminently.
As Ruth highlights the grid connection proposed will be on wooden poles. The Marshy Grassland
habitat has been identified in the associated Environment Statement (ES) as of Local Conservation
Value, SINC quality and BAP habitat. Outline habitat protection measures and mitigation are detailed
in the ES.
I would suggest that you pass the records on to the planning inspectorate so they can forward to the
Secretary of State’s department. I have attached details of a relevant contact.

I will also note the records, for CCC consideration, so we will be made aware of MF presence, for any
discharge of condition applications CCC may be involved with.
If you have any questions or seek clarification on any points please contact me.
Kind regards.
Lindsey Rendle
PINS CONTACT:
Richard White
Assistant Case Officer
Major Applications & Plans
The Planning Inspectorate, Temple Quay House, Temple Quay
Bristol, BS1 6PN
Direct Line: 0303 444 5593
Helpline: 0303 444 5000
Email:richard.white@pins.gsi.gov.uk
Web: infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk
Twitter: @PINSgov
From: Richard Smith [mailto:rgsoverton@gmail.com]
Sent: 17 September 2016 13:20
To: Lindsey Rendle; Williams, Huw; Kevin Reader
Cc: Harding, Ruth; Bosanquet, Sam; Russel Hobson
Subject: Re: Penwaun, Alltwallis - MF larval webs found yesterday

Dear Huw & Lindsey,
Please see e-mails below.
The 4 MF larval webs were at SN43938-30364 (2), SN43902-30362 and SN43937-30374. As
you enter the field via the lower gate, the webs are on or to right (NE) of a line directly to the
pond. I think there is a gate higher up that field, so one suggestion would be to cordon off the
entire lower part of the field between lower gate and pond (which is also where best habitat
is).
I'm contracted currently to do fieldwork in Carms every weekday with suitable weather for
next 4 weeks, so am unlikely to be in an office this week. As work alledgedly starts on 6th
October, I'd be grateful if someone could ensure that appropriate measures are taken.
If you want to contact the owners they are Diana & Kevin Reader at
Diana & Kevin Reader

Their telephone number is

and their e-mail address is

They'd appreciate reassurance about all this - they also have issues with oak trees but not much I
personally can do about that!
Cheers,

Richard

On 9/16/2016 9:03 AM, Harding, Ruth wrote:
Hi Richard
I haven't been involved with the grid connection but I think the habitat
was actually found by the National Grid ecologists through the survey work.
And I may be mistaken but I don't think it is a pylon but a wooden pole
connection? I assume it is the grid connection for Brechfa wind farm that
the owners are referring to? I think Lindsey and Huw will be able to give
you more information as they have been more involved with the project than
myself.
Good to hear you found 4 webs though. I will give you a ring about the
Llanpumsaint site. At least you have had good weather this week!
Cheers
Ruth
Ruth Harding
Uwch-swyddog Cadwraeth/Senior Conservation Officer
Cyfoeth Naturiol Cymru / Natural Resources Wales
Ffôn/Tel: 03000 654075/01545 590883 Ffôn symudol / Mobile 07814 938983
Ebost/Emailruth.harding@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk
/ruth.harding@naturalresourceswales.gov.uk
Gwefan / Website:
www.cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk/www.naturalresourceswales.gov.uk
Ein diben yw sicrhau bod adnoddau naturiol Cymru yn cael eu cynnal, eu
gwella a'u defnyddio yn gynaliadwy, yn awr ac yn y dyfodol.
Our purpose is to ensure that the natural resources of Wales are
sustainably maintained, enhanced and used, now and in the future.
Dysgwr Cymraeg

-----Original Message----From: Richard Smith [mailto:rgsoverton@gmail.com]
Sent: 15 September 2016 23:05
To: Harding, Ruth <Ruth.Harding@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk>
Cc: Bosanquet, Sam <Sam.Bosanquet@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk>; Lindsey
Rendle <LRendle@carmarthenshire.gov.uk>; Russel Hobson <rhobson@butterflyconservation.org>
Subject: Penwaun, Alltwallis - MF larval webs found yesterday
Hi Ruth,
Just to let you know that I found 4 larval webs in the rough field of
Penwaun, where Sam also found one in 2014. Grid ref approx SN439303. On
talking to the owners, it seems that National Grid apparently did surveys
in 2015 and found no evidence of Marsh Fritillaries either in that field or
"in the area"!

I presume National Grid have biodiversity duties re MFs under latest
legislation and owners are rightly concerned that the field needs
approriate protection from the pylon erection process which is apparently
due to start to take place from 6th October. I have the 10 digit GPS
readings from all 4 webs.
Grateful for suggestions - I'll talk to Russel too next week.
Cheers,
Richard
0797 781 1404

**********************************************************************
Correspondents should note that all communications to or from the Planning
Inspectorate may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for
lawful purposes.
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended
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15. Yoka Kilkelly on behalf of the Landowners Group

22nd September 2016
Secretary of State Rt Hon Greg Clark, MP
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
3 Whitehall Place
London,
SW1A 2AW
Dear Secretary of State,
Brechfa Forest Connection Project EN020016
I am writing to you on behalf of the group of Land Owners who will be effected,
should you grant consent to WPD for the Brechfa Forest Connection Project, which
we understand you are currently considering.
We would like to draw your attention to the following facts:
-

in the negotiations with WPD and their authorised agents the engagement of
WPD has failed, due to their reluctance to engage with LO despite numerous
requests both from our Land agents (Mr I Jones of BJP, Mr Chester Master
from Built Wells, and the agent for Mr and Mrs Rentmore) and directly with
LO. Because there has been no engagement, there has been little or no
negotiation.

-

WPD is also not willing to engage with LO to assess their land which
potentially will be effected. There are numerous LO who even at this late stage
have not had a single visit to their properties to enter into negotiations.

-

LO do not feel the amount of land, which WPD are including for the
construction, is appropriate and proportioned to the needs of the project. After
the Planning Inspector’s hearing in February 2016 WPD agreed to reduce the
area which was originally the whole of the LO holdings, which included all
the homes and farm buildings. WPD have agreed to reduce the demised area
but what they are requesting is still disproportionate. In every case WPD
wants to include the whole of a field whilst they only need a proportionate
amount to the working corridor.
We only have to look at the recently approved project connection in North
Wales where a proportionate corridor was requested and granted. The Brechfa
Connection Landowners would be very agreeable to negotiations on same
basis.
Additionally, the developer of the North Wales Wind farm Connection
produced an option B which mitigated farming practises and other concerns.
This seems to LO fair and in the spirit of PINS and we have been denied this.

-

In addition to the area of the demise, WPD are refusing to confirm their access
routes on properties and are insisting on the authority to take any route they
like.

1

-

These points above are unreasonable especially for working farmers and their
families who have to plan in advance. Additionally, the flexibility WPD are
insisting on regarding access routes, have the potential to damage a far wider
area than when an access route is defined.
The construction has the potential to disrupt the farming working year for
more that the time the construction is taking place. Grounds get compacted,
crop not growing, animals not feeding.
During the consultation period WPD provided reassurance to Landowners that
wet land would not be worked on during the wettest months.
However, their Published Construction Programme does not support this.

-

This week, Landowners have received a letter from Bruton Knowles, WPD’s
land agent, with a undertone which LO feel takes advantage of their
vulnerability at this stage of the process by referring to the “incentive
payment” in four different paragraphs that will be withdrawn should the
scheme gain consent.

-

And finally, Land Owners have been upset and surprised this week to receive
a newsletter from RWEinnogy, the Brechfa Forest West Wind farm Developer
advising Land Owners that “construction of the Brechfa Forest West Wind
Farm is scheduled to start in October 2016”.
The letter goes on to advise restrictions to public access in the Brechfa Forest,
illustrated with a map, where construction “will be taken place” and inviting
LO to two meetings (29th and 30th September 2016) to meet the construction
team. Nowhere in the letter is it mention that consent has not yet been granted
for the connection. Landowners feel further bulldozed by this multi million
pound national infrastructure project. The landowners feel that the developer
should at least have had the decency to wait for your decision.

Yours sincerely,
Yoka Kilkelly, secretary of the LandOwners Group
Lanclynadda
Alltwalis
Carmarthen SA32 7DY
On behalf of the following land and property owners:
Mr HV & Mrs KI Miles,
Mr B & Mrs Y Kilkelly,
D A & B Davies,
Mr BG and Mrs Y E Shaw,
Mr & Mrs RHW & BL Howells,
Mr A & Mrs R Dufty,
Mr & Mrs B Patten,
Mr & Mrs G Evans,
Mrs F Morris,
Mr EH Davies,
Mr & Mrs LET Birch,
Mr & Mrs RDH & M Bowen,
DJP Davies and Sons,
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Mr & Mrs R Eagle,
Mr C O Evans,
Mr & Mrs RC & PD Jones,
Messrs DA & WG Jones,
Mr & Mrs HD & SM Walters,
Mr W & O Bowen,
Mr Thomas,
Mrs P Medland,
Mr S & Mrs H M Bagshaw,
Mr P Sharp,
Mr & Mrs N Owens,
G James & Son,
Mr and Mrs Rentmore,
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16. Iwan Jones
From: Iwan [
Sent: 22 September 2016 12:08
To: Katherine King
Cc:
Subject: RE: Brechfa Forest Connection [BK-BK.FID371062]

Dear Katherine
RE: Brechfa Forest Connection [BK-BK.FID371062]
I fear to trouble you one more time, but could you also advise and inform the SoS even at this late
stage I am still trying to arrange meeting with WPD to sort out numerous LO concerns and agree
HoTs.
Regards Iwan
BJP

Subject: FW: Brechfa Forest Connection [BK-BK.FID371062]
Dear Nick
FW: Brechfa Forest Connection [BK-BK.FID371062]
For complete transparency I would confirm that all correspondence between us over the last 3 weeks
has been passed onto the SoS for examination. Please find attached.
Please confirm if you would even at this late stage agree to LO meetings. Please confirm this and I
will keep next week free or move appointments to accommodate you and the LO’s.

Regards Iwan
BJP

From: Katherine King [mailto:Katherine.King@PINS.gsi.gov.uk]
Sent: 22 September 2016 11:56
To: Iwan
Subject: RE: Brechfa Forest Connection [BK-BK.FID371062]
Mr Jones,
This has been sent on.
Kind regards
Katherine
Katherine King
Case Manager
Major Applications & Plans
The Planning Inspectorate, Temple Quay House, Temple Quay, Bristol, BS1 6PN
Direct line: 0303 444 5078
Helpline: 0303 444 5000
Email: katherine.king@pins.gsi.gov.uk
Web: infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk (National Infrastructure
Planning)
Web: www.gov.uk/government/organisations/planning-inspectorate (The
Planning Inspectorate)
Twitter: @PINSgov
This communication does not constitute legal advice.
Please view our Information Charter before sending information to the Planning
Inspectorate.
From: Iwan [
Sent: 22 September 2016 11:53
To: Katherine King
Cc:
Subject: FW: Brechfa Forest Connection [BK-BK.FID371062]

Dear Kathrine
FW: Brechfa Forest Connection [BK-BK.FID371062]
I wonder whether you would pass on this additional round of correspondence to The Secretary of
State.
The feedback from BJP Clients is that WPD has been most lacking in their engagement with
Landowners affected by the proposed Brechfa Wind Farm Connection. The most recent letter

received from Bruton Knowles has not universally been understood by my clients and two clients of
the three I have spoken to so far feel the letter has a threatening tone to it.
I would also like to share with the Secretary of State my concerns about Mrs Medland now suddenly
finding out that her grounds are going to be used as a car park for commercial vehicles without her
knowledge in addition to the wrong demise plan and limited/no safe guards to her water supply.
I would also like to share with the Secretary of State my concerns regarding Evans
of Nantyboncath Farm who are the closest property to the proposed line and who have not received
correspondence regarding important undergrounding works at their property until 3 weeks ago. That
correspondence between WPD and BJP is attached.
Yours Sincerely
IAR Jones
BJP
From: Iwan
Sent: 22 September 2016 10:57
To: 'Nick Buxton' <Nick.Buxton@brutonknowles.co.uk>; 'jonathan.edwards.mp@parliament.uk'
<
Subject: RE: Brechfa Forest Connection [BK-BK.FID371062]
Dear Nick
RE: Brechfa Forest Connection [BK-BK.FID371062]


I have stated previously that the demise plan is not proportionate to your client’s
requirements. Please review other schemes. For example North Wales Wind Farms
Connection.



A number of clients have requested alternative routing. This was agreed in the North Wales
Wind Farms Connection PINS with that particular DNO, Manweb.



A number of clients have requested a meeting to clarify or modify access routes.



All BJP clients want to discuss HoTs with you.



A number of clients want to discuss tree cutting on important trees specimens on their
retained property including valuable mature oaks and redwoods.



One client has a sheep handling system which is going to sit under your apparatus and needs
to be moved.



One client has now been informed that her driveway is going to be used for parked
commercial vehicles which you failed to mention to her at the start and only told her about
this about one month ago. This is not acceptable let her alone her major concerns about her
private water supply and the unacceptable demise plan.



One client is concerned about very important land drains which are going to be damaged and
you are not prepared to meet him to discuss.



One client only received his modified HoTs this week



You state you have sent important information to one client but can’t track it down and tell
me it was a ‘scanning error’.



One client is a AHA 1986 Tenant and I need to meet you with my client to discuss split
compensation.



You meet one of my clients and agree HoTs but can’t meet the rest of my clients. WHY?



PINS is all about dialogue but when you yourself ‘deny’ meetings without even referring to
the team is essentially wrong.



And I repeat the letter to my client was not clear – hence why I am writing to you; as three
clients have phoned this morning asking me what you mean in your letter. It’s that unclear.
You must write in a way that the landowner will understand what you are trying to say. You
have not and the tone of the letter is very threatening. Please rewrite your letter in plain
English that my clients will understand. This is not acceptable.

Regards Iwan
BJP

From: Nick Buxton [mailto:Nick.Buxton@brutonknowles.co.uk]
Sent: 22 September 2016 09:43
To: Iwan
Subject: RE: Brechfa Forest Connection [BK-BK.FID371062]
Iwan,
I do not believe the letter is ambiguous, the message is very clearly stated - your clients have until
the SoS decision is published to agree the offered terms if they are to receive the incentive payment.
After this event the incentive payment will be withdrawn from the offer.
As things stand I am not aware of any individual issues that are preventing your clients agreement. It
is your role, as their agent, to inform me what needs to change before their agreement will be given.
I can then take instruction from the project to see whether those changes can be agreed.
Regards,
Nick

Nick Buxton
Associate
Bruton Knowles, Bisley House, Green Farm Business Park, Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 4LY
Tel: 01452 880000 Direct Line:01452 880181 Mobile: 07890 232695
www.brutonknowles.co.uk/  Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

From: Iwan [
Sent: 21 September 2016 19:55
To: Nick Buxton;

Subject: RE: Brechfa Forest Connection [BK-BK.FID371062]

Nick
RE: Brechfa Forest Connection [BK-BK.FID371062]
You have sent correspondence to my clients which some find ambiguous and not terribly clear as to
what you are trying to say. I tend to agree.
I have advised my clients to speak to you if they are unsure about what you are trying to explain.
My clients have previously pointed out that the demise plan is not proportionate to the needs of WPD
and all BJP clients have requested meetings with WPD to fully understand the impact of the scheme
on Landowners. Please can we arrange these meetings.
Iwan

From: Nick Buxton [mailto:Nick.Buxton@brutonknowles.co.uk]
Sent: 21 September 2016 09:22
To: Iwan <
Subject: WPD: Brechfa Forest Connection [BK-BK.FID371062]
Iwan,
Please find attached copy correspondence sent to your clients.
Regards,

Nick Buxton
Associate
Bruton Knowles, Bisley House, Green Farm Business Park, Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 4LY
Tel: 01452 880000 Direct Line:01452 880181 Mobile: 07890 232695
www.brutonknowles.co.uk/  Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

Disclaimer

The information in this email is only for the recipients named above and is confidential.
It may also be subject to legal privilege. If you are not an intended recipient you must
not use, copy, or disseminate it and you should notify Bruton Knowles of your receipt of
it immediately by email or telephone and delete it from your system.
Although Bruton Knowles believes this email and any attachment are free of virus or
other defect which might affect your system it is your responsibility to ensure that this
is so. Bruton Knowles accepts no liability for any loss or damage caused in any way by
its receipt or use. Bruton Knowles is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. Bruton Knowles is regulated by RICS.
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17. Avril and Bryan Davies

23rd September 2016

Bruton Knowles,
Bisley House,
Green Farm Buisness Park,
Bristol Road,
Gloucester.
GL2 4LY.

For the attention of Mr N.C.W. Buxton.

Dear Mr Buxton.
Further to your letter of the September 2016, ref NCWB/510854 and the revised
Heads of Terms.
We are now in a position to sign the HoT subject to Option 3 being adopted as per
Mr Andrew Hubbold’s e-mail of 29th March 2016 and the review of proposals to
re-align a section of the OHL on land at Penwaun and Llwyn Newydd of the same
date following a site visit between both landowners, our agent, Mr Iwan Jones and
representatives from WPD.

Yours sincerely

Avril and Bryan Davies

18. Carmarthenshire Local Access Forum (LAF)

Cyfarwyddwr yr Amgylchedd
Adran Yr Amgylchedd
Parc Myrddin, Waun Dew, Caerfyrddin,
Sir Gaerfyrddin, SA31 1HQ.
Director of Environment
Environment Department
Parc Myrddin, Richmond Terrace, Carmarthen
Carmarthenshire, SA31 HQ
______________________________________________________________________________
Gofynner am / Please ask for:

Caroline Ferguson

Llinell Uniongyrchol / Direct Line:

01554 742216

Eich cyf / Your ref: EN020016
Fy nghyf. My ref: CarmsLAF

E-Bost Uniongyrchol/ Direct E-mail: cferguson@carmarthenshire.gov.uk
Dyddiad. Date:

27th September 2016

Mr Giles Scott
Head of National Infrastructure Consents and Coal Liabilities
giles.scott@beis.gov.uk
Dear Mr Scott
Re: Brechfa Forest Connection Project
I am writing on behalf of the Carmarthenshire Local Access Forum (LAF) in respect of your letter dated
25th August 2016 regarding the Application by Western Power Distribution for an Order granting
Development Consent for the Brechfa Forest Connection project.
The Carmarthenshire LAF understand that the applicants have continued to negotiate with Natural
Resources Wales after the public hearings for the planning application to acquire rights over Forest Land
plots. This land is publicly owned land mapped as open access land with Natural Resources Wales
acting as the custodians of the land.
The Countryside and Rights of Way 2000 Act (CROW Act) gives a public right of access to land
mapped as open access land, and provisions 94 and 95 created the requirement for an advisory body to be
known as a Local Access Forum (LAF) to be created in each area. Carmarthenshire Local Access
Forum has been established to carry out the statutory duties of a LAF in the area affected by the Brechfa
Forest Connection Project.
Section 94(5) of the CROW Act makes it a statutory duty of various bodies to have regard, in carrying
out their functions, to any relevant advice given to them by a LAF. This includes any body exercising
functions under Part I of the CROW Act in relation to land in that area - primarily the Countryside
Council for Wales (CCW), the National Assembly and, in some cases, the Forestry Commission (CCW
and FC Wales have subsequently been merged to form Natural Resources Wales).
Section 4.4 of the Role, Duty and Functions of the Local Access Forum published by the CCW and
endorsed by the Welsh Assembly Government states "It is important to note that LAFs are not only
being set up to consider access to land for the purposes of walking.
Gwella ein ffordd o fyw a gweithio. Improving the Way we live and work
www.sirgar.gov.uk. www.carmarthenshire.gov.uk

The statutory function requires that they consider improving access to land for the purposes of all forms
of open-air recreation and the enjoyment of the area. Local Access Forums may thus become involved
with access to land for purposes other than walking, cycling and horse-riding. For example hang-gliding,
picnicking, fishing, shooting and access to wildlife and conservation sites are all forms of open-air
recreation which require access to land. The exact nature of the relevant interests will vary from area to
area and it is thus down to each LAF to decide which subjects are legitimate ones for discussion in their
area."
We wish to bring to your attention that Natural Resources Wales has not complied with their statutory
duty to consult with the Carmarthenshire LAF on the content of the Connection Project agreement. We
have therefore been prevented from carrying out our duty to provide them with advice on its impact on
the public's enjoyment of the publicly owned land they manage.
We are mindful of the expired deadline for comments in respect of this application however given the
circumstances we feel obliged to reiterate our previous objections to this planning application as the level
of mitigation of the impact of the development on the public's enjoyment of the open access land is
inadequate.

Yours sincerely

Caroline Ferguson
Carmarthenshire Local Access Forum Secretary

Gwella ein ffordd o fyw a gweithio. Improving the Way we live and work
www.sirgar.gov.uk. www.carmarthenshire.gov.uk

19. Jillie Gardiner

Jillie Gardiner

28th September 2016
The Right Honourable Greg Clark
Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
cc Mr Giles Scott - planning inspectorate.
cc HRH The Prince of Wales
cc Secretary of State for Wales
Re Public Inquiry EN020016 Brechfa Forest Connection
I would like to start by congratulating you for your recent appointment as Secretary of
State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy for the UK.
With regard to your new role I wish to raise several concerns about planning
application EN020016 Brechfa Forest Connection ahead of your consideration of
the Planning Inspector’s report and your decision on this proposed grid connection
scheme. I am one of the volunteers involved in the development of the community
led local plan for sustainable development, and chairman of the Brechfa Forest
Tourism Cluster Group.
The Overhead Lines would pass through the Forest from west to east, to the eastern
edge of the wind farm, where the sub-station is being sited, requiring a wide swathe
of felling. If undergrounding was used instead, it would require significantly less
felling, now and in the future. Moving the sub-station to the eastern edge of the
forest would remove the need to clear the trees and construct a grid connection
through the forest.
My concerns are:1. The failure to take into account the Community Led Development Plan for Brechfa
Forest.
2. The failure to provide an opportunity for local landowners to negotiate a contract,
or even agree details of route and work prior to or during the planning application
process, leading to a situation where the developers are intending to obtain
planning permission and then apply for compulsory purchase
3. The failure to revise the planning application in accordance with the unanimous
democratic decision by Carmarthenshire County Council on behalf of residents of the

county that undergrounding the grid connection was the appropriate level of
mitigation.
4. The planning inspectors report may not give as much weight to the impact on
community plans, small businesses, and individual property owners as against to
the profits of the multinational company behind this development as would be
appropriate if the report had been written after the first statement by Theresa May
as Prime Minister "We will do everything we can to give you more control over
your lives. When we take the big calls, we’ll think not of the powerful, but you."
5. Failure to comply with the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000, with regard
to the requirement to consult the statutory consultees, the Local Access Forum.
6. The implication that Welsh communities have fewer rights to make plans for their
own area than that provided for English communities.
1. Failure to take into account the community led development plan for Brechfa
Forest
The National Planning Policy Framework, which you announced as a revision of
English planning policies in your previous ministerial role, gave the community-led
local plan produced by an English community a status within the planning system.
Brechfa Forest West Wind farm and its grid connection is a highly controversial
development which would not have been granted planning permission if the site was
in England rather than Wales. My community was one of 6 demonstration areas in
Wales taking part in a project of best practice by supporting a community to develop
a Local Plan and carry it out. Welsh Government policies described community led
development as best practise for sustainable development, however, this Welsh
Government policy is not technically part of the Welsh government planning policies.
This community is one of 6 areas forming the Cambrian Mountain Initiative, (CMI).
The president of the CMI is his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, and the
chairman Peter Davis, the Sustainable Futures Commissioner of Wales. The
community have been supported by staff on secondment from National Resources
Wales to the CMI, Carmarthenshire County Council and consultants funded by the
CMI to produce community led action plans supporting the development of
employment opportunities based on the attractiveness of the landscape and cultural
heritage of the area. http://www.cambrian-sw.co.uk provides information on this
process for the community encircling Brechfa Forest. I am one of the volunteers
involved in this project including organising the meetings attended by representatives
of 51 community organisations from the villages which encircle Brechfa Forest.
Much was made within the project to all community organisations by National
Resources Wales of the increased opportunities for publicity which arise from HRH
The Prince of Wales supporting the project as the President of the CMI.

We were more advanced than other communities within the CMI. This was because
successive Forestry Commission policies since the 1980's had encouraged our
community members to create business dependant on the attractiveness of Brechfa
Forest tourist and recreational users Many local businesses had already had EU
funding to support creation of employment opportunities based on business plans
centred the forest being a tourist attraction wish Carmarthenshire Council records
showing that the forest supports a tourism industry worth £18 million a year and
British Horse Society backed research putting the local equestrian industry
supported by the forest at £29 million.
Therefore, our plans for our forest generated by representatives of 51 community
organisations with the assistance of Natural Resources Wales Staff and consultants
focused on:a. Increasing the value of the forest to a wider range of businesses, encouraging
visitors staying in tourist accommodation to walk, cycle or ride through the forest to
pubs and shops in the other communities encircling the forest.
b. Encouraging local pubs and shops to stock local food, produce and crafts/gifts, to
maximise the value to the local economy of every pound spent by visitors to the
area.
c. Raising awareness of the heritage of the forest and surrounding villages to locals
and visitors as part of the marketing package of the forest as a tourist attraction by
the community.
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Brechfa Forest is an ancient forest which has provided employment and
shaped the cultural area of the 15 communities which encircle it for over a
1000 years.
Every story about the mythical Robin Hood has a equivalent with the
generations of Welsh Princes who used this forest as a base in the 200 years
of opposition to Norman invasion.
It became a Royal Hunting Forest, with grazing rights for the communities,
It was also the managed by the community for timber production and saplings
processed to provide explosives and oil for lamps until the 1920's.
During the Great Depression, the labour government took over control of the
forest, building work camps to house the unemployed of South Wales and
setting them to work constructing the forest tracks and conifer plantations and
making the forestry commission the custodians of the land.
Until the 1980's the forestry commission was the major employer in the area,
with over 200 people employed to manage and work within the forest, but as
a result of mechanisation these numbers dropped rapidly.
To counter the economic impact on the community, policies and grants were
made available to encourage the establishment of businesses dependant on
the recreational use of the forest.

d. Working with the CMI to research and develop a living museum . Robin Hood is a
huge draw for Nottingham even though he is a fictional character. We want to make
the most of the potential for the community to create employment opportunities
based on the site where historical figures were living in a forest stealing from rich
travellers to support the local community and using the forest as a base for fighting
invading forces in the surrounding landscape.
Unfortunately, on the same day that consultants were presenting evidence to HRH
the Prince of Wales and representatives of the Welsh Government, Natural
Resources Wales and Carmarthenshire Council Regeneration Department on the
value of community led sustainable development, employees of the same
consultancy firm were giving contrary evidence to the public inquiry in support of for
the planning application . In doing so, they claimed that that there was no evidence
of the value of community led plans to encourage people to walk cycle or ride to local
businesses rather than visitors travelling by .car to tourist attractions outside the
area.
During the year after the planning hearings while awaiting the decision of the
planning inspector and Minister for State the CMI and Carmarthenshire County
Council continued to support the community with advice and EU grants to continue
with our plans for the site and local area.
The local tourism cluster group obtained and undertake a £60K project on
researching and promoting the heritage of the area which includes encouraging
residents and visitors to access a database of information on archaeological sites,
monuments and buildings and plan walks to visit those sites. This project was
supported by over 2000 hours of volunteer time with financial support backed by
CADW, Natural Resources Wales and Carmarthenshire County Council.
This planning application for the 28km grid connection disregards the impact
the overhead power line will have on the historic sites in the area surrounding
Brechfa Forest. It has been demonstrated through legal challenges, that the
impact of renewable energy projects on historical sites valued by the
community is ground for refusing planning permission. This project was one
of the grounds for refusing planning permission for a windfarm on an
adjoining site, yet the planning application for this grid connection fails to
assess the visual impact of the overhead lines on historical buildings selected
by the community to promote which it runs near.
2. Failure to engage with local landowners.
At the start of the public inquiry hearings there were 128 landowners effected by the
development who had not been identified or contacted by the developers. The land
agents appointed by the developers did not hold the appropriate qualifications to
carry out the work they had been engaged to do. One of the land agents
representing local residents submitted a large report to the enquiry detailing the

failings to engage with property owners. The Planning Inspector gave the
developers every possible opportunity to rectify these problems and engage with
landowners, but as you can see from correspondence between property owners and
the Inspector, the developers continued to fail to act reasonably to enter into
contracts with landowners or answer their questions, so by the end of the hearing
there were still property owners who had not been offered an opportunity to
negotiate a contract with the developers for access to their property.
During the hearings the legal representatives for the developers put forward
an opinion that it would be appropriate for planning permission to be granted
and then compulsory purchase powers could be invoked to enable
construction. While these powers may be appropriate if every attempt has
been made to negotiate with landowners, it is unreasonable to expect to use
them in a situation where the developers have chosen to not engage with
landowners.
3. Failure to revise the planning application in response to democratic decision on
level of mitigation.
When the planning application was granted for the wind farm, the suggested route
for the grid connection was from the south eastern corner of the site. The route for
the grid connection was later revised to run across the forest and exit from the North
West corner of the forest. Community organisations and the county council have
lobbied for mitigation, asking for the position of the sub station to be revised,
moving it from the south east side of the site to the north west and
thereby shortening the length of power line needed.
The applicants have failed to accede to this reasonable request. Leaving the substation where it was planned to be before the grid connection route was altered,
adds a 3km long overhead power line with a wide area of forest cleared along its
route from one side of the forest to the other. During the process of this planning
application, there has been an application to revise the planning permission for the
wind farm which changed the alignment of power connections between the turbines
and the alignment of access tracks, but the opportunity was not taken to minimise
the visual and environmental impact of the grid connection by relocating the sub
station.
It would be possible to link the substation for the wind farm with substations near
Carmarthen and then upgrade other power lines rather than constructing a new
power line from Carmarthen to a connection point into the National Grid by the coast.
Despite written questions from both the public and county council and the issue
being raised during the planning inquiry, the developers have failed to provide any
information on how they can possibly justify why they choose to not undertake this
mitigation despite confirming in the hearing that it was technically possible.

The level of objection to this planning application was so high that Carmarthenshire
County Council carried out a survey of residents on the level of mitigation they
considered necessary.. The democratic decision was that the developers should be
required to put the grid connection underground for its whole length. There was a
well supported petition received by the county council calling for undergrounding.
The developers claim that the only reason for not applying the level of mitigation
deemed appropriate by the public is the cost.
4. The Government's commitment to give the public control over their lives.
There is some concern within the community about the impartiality of the planning
inspector not only because he has previously been employed by RWE Npower but
because he prevented local businesses from mentioning in their evidence to the
inquiry that the project is for the benefit of a multinational company.
In 2013 there was press coverage that over 110,000 people had signed a petition
calling for action against RWE Npower, Western Powers client for this development,
a multinational company which had not paid any corporation tax for 3 years. Given
that RWE Npower will receive subsidies funded by UK tax payer to ensure that this
development is profitable, it is reasonable that considerable weight should be given
to the required level of mitigation, and whether it is being fulfilled, when the decision
is made on this planning application.
The developers, Western Power have repeatedly stated in meetings with the
community that mitigation would be possible, but has not been incorporated into the
planning application because their clients will not agree to fund the work.
Since BREXIT and Theresa May succeeding David Cameron the public has come to
believe that the new Cabinet's position is to support the needs of communities and
local businesses.
5.

Failure to comply with the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000.

This legislation brought into existence the Local Access Forum (LAF). Welsh
Government published advice identifies Local Access Forums as constituting a new
level in the process of formulating countryside access management, strategy and
policy. They fit in well with the current modernisation of local government to make it
more accountable by giving the public a greater role in local issues. It is crucially
important that a LAF’s role in the process is made clear from the outset and that they
are taken seriously by all concerned. The Local Access Forum has been consulted
during the drawing up of the communities plans for Brechfa Forest, which is
registered open access land owned by the public and managed on their behalf by
NRW. The LAF has objected to this planning application because they were not
consulted by NRW on the mitigation appropriate for this development.
Conclusion

The many objections to this planning application are focused on both:
•

•

the failure to undertake sufficient mitigation to prevent the development
damaging local businesses and community projects which specifically
celebrating the exceptional attractiveness of the landscape and cultural
heritage.
the failure to treat property owners fairly.

I am concerned that the training provided by Natural Resources Wales staff to
individuals and communities on how to raise the profile of the area through Social
Media and maximising the benefit of the support of HRH the Prince of Wales to the
communities plans to create employment opportunities based on the attractiveness
of the landscape will backfire if this highly controversial planning application is
granted permission. I feel that many members of the community will question why
English communities are permitted to make plans for themselves, but Welsh
communities plans are ignored by Westminster departments.
An alternative should have been offered during the public consultation to taking the
overhead lines through Brechfa Forest.
Compulsory purchase orders would have been avoided if the applicant had ensured
its agents acted reasonably and undergrounding or route adjustments had been
offered to landowners. It would be an abuse of compulsory purchase powers to
allow Western Power to use them instead of properly engaging with the affected
landowners.
The applicant has been given every opportunity to react to the level of opposition
and consider an alternative route and/or move the sub-station and/or underground
the connection. They have chosen not to, and on that basis I feel the proposed
overhead grid connection should be refused.
Yours truly
Jillie Gardiner

20. Carmarthenshire Local Access Forum (LAF)

Cyfarwyddwr yr Amgylchedd
Adran Yr Amgylchedd
Parc Myrddin, Waun Dew, Caerfyrddin,
Sir Gaerfyrddin, SA31 1HQ.
Director of Environment
Environment Department
Parc Myrddin, Richmond Terrace, Carmarthen
Carmarthenshire, SA31 HQ
______________________________________________________________________________
Gofynner am / Please ask for:

Caroline Ferguson

Llinell Uniongyrchol / Direct Line:

01554 742216

Eich cyf / Your ref: EN020016
Fy nghyf. My ref: CarmsLAF

E-Bost Uniongyrchol/ Direct E-mail: cferguson@carmarthenshire.gov.uk
Dyddiad. Date:

28th September 2016

Brechfa Forest Connection Project Team
Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
BrechfaConnection@pins.gsi.gov.uk
Dear Sir/Madam
Re: Brechfa Forest Connection Project
I am writing on behalf of the Carmarthenshire Local Access Forum (LAF) in respect of your letter dated
25th August 2016 regarding the Application by Western Power Distribution for an Order granting
Development Consent for the Brechfa Forest Connection project.
The Carmarthenshire LAF understand that the applicants have continued to negotiate with Natural
Resources Wales after the public hearings for the planning application to acquire rights over Forest Land
plots. This land is publicly owned land mapped as open access land with Natural Resources Wales
acting as the custodians of the land.
The Countryside and Rights of Way 2000 Act (CROW Act) gives a public right of access to land
mapped as open access land, and provisions 94 and 95 created the requirement for an advisory body to be
known as a Local Access Forum (LAF) to be created in each area. Carmarthenshire Local Access
Forum has been established to carry out the statutory duties of a LAF in the area affected by the Brechfa
Forest Connection Project.
Section 94(5) of the CROW Act makes it a statutory duty of various bodies to have regard, in carrying
out their functions, to any relevant advice given to them by a LAF. This includes any body exercising
functions under Part I of the CROW Act in relation to land in that area - primarily the Countryside
Council for Wales (CCW), the National Assembly and, in some cases, the Forestry Commission (CCW
and FC Wales have subsequently been merged to form Natural Resources Wales).
Section 4.4 of the Role, Duty and Functions of the Local Access Forum published by the CCW and
endorsed by the Welsh Assembly Government states "It is important to note that LAFs are not only
being set up to consider access to land for the purposes of walking.

Gwella ein ffordd o fyw a gweithio. Improving the Way we live and work
www.sirgar.gov.uk. www.carmarthenshire.gov.uk

The statutory function requires that they consider improving access to land for the purposes of all forms
of open-air recreation and the enjoyment of the area. Local Access Forums may thus become involved
with access to land for purposes other than walking, cycling and horse-riding. For example hang-gliding,
picnicking, fishing, shooting and access to wildlife and conservation sites are all forms of open-air
recreation which require access to land. The exact nature of the relevant interests will vary from area to
area and it is thus down to each LAF to decide which subjects are legitimate ones for discussion in their
area."
We wish to bring to your attention that Natural Resources Wales has not complied with their statutory
duty to consult with the Carmarthenshire LAF on the content of the Connection Project agreement. We
have therefore been prevented from carrying out our duty to provide them with advice on its impact on
the public's enjoyment of the publicly owned land they manage.
We are mindful of the expired deadline for comments in respect of this application however given the
circumstances we feel obliged to reiterate our previous objections to this planning application as the level
of mitigation of the impact of the development on the public's enjoyment of the open access land is
inadequate.

Yours sincerely

Caroline Ferguson
Carmarthenshire Local Access Forum Secretary

Gwella ein ffordd o fyw a gweithio. Improving the Way we live and work
www.sirgar.gov.uk. www.carmarthenshire.gov.uk

21. Grwp Blaengwen
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Scott Giles (Energy Development)
Pridham Robert (Energy Development)
Fraser Alice (Legal Services)
FW: Brechfa Forest Connection Project.EN020016
28 September 2016 17:27:17
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Rob
Please note this correspondence.
With thanks
Giles
Giles Scott
Head of Energy Infrastructure Planning and Coal Liabilities
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
3 Whitehall Place
London SW1A 2AW
Tel - 0300 068 5770
Email - giles.scott@beis.gov.uk
Website - https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-business-energy-and-industrial-strategy

From: Lisette Chesshire
Sent: 28 September 2016 16:15
To: Scott Giles (Energy Development)
Subject: Re: Brechfa Forest Connection Project.EN020016
Importance: High

Dear Mr Scott,
I understand that you are responsible for considering the above application by Western Power
Distribution, therefore I am forwarding this letter to you, which has so far not received any
acknowledgement from your department, despite my sending it to Mr Clark in both July and
August. The letter is from Grwp Blaengwen,(an association of people living for the most part in
the village of Gwyddgrug, who are having to endure a second access track being constructed
150 m from an EXISTING wind farm access track), who have been treated extremely unfairly
from the very outset of RWE’s application for the Brechfa Forest West Windfarm.
I understand that you have also recently received representations from the Carmarthenshire
Local Access Forum and from the Chairman of Brechfa Forest Tourism Cluster Group outlining
the irregularities that have taken place during the preparations for this application. You will see
from them, and from our letter (below) the enormous strength of local feeling against this whole
project, and now again against the Grid Connection. Please take into account all of this when
making your decision whether to pass the grid connection; we feel that nothing less than a site
visit by yourself to be acceptable before you can make that decision.

Regards,
Lisette Chesshire
Secretary, Grwp Blaengwen
Address below letter
From: Lisette Chesshire
Sent: 27 September 2016 23:11
To: 'enquiries@bis.gsi.gov.uk'
Subject: re-sending letter

Dear Mr. Clark,
I sent the following letter in July by special delivery, and it was signed for by
someone in your department. When I had no acknowledgement I sent it again by
email in August. Still no acknowledgement. Grwp Blaengwen would at least like to
know that it has been received and considered, so we would be very grateful if we
could have at least some acknowledgment of its receipt. The issues are of the
gravest concern to those living in the area, and although I am sure your new
department must be very busy, this is about a major infrastructure development in
Wales being considered by your department, affecting the lives of a community
bitterly opposed to this that would not have had to accept its construction had we
been living in England, after the passing of the Localism Bill.
Many thanks,
Regards,
Lisette Chesshire
Secretary, Grwp Blaengwen

Mr. Greg Clark, Secretary of State for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy

London

.

Dear Secretary of State,
Grid connection for Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm - EN021106
We are a group of local people who are already suffering the serious

consequences of Alltwalis wind farm since it became operational in October 2009.
We are now facing another major development known as Brechfa Forest West
wind farm with 28 turbines 145m tall immediately adjacent to the Alltwalis wind
farm. This will have an adverse impact on the entire village of Gwyddgrug, which
is why our group, known as Grwp Blaengwen, was formed, bringing together
friends and neighbours forced to live in close proximity to these industrial turbines.
We know that you are now considering Western Power’s grid connection
application for Brechfa Forest West wind farm, which was passed by DECC in
2013.
1. Local Plan
As the minister who was responsible for the Localism bill in England, we are sure
you will appreciate the feelings of local residents here in Wales whose justified
opposition to this development was completely ignored by the PINS enquiry. What
is particularly galling is the fact that Brechfa Forest is one of only 6 areas in Wales
that has been supported by the Welsh government to produce a pilot Local Plan
with the help of Natural Resources for Wales and independent consultants, and
then to act on the outcome using EU funding; yet the Welsh government have
stopped short of incorporating Local Plans into planning policy. If Brechfa Forest
was in England, planning permission for the turbines would not have been
granted, yet the planning for the development was decided in Westminster
because of its size. We ask the question, why should a National Infrastructure
project in Wales be treated differently from one in England?
Now Western Power is proposing to site the substation on one side of the forest,
and install 3km of overhead power lines through the forest, which is incompatible
with the Local Plan. A grid connection in Montgomeryshire, Mid Wales was
rejected on the grounds of landscape and the fact that only one route had been
proposed: the same is true of Brechfa Forest West wind farm – no alternative
route was proposed, despite the fact that a shorter route would have been
preferable and less intrusive once the Bryn Llewellyn project by RES was rejected.
(This was an application for another large wind farm close by that was rejected;
there was also a fourth application, again by RWE, for Brechfa Forest East that
has been shelved. Alltwalis, the existing wind farm, has a separate connection.
Consequently, the 28 km grid connection is only for BFW.)

2. Local Planning Authority’s opposition
Our M.P. Jonathan Edwards wrote on behalf of us all for the line to be entirely
undergrounded. Also, the leader of Carmarthenshire Council started a petition
against the overhead grid connection, calling for it to be entirely underground. The
Council also voted in favour of this proposal. However, Western Power propose to
underground only 4.5km out of a total of 28km, under the Towy and Cothi rivers,
which are on the outskirts of Carmarthen town, far from the forest. This indicates
clearly that preference is being given to the urban area over the countryside.
-23. Problems for landowners
The reason there is such strong opposition to the overhead grid connection is the

fact that the proposal lacks clarity as to the size of the poles, and whether single,
twin, or H-poles will be used.
We are aware that a large number of landowners have not been contacted by
W.P.D. for several months, and yet now they are being threatened with court
action for compulsory purchase. We feel that this is unfair as W.P.D. should have
tried to get agreement first.

4. Aproval of wind farm without infrastructure.
In the Parliamentary debate on Brechfa Forest West, Wednesday March 6, 2013,
Glyn Davies M.P. said:   ”Does he (Gregory Barker) agree that, for any other form
of application, seeking approval without the associated infrastructure just would
not happen? Someone could not seek permission for a house if there was no road
to it, yet in mid-wales we have a public enquiry into six wind farms without any
idea of how the power is going out. The idea is that the approval of the wind farm
would force the infrastructure to follow. That is absolutely outrageous. The
Governments in Westminster and Cardiff are forcing something on people and
coming up with every stunt in the book to try to undermine local opinion.” We feel
that it is wrong that a grid connection should be passed simply because the wind
farm already has planning permission, even though it may be inappropriate.

5. RWE’s attitude towards residents of Gwyddgrug
All our many requests to RWE to move three turbines further away from our
homes, and not to have to endure a second access track with all that that entails
in our small village have been totally refused despite our MPs and MEPs strong
input fully supporting our serious concerns. Once constructed, the people of
Gwyddgrug will have to live with this blight for the rest of their lives, including now,
it seems, overhead cables. In the same 2013 debate on Brechfa Forest, our own
M.P. Jonathan Edwards said: ”neither I nor my constituents are satisfied that
either the Minister or the Secretary of State will visit Brechfa before passing
judgement on the wind farm application. Even local planning authorities….carry
out regular site visits to gain a sound understanding of any proposed
development. How can my constituents have any confidence in the Minister’s
decision when he – sitting in his office down here in London – decides on an
application for a project that is more than 200 miles away, in a village he does not
know, in a community he does not understand and in a country he will not visit?”
Therefore we the locals feel totally rejected and disillusioned. Unless you are
going to reject the grid connection application, we now urge you - as your
predecessor in DECC would not - to visit the site so that you can fully understand
the overall impact on people’s lives and this beautiful area.
Yours sincerely,

Lisette Chesshire (secretary) .
Olwen Davies (treasurer)
on behalf of Grwp Blaengwen.

Address for Reply:
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22. Pauline Medland

29/09/2016
Your Ref:NCWB/510854 & NCWB/510854/60
Dear Mr Buxton,
I am sorry that you have not heard from me for a while because I suddenly had to care for
my brother who lives in France. He was discharged to his home after a year in hospital,
following a stroke and a heart transplant that became problematic after he had another
stroke at the time of the transplant operation. I have only just arrived home as I hope he will
now able to cope with local support, but if not he may have to live here with us.
I explained to you in January that Tir y Wennol was my late father’s house and I am his
executor. My son and his family have been living at Tir y Wennol for more than three years
with the object of buying the house once his previous residence was sold. His house was
sold a few weeks ago and the sale of Tir y Wennol to him is in process and due to be
completed shortly. This will not affect your scheme or easement area, but as I was
technically also a part-owner of Tir y Wennol and my son and his wife will shortly own it you
will no doubt require a new map of the property. I will be able to send this to you as soon as
it is available. Just to reassure you I will still own the area you need access over.
Key Terms:
Would you please review the wording of the Key Terms and the colour of the easement area
on the map you enclosed with your last letter? Thank you for inserting some of my previous
suggestions for a way forward, but once again I do not think you read your letter and
inspected the map before posting. These documents are not correct and therefore cannot
be signed, but as you know I am not against the scheme and I am prepared to allow WPD
access via the easement area. At point 10 of the Key Terms Sheet, below paragraphs a, b, c,
d, and e it is stated:
‘For the avoidance of doubt the access route shown coloured blue on the attached plan are
indicative only and show the intended access route to be taken,......’ etc;
The attached plan has an Easement Area coloured brown which you also referred to in point
2 as ‘brown’ which is correct. There is no blue colour on the plan this time. I think perhaps

you may have become confused because in your previous letter the colour blue was used on
the plan and in the text. This time you have changed it to brown. It may help if you use the
same colour each time to save both of us from becoming confused.
The Plan:
WPD’s defined right of access and the easement area plan is still cutting through the front
wall of Tir y Wennol and into the house. I thought that this was your error, but Iwan Jones
(land agent) has been here today and brought an ordnance survey plan of Tir Y Wennol with
him. It has now become obvious that you have been guided by the ordnance survey plan
and that ordnance survey have made a serious error which cuts into part of the house at the
front and also at the end of the building by the lane leading to Llwyn Teg. They have also
neglected to map the eight foot wide lawn outside the front and the end of the house. I
have no idea how this error occurred, but Iwan stated that it is not the first time he has
found errors by ordnance survey. He has now measured and has made a correct plan of Tir y
Wennol and the area you named the easement area and coloured in brown. Once the lawn
and essential parking of Tir y Wennol (8ft. wide along part of the front of the house) and the
indoor area (9 ft. wide) that was mistakenly cut off by ordnance survey are taken off the
easement area you will understand that there is a total of a 17ft wide strip at the widest
point that cannot be in WPD’s easement area. Can you please reduce the easement area
accordingly with the assistance of Iwan Jones’ corrected plan which is enclosed.
Unfortunately Iwan mistakenly coloured the walled front garden blue and labelled it as
parking for Tir y Wennol, so I have crossed the garden in black so that you can see which is
garden and which is parking area. If you wish to visit to check the plan you will be very
welcome to do so, but can you give me a few days notice as I would like to be present and
may have to rearrange my days at university.
Regarding parking:
Bearing in mind the corrections to the plan and consequently the ‘reduced’ area available
as explained above, you will appreciate why there is no space for WPD parking. There are six
cars belonging to the families living here and there is a trailer also. These cars always park
on both sides of the proposed easement area, there is nowhere else available. As I have
previously explained to you the proposed easement area is the only turning area for all
vehicles coming up the lane from the main road to properties accessed via the lane.
Therefore space must be left free for the turning of large lorries and delivery vehicles. Also
the three neighbours’ rights of way on the designated roadway through our yard (through
WPD’s proposed easement area,) and our access to the main road through the proposed
easement area will need to be kept clear also. If you require daily parking space during
construction we cannot provide this as we are using the space ourselves. If the need is
infrequent and a WPD vehicle parks only in an area designated by us, leaving their phone
number incase we need the vehicle moved, we may be able to accommodate one vehicle
providing it is not a large vehicle. Usually I allow WPD staff checking existing poles and

cables to park here on an informal basis when they ask. It is usually only about once in two
years and it is one vehicle for a short time, therefore post construction we are likely to be
able to comply with similar requirements.
I understand that you have recently told my land agent Iwan Jones by e mail that a
requirement for parking here was on the website. If that is the case I did not see it so
perhaps you could tell me where to find it? You have stated to my agent that this
information was available during the consultation period. I find it very surprising that
although I attended several public and landowner face to face sessions with WPD and
Freedom staff during the consultation period, and I asked very specific questions, at no time
was I informed of the need for parking on my property during construction. What is the
point of having consultation meetings when it appears that one cannot even discover how
one’s property is to be affected? The key terms were issued after the consultation period
was ended and did not contain a requirement for parking until the copy I received in July
(since then I have been in France as I informed you earlier in this letter).
Regarding our private water supply, (also supplying Tir y Wennol and Waldron and field
supplies for animals and a market garden):
As you know this supply is contributed to by springs in different places owned by two
different landowner neighbours affected by the scheme. WPD are intending to put poles
170 and 171 within a few feet and thus within the catchment areas of two of the springs
according to WPD’s hydrologist. Also the area that will need to be driven over by large
vehicles is within inches of one spring and the alkathene pipes taking the water to our
storage tank will also be driven over which will inevitably result in damage and probable
disconnection. In January this year as you know because you were present at the time, the
hydrologist stated verbally that the springs could divert or the flow be reduced due to the
proximity of the work. If the poles can be microsited 5 metres away from both springs as
was suggested in January it is less likely that our water supply will fail or be diverted.
However, what I want from WPD is an undertaking that if damage occurs they will pay for
and arrange repairs and provide an immediate temporary supply. Also if a failure occurs due
to springs failing or relocating WPD will pay for a new reliable permanent supply, bearing in
mind that we cannot have a mains water supply. I believe Manweb has undertaken to do
this with PWS at their scheme in North Wales, and I regard my request as reasonable.
However it appears that WPD is keen to side-step this issue judging by your answers so far.
Can you please give me a definite ‘yes, they will pay’ or ‘no, they will not pay’ if the supply is
damaged and the flow is reduced or fails. If the answer is ‘yes’ I would like this included in
the Key Terms Sheet at least for the duration of the work to be carried out. I am not talking
about creosote pollution here as you have often assumed, I am talking about several
households and animals having a shortage or not having any water.

Regarding point 7:
I am prepared to agree to the protective provisions you seek providing they affect only the
easement area and not my entire property. You only need the easement area, you have not
given me an adequate reason to restrict our activities on the entire property. I believe that
what you are seeking is not proportionate for WPD’s needs as you only need access and
there are no cables or poles on the property to consider. I suggest point 7 could be worded
as follows:
‘Under the terms of the Agreement, the Landowner will agree to a number of protective
provisions relating to the Easement Area including not to submit a planning application, not
to do anything which may interfere with the rights to be granted to WPD under the
Easement, not to grow trees or plant or alter the Easement Area and not to create new
interests affecting the Easement Area without first seeking the consent of the grantee.’
If this wording can be used I will have no hesitation in signing if you can also agree the other
points in this letter.
Meetings:
I note that my land agent has asked you previously and again recently by e mail why you
met one client and agreed HoTs but would not agree to meet other clients. Your reply was
that the client referred to contacted you direct and provided you with issues that she
wanted to be reflected in the HoTs and that if other clients were to do the same progress
could be made towards an agreement. I have to say that I am extremely surprised, if not
astounded at this reply as I have contacted you repeatedly by letter with issues I wanted
reflected in the HoTs. I phoned you months ago and asked for a meeting due to the
difficulties of discussing modifications by letter. Your reply on the phone was ‘’Denied.’’ This
was without even consulting your team and you said you didn’t think it was necessary to
meet. Some of the issues we have been discussing by letter have been at cross purpose, and
as I have said a number of times this could have been resolved a long time ago if we had
met and reached agreement. The client you met lives close to me as you know and you and I
could have met on the same day without any difficulty to either of us. There is also the issue
that I have not yet had a correct set of paperwork from you, so have been unable to sign in
any case. This is not my fault. We are now at a point where a decision is about to be made
by the Secretary of State, so can you please correct your paperwork and include the
relevant issues I have highlighted in this letter in the Key Terms Sheet so that we can reach
agreement and I will be able to sign.
Thank you for your attention, I look forward to a prompt resolution to these difficulties.
When you next write to me could you please copy the letter to Iwan Jones, my land agent?
You did not send him a copy of the last letter you wrote to me although he has consistently
encouraged me to write to you as well as notifying you himself of the issues I remain

concerned about. I had to take time off from my course at university at a time of
assessment in order to copy your last letter and deliver it to him which was very
inconvenient.
Yours sincerely,

Pauline Medland (Mrs)

